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Our team of specialists
can prepare you 1
the CMA exam'.

A &

Selected for their expertise and knowledge
of concepts covered on the CMA exam, these
specialists have written a self- contained review
of all the information needed to pass the examir
tion. Each volume consists of text that discusses
concepts often illustrated by previous CMA que
with step-by -step instructions on how to answer
questions, and other CMA problems and solutio
relate to the concepts discussed.

terry J. Menllk Ph .O
Associate Professor of
Management and Administrative
Sciences. University of Texas at
Dauas

-

volume 6. 19821983 edition has
been revised to include current
developments in all areas
(including taxes) covered on the
CAM examination
and the most re cent
CMA examination
re
Volumes 2 and 3 were
were revrseo
re
June, 1983.
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CMA Review Apes, containing
over 50 hours of audio cassettes,
are
Flexible auaws you to select
the time and place where you
James R. Morton Ph D. CPA
study Study at home or in your,
Manager, Corporate Finanoal Systems Car commuting to and from work
Texas Instruments
Comprehensive covers
all topics needed to pass the
John Koseoiansky Ph D. CPA
Arthur A. Thompson, Jr. Ph D
examination
Associate Professor of Accounting. Professor of Economics and
Loyola University, Chicago
Business Administration,
The University of Alabama

Review Books

Current
contains
discussion of most recent
examination questions and
accounting pronouncements
High o w1led -recor ded en
professional
on excellent
oual,t cassettes
cassettes
tees
quality
To use CMA Review
you
need Volume 6 onf CMA
Review books and the volumes
Of CMA Review rnd.cated on the
order form below that corres
pond to the tapes ordered
•

CMA Review, preparing
candidates for the CMA
examination since 1978 is now
available on cassette tapes.

'

George C. Mead Ph D.. CPA
Professor of Accounting,
Michigan State University

will

Michael A. Diamond Ph D, CPA
Professor of Accounting,
California State University,
Los Angeles

Hershel M. Anderson Ph D, CPA James B. Edwards CMA. Ph D,
Professor of Accounting.
CPA, CIA, CDP
North Texas State University
Professor of Accounting,
University of South Carolina
Andrew D. Believe Jr. CMA,
Ph D, CPA
J. W. Giese Ph D. CPA
Professor of Accounting,
Professor of Accounting, North
Urnversity Of HlHW¢5OIa
Texas State University
Roger N. Blakeney Ph D.
Assoc ate Professor of
Organizational Behavior and
Management, University of
Houston
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Cassette Tapes

The Team
Grant W . Newton, ednor
CMA, Ph D. CPA
Professor, California State
University, Los Angeles
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Order Form
Pr ice

Examinat ion Par t

1 Economics and Business Finance
Book - Vol. t
Cassette Tapes

Q t y.

Total

_i Check Enclosed

S 18.95
10000

2 Organization and Behavior, and Ethics
Book - Vol. 2
Cassette Tapes

Pa y me n t I n st r uc t i o n s

❑ ❑Bill Company J MasterCard ❑ ❑VISA

Card Number

18.95
10000

Expiration Date

3 Public Reporting Standards, Auditing,
Taxes (see Volume 6 below)
Book - Vol. 3
Cassette Tapes

4 Periodic Reports for Internal and
External Purposes
look Vol. 4

Cassette Tapes

1995
12000

Name

1895
110.00

Firm

$ Decision Analysis, Modeling
and Information Systems
Book - Vol. S
Cassette Tapes

Address

1995
11000

Volume 6, 1982.1983 edition, contains
taxes, current clevelopments and most recent exam
questions One copy Is needed for use with any
cassette tape order.
Book - Vol. 6

City

1995

Telephone

State

Code

Zip Code

Number

Save $40 on CMA Review tapes or 19 20 on
CMA Review books by ordering a complete set
looks Vols. 1d
Cassette Tapes Parts❑1•S

Return to

97 50
50000
SUBTOTAL

Malibu Publishing Company
P.O. Box 11442

V

Marina del Rey, CA 90291

Telephone Orders

California residents add 6'/ 9 % sales tax.
UPS shipping and handling Tapes - $3 00 for first part and $1.00 for
each additional pan Books - S2.00 for first volume and 5 50 for each
additional volume (up to a maximum of $10.00)
TOTAL

(213) 622.9673
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Nabisco Brands' Schaeberle: from Management Accountant to
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By Kathy Williams and Robert L. Shultis
This chairman and CEO of the world's leading producer of cookies, crackers, and snack
foods values the positive effect management accountants can have on their company's total operations. He began as a company trainee, worked his way through the financial area
into general management, and rose steadily to the top of his profession. Now he's also a
major leader in the grocery industry.

Capital
Budgeting

How Non -U.S. MNCs Practice Capital Budgeting

28

BY Suk H. Kim and Trevor Crick
In an era when non -U.S. multinational companies are looming larger in terms of foreign direct investment, it is useful to analyze the capital budgeting practices of these companies.
A survey of the 1981 Fortune 500 non -U.S. multinational companies shows practices.

Abandonment Value in Capital Budgeting: Another View

32

By George M. McCabe and George N. Sanderson
Uncertainty and dependence of cash flows are facts of life in most capital budgeting decisions, yet they are given short shrift in the analysis of capital acquisitions. By using decision trees, however, the accountant can help determine the optimal decision by incorporating these factors and abandonment values.

Dangers in Discounting

37

By C. Torben Thomsen
The widespread use of present value tables may lead to managers unknowingly distorting
their time horizons. The distortion is most serious for high interest rates and long periods of
time, as is demonstrated here.
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Taking VisiCalc to the Limit
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By Edward C. McGinnis and Lawrence G. Maglione

Accounting

These comptrollers tell how to overcome the limitations of VisiCalc and use it for transactional modeling, as well as preparing financial statements with a minimum of input data.

41

Computer Graphics for Financial Management
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By Beth A. Benson
The information age has spawned a new definition of information based on the realization
that less is more. The days of countless hours spent reviewing endless computer printouts
for the hint of variance or a trend is over. Now, more and more companies are fine tuning
their exception reporting and decision support systems by consolidating the most important in computer graphics, the affirmation of the '80s that "one picture is worth a thousand
words."

Mergers

Pensions: the Surprise Package in Corporate Marriage

&

By Frank S. Novak and William M. Koeblitz

Acquisitions

Even the most elaborate pre- acquisition audit systems often fail to look hard enough at target company pension plans and their impact on overall valuation. The right way of appraising pension plans is to go beyond the determination of outstanding liabilities to in -depth
analysis of whether it would be best to continue, freeze, or terminate the plan.

50
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Financing with R &D Partnerships Reduces Risk

56

By John W. Hardy
Recent developments in the tax law provide new incentives for investors to take part in
R &D partnerships. Companies that need funding for R &D can look to partnerships for off balance sheet financing, as well as a method of hedging the risk of a project.

FASB

Facts About FASB

62

By FASB Staff
The Financial Accounting Standards Board is one of the most influential bodies in the
business community today, but few people know what its objectives are and how it works.
This summary is designed to make more accountants aware of what it is and what it does.
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A New Era for Operating and Financial Management —
NAA's 5th Annual Controllers' Conference
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By Charles Pridemore
This year's conference, which was held in Philadelphia in October, laid a firm foundation
for a "partnership seeking excellence" between operating and financial management.
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What will accounting be like in the decades ahead? The answer lies
in four phenomena which we are already experiencing:
• The accelerative thrust of knowledge,
• The accelerative thrust of technology,
• The changing corporate identity, and
• Our own view of our profession.
Let's first look at the accelerative
thrust of knowledge. It is amazing how
the rate at which man has been storing
up useful information has been spiraling
upward. An example is book production.
Around the year 1500 it took a century,
perhaps, to produce a fine book. In
1960, that dropped to seven and one half months. Five years later it took apCHARLES T SMITH JR
President, 1983.81
proximately three months. Today it can
be done in a month or less. Now you can
receive a copy of Newsweek —in the mail —that contains events of
just a couple of days before.
While not every book contains advanced knowledge, the rate of
increase does crudely parallel the rate at which man has discovered
new knowledge. We need only to look at the AICPA's and FASB's
recent pronouncement history to see how this impacts us as accountants. If you've read Alvin Toffler's book, Future Shock, all this
may sound familiar, because some of these facts come from that
source. Since he wrote that book the pace has only continued to
accelerate.
With further enhancements to computer power, we can only expect the pace will become faster. In fact, Toffler relates that: "the
Computer, with its unprecedented power for analysis and dissemination of extremely varied kinds of data, in unbelievable quantities
and at mind - staggering speeds, has been a major force behind the
acceleration of knowledge acquisition."
This brings us to the accelerative thrust of technology. As it accelerates, so will the creation of knowledge. In 1967, a Rand Corporation co mpu ter specialist named Dreyfu s argued t hat comput ers
would never b e ab le t o mat ch human intelligence, He wro te a
lengthy paper in which he declared amon g oth er th in gs th at no
chess program could play even amateur chess. In context, he appeared to be saying that none ever would. Less than two years later, a student at MIT wrote a chess - playing computer program and
challenged Dreyfus to a match. The computer virtually annihilated
Dreyfus as "artificial intelligence" researchers cheered.
Artificial intelligence is now a part of our day -to -day vocabulary.
As accountants, we must deal with it and consider its implications
and those of other related phenomena to our functions.
The robot is another technological innovation with its roots in artificial intelligence. We must determine what the robot in the produc► ► 77
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You want quality products when
you buy financial applications
software, but it's tough to measure before the buying decision is
made.
At Data Design, we measure
product quality four ways.
•�By�product�features�that
make it easy to implement, use
and maintain.
•�By�our�track�record�for
reliability, the result of our
extensive in -house Quality
Assurance program.
•�By�effectiveness�of�our
documentation, which is the
industry's best.
•�And�by�results,�which�we�let
you calculate for yourself by talking to any customer who has ever
installed our financial applications
software.
You'll find measurable quality
in Data Design's Fixed Assets and
Accounts Payable /Purchase Control systems. We engineer them
with modular architecture, making them flexible enough to adapt

rapidly to changing financial
requirements. Data Design's Data
Mapping Facility, an exclusive
feature of our advanced system
architecture, gives users the
power to adapt the system to
changing conditions.
Our applications systems
are written in ANSI COBOL and
designed for large and medium scale computers. Their quality
has already been measured by
hundreds�of�U.S.�corporations�—
many of whom use McCormack
and Dodge, Software International, or VISA general ledger
systems but came to us for Fixed
Assets and Accounts Payable.
And you'll find the same
measurable quality in Data
Design's soon- to -be- announced
General Ledger System.
See how we measure up to
your needs. Call us at (408) 7300100 from inside California or toll free from any other state at (800)
556 -5511.

Please send information on the

I

following Data Design software:
� �Accounts�Payable�/Purchase�Control

I

�

System
Fixed Assets Accounting System

I

�

General Ledger System
—

Computer Make/Model
Name

I

Tine
Company
Addres s

I

City

_.
—

State

Lip

Phone

Mail to: Data Design Associates, Inc.
12 79 0 Arn,ad Parkway,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 556 -5511
— — (408)730
= 0100 (GaIifornla)—

I
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Opinion
Robert L. Shultis

One World— Accounting Style
Back during World War II 1 think it was Wendell
Wilkie, one -time Republican nominee for President, who wrote a book titled One World. That
was over 40 or so years ago. The book argued
that the farmer in Iowa, the tractor operator in
Soviet Russia, and the gold miner in South Africa are all inhabitants of this one planet, as are
the organizations of which these people and
the b illions like th em are mem bers. One
World ... that was a revolutionary idea 40 or so
years ago. The United States was just escaping
from the confines of its self- imposed isolationism but had not yet assumed its role as a world
leader.
How times have changed! While we certainly
have not reached that nirvana where all is
sweetness and light in the political, or any other, arena for that matter, we are at least talking
to each other and that's something. That's true
in business as well as politics and it was
brought to mind forcefully last week when I had
the chance to attend the meeting of the Council
of the International Federation of Accountants.
As befits an international body, the Council
meets in various exotic places such as Manila,
Mexico City, London and so on. The location
for the meeting I attended was particularly exotic— Avenue of the Americas (Sixth Avenue)
here in New York. It was a nice eight -block
walk across town in the rain from our offices.
Washington SyCip of the Philippines is the
current IFAC president and council chairman.
He ran an excellent meeting, achieving a nice
balance between wide - ranging discussion and
a swift gavel. Specific accomplishments during
the meeting were somewhat limited, but that, to
me, was not the important thing. We all know
that the progress of organizations which function through committees is frequently ponderous at best. Think for a minute, then, of the
problems facing the IFAC Council which has a
total of about 30 members and technical advisors representing some 15 different countries.
What was important and impressive to me
was the gathering itself. Every continent was
6

represented. The members brought widely different views and cultures to the discussions on
a broad range of topics. Issues brought up before the meeting included ethics, education for
accountants, scope of accounting work, a definition of management accounting, and so on.
For a young organization (formed in 1977),
its accomplishments have been impressive —
even without considering the distances and diverse cultures with which IFAC must contend.
Functioning largely through five standing committees (Education, Ethics, International Auditing Practices, Financial and Management Accounting, Planning), IFAC has issued several
International Auditing Guidelines, Education
Guidelines, Ethics, and Definition and Scope of
Management Accounting. These have made a
major contribution to world -wide accounting literature. In addition, IFAC has sponsored two
World Accounting Congresses.
So far, the IFAC has had largely what we
would call a public accounting orientation. In
much of the world, public accounting is the accounting profession. However, largely under
the leadership, so far, of the management accounting groups in the Anglo -Saxon and British
Commonwealth countries, the management accounting group has become more active. In the
future, it should be able to play a major role
helping develop for the third world the inside
accounting, planning and control skills that
have become such valuable tools among the
industrialized western countries and elsewhere.
Over the years the NAA has been in the forefront of management accounting developments. The rest of the world recognizes this
and is anxious to have our participation in this
endeavor. For example, the IFAC definition of
management accounting, mentioned earlier,
was adopted almost word for word from NAA's
definition. We're glad to be able to contribute
and hope to do so in the future as well.
Even more significant than that, however, is
that IFAC affords one more opportunity for a dialogue among nations. We can learn, we can
become acquainted, we can share problems
just as the other members can. To the extent
that this forum continues to grow, we may all
make one small step closer to the One World
that Wendell Wilkie dreamed of. To the extent
we stop talking, however, we would be one
step backward from that same goal. While the
accounting world is only one small part of the
whole picture, those who saw the recent TV
film, "The Day After," were graphically reminded of the ultimate should everyone stop talking.
We applaud IFAC's efforts to achieve worldwide accounting understanding. We intend to
support them fully.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984
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Maryland
Baltimore
Jay Schneider. CPA

Michigan
Detroit
Jacquelyn DenUyl, CPA
Grand Rapids
Larry Phillips, CPA
Southfield
John Burpee. CPA

313x352 -8860

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Barry Goldstein. CPA

215'569 -3900

401273 -6940

616'459.3600

612933 -4300

Rhode Island
Providence
Matthew Karpacz. CPA

3031571 -4220
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Marvin Smiley, CPA
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Texas
Dallas. North
Phil Allbutten. CPA
Dallas. Ontwn.
Charles Pillow, CPA
Fort Worth
DeVoe. CPA
Houston, Dntwn.
CPA
Houston. North
Ron Turley. CPA
Houston, S.W.
Bill
CPA

3121565.1400
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214.!696 -1500
214749 -1000
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817338 -4750

201;4942060

713 759-0180

Nodler

404;523 -7000

New Jersey
Edison
Howard Honig. CPA
Freehold
John Saharyian, CPA
Morristown
Cooney, CPA

914997 -0720

216,574.4200

3131259 -6616

Minnesota
Minneapolis
Ron Woessner, CPA

404 %255 -4494

2121943 -4210

Ohio
Cleveland
Jim Halloran, CPA

415!945 -8464

202'822 -0100

212'935.3510

Luther.

6177235.3020

New York. Midtown
Jack Cause. CPA
New York, Wall Street
Mark Lipow, CPA
White Plains
Venice
CPA

2011431.1150
201/267.6050

71 3957 -41 1 1
713439 -0280
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Illinois
Chicago, East Loop
Sandy Peterson. CPA
Chicago, West Loop
Janet Jason, CPA
Rolling Meadows
John Gleason. CPA

6171482 -7850
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The worlds largest recruiting firm devoted exclusively to the accounting and financial prolessions
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Colorado
Denver
Trimble, CPA
District o1 Columbia
Washington, D.C.
Ted Brucco +en. CPA
Georgia
Atlanta, 400,Perimlr.
Gad Coutcher, CPA
Atlanta. Dntwn.
Louis
CPA

4151956 -4740
818:781 -7200

Massachusetts
Boston
Mike O'Brien. CPA
Wellesley
Bruce Button. CPA

,' Source Finance®

312i372-9192
31V364.0070

Jim Barron, CPA
Sommerville
Mike

301;467 -7686

New York
Garden City
Phil Bank. CPA

201/843 -2 777
201x526 -5976

Virginia
McLean
Rita Blood. CPA

703448 -6000

516,222.1162

Wlsconson
Milwaukee
Chris Scheirer. CPA

414 347 -1650

CPA

Lowenbroun

Source Finance
Department Al
P.O. BOX 7100
Mountain View CA 94039

415/%9.4990

Boohaker.

If unable to call, write:

2131668 -0082
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How does your salary stack
up? Call us. We're the
world's largest recruiting firm
that's devoted exclusively to
the accounting and financial
professions. One of our staff
of CPAs will mail it to you in
strict confidence, without
obligation.

213,'203 -9911

Call for your free copy today.

With so many fluctuations in
the economy and the way
they can affect your prospects, our new report just
might be the most profitable
reading you'll do this year.

Kuchar,

California
Los Angeles
Century City
Barrett, CPA
Los Angeles
Carl Miller, CPA
Mountain View
Adam
CPA
Newport Beach
Kyle. CPA
San Francisco
Dan Weinlunher, CPA
Van Nuys
Dave Sternfeld. CPA
Walnut Creek
Pay Haydon, CPA
Zakrzewski.

Call Source today
for your free copy

No other Survey of the
profession is more comprehensive. So no matter what
your area of specialization —
in public accounting, industry

or business —you can compare your salary with your
peers and learn what you
can expect to earn in the
future. This includes Taxation, Cost Accounting, Auditing, Treasury, Mergers and
Acquisitions, Controllership,
Loans, Planning and Analysis
and more.

Rick

TM

You'll find that this year's
Survey is particularly
valuable reading because it
has been expanded to cover
salary and new career trend
data for 65 position levels.

Rich

The new, 1984 Accounting
and Financial Salary Survey
and Career Planning Guide
will give you insight on trends
that impact compensation,
current salaries, how new
technologies will affect the
profession and how some
professionals are able to advance their careers more
successfully than others.
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

Update on Management Accounting
Statements

touch on specific aspects of software development, considerable uncertainty exists regarding
specific implementation of outstanding rules.
The Subcommittee on MAP Statement Promulgation is in the process of reviewing staff efforts directed toward submission of a position
paper to the FASB. Also, surveys of current
software accounting practices and the effects
of those practices on bank lending decisions
form the bases for the expected publication of
monographs by NAA.
Another major project occupying the Subcommittee's attention is "Cash Management."
NAA staff has been working on drafts of several individual statements which the Subcommittee is currently in the process of reviewing.
Some of the titles are "Monitoring Cash Balances," "Targeting Optimal Cash Balances,"
and "Centralizing Cash Management."
Activity is under way on a third area within
Practices and Techniques — "Cost of Capital."
Preliminary work indicates the eventual publication of two SMAs, "Cost of Capital" and "Using
the Cost of Capital." Meanwhile the groundwork is being laid for the comprehensive examination of Management Accounting Concepts
and Management of Accounting Activities.

NAA's Management Accounting Practices
(MAP) Committee was established in 1968 for
two purposes: (1) to express NAA's position on
current accounting and financial reporting issues and (2) to provide guidelines to the membership -at -large and to the business community
on management accounting concepts, policies,
and practices. MAP Committee comment letters to the Financial Accounting Standards
Board, Securities & Exchange Commission, First SMAC Proposed Guidelines
and other standard - setting agencies fulfill the
Committee's first objective. The second objec- NAA's sister association, the Society of Mantive is satisfied by the promulgation of State- agement Accountants of Canada, also has emments on Management Accounting (SMAs).
barked on a program to provide management
SMAs address issues falling into five catego- accountants with guidelines "to aid in the imries of a framework for management account- plementation of basic concepts and teching: objectives, terminology, concepts, prac- niques." According to its Statement of Purpose
tices and techniques, and management of and Operation, "Management Accounting
Guidelines (MAGs) will meet the need for an
accounting activities.
Statements issued to date, which are refer- authoritative source which identifies the releenced to the "framework," are Statements 1A, vant information required to arrive at rational
"Definition of Management Accounting;" 1B, decisions."
The SMAC recently issued an exposure draft
"Objectives of Management Accounting;" 1C,
''Standards of Ethical Conduct for Manage- of its first set of guidelines, "Post Appraisal of
ment Accountants;" and 2, "Management Ac- Capital Expenditures." It deals with a firm's periodic monitoring of the outcome of its capital
counting Terminology."
While these statements are approved by the budgeting decisions. Anyone wishing to receive
full MAP Committee, the primary responsibility future MAG exposure drafts may write to the
for their development rests with the Commit- Director of Research, Society of Management
tee's Subcommittee on MAP Statement Pro- Accountants of Canada, Box 176, MPO Hamilmulgation. The Subcommittee recently has ton, Ontario L8N 3C3.
been concentrating on the development of certain topics within Practices and Techniques.
NAA Supports FCPA Amendment
"Accounting for Software" is one of those
topics. At present there is little authoritative lit- MAP expressed its support of the accounting
erature that comprehensively addresses the is- provisions of H.R. 2157, the House of Represue of how to account for computer software sentatives' bill known as the "Foreign Trade
costs. Although a number of standards, e.g., Practices Act of 1983," which was in the proFAS 2, FASB Interpretation No. 6, FASB Tech- cess of being sent by a subcommittee to the
► ►31
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"Two years after starting
ourownaccountingpractice . . .

"We've Got
It Made:"
Bruce & Jan Buchan
El Cajon, CA
control the financial security of
your family, and that you don't
have to worry about losing your

fob. That's what COMPREHENSIVE
has meant to us.
For more details on what a

COMPREHENSIVE practice could
mean to you, call toll free or
mail in the coupon below. There
is no obligation — and what you
learn may change your life!
What is COMPREHENSIVE?

COMPREHENSIVE Is the nation's
largest organization of its kind
providing monthly accounting,
bookkeeping, tax and business
consultation services. Currently
over 350 franchisees across the
country serve more than 20,000
small and medium -sized
business clients of all types.
Le g a le s e
These sales, pro fits or
earnings are of a specific
franchise and sho uld not be
considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other franchise. The
franchiso r do es not represent
that any franchisee can
expect to attain these sales,
pro fits o r eamings.

CallS. J. Lewis
TollFree(800)323-9000

n

m

m

m

m

Anywhere In the Continental U.S.
In Illinois, call collect (312) 898 -6868
m

m

Bruce: "At the end of 1981
we were up to 73 accounts, and
by our second anniversary we
had over 100 accounts. Even
though the economy was off,
we were able to add new
accounts every month.
"We know the market is there
for continued growth to our goal
of over 200 clients. We have
the kind of service small
businesses need — at the right
price."
Jan: -Of course we both
have to work very hard,

m

COMPREHENSIVEpracticeby
summer of 1980.
'When we arrived in El Cajon
in August we didn't know
anyone. But within a week we
had found a place to live, rented
an office, opened our own
accounting practice and signed
up our first three accounts."

m

systems for Marketing,
Production, Data Processing
and Practice Management
made it easier to get new
clients — and to service a large
number of clients promptly and
efficiently.
"The systems are based on
nearly 35 years of practical
knowledge, and are backed by
a professional support team
and national advertising."
Jan: "We finally made the
decision to open our

m

1 joinedCOMPREHENSIVE as a
sales representative, eventually
becoming manager of
Marketing Training in 1978.
"In those three years I saw
enough independent local
accountants sign up with
COMPREHENSIVE andachieve
their personal goals to convince
me that we could do it, too.
"I knew by their experiences
thattheCOMPREHENSIVE

especially during rush periods,
in order to keep up to date.
That's nothing new. Many wives
work these days.
"'But that doesn't keep us
from having a happy home life,
enjoying our children, our trips
together, and our leisure time.'
Bruce: "Owning a successful
practice makes a big difference
in a lot of ways. We bought a
new home on three acres of
property on top of a mountain
with a spectacular view and a
swimming pool — only ten
minutes from our office.
"And we have recently
purchased the commercial
building where our office is
located — partly because we
needed more space and partly
for investment reasons."
Jan: "We don't mean to say
we have suddenly become
millionaires. But I think we are
well on our way to that goal.
"Meanwhile, we certainly do
live much better than we did
when we were both working for
a salary."
Bruce: "It's not just the
convenience of being able to
afford more pleasures for
ourselves and for the kids ...
what's more important is the
equity we are building up in our
accounting practice, and in our
home and other property.
"There's no better peace of
mind than knowing that you
m

our own lives out there. That
did it!"
Bruce: "After I got my degree
in Accounting in 1975, 1 worked
as an IRS Agent. Then, in 1977.

r'i

Bruce: "If this sounds like
we're boasting — well, maybe
we are, just a little.
"But there's a good reason.
"We'll bet there are a lot of
good accountants out there who
could be just as happy as we
are — IF they could only make
the big decision to go into
business for themselves."
Jan: "That's right. We know.
We were there. We both had
secure jobs in the Midwest. It
wasn't easy to give up that
security to see if we could make
it on our own in California."
Bruce: "But job security was
not enough. Not for us, anyway.
We wanted more.
"We wanted to live better. To
be able to afford better things. A
better home. A better education
for the kids. More travel. More
recreation. More freedom,
"And we wanted to build
asset value in our own
business, not someone else's."
Jan: -Even so, we wasted a
whole year trying to decide.
"Then we took a vacation to
California and realized how
great it would be to work for
ourselves, and be free to live

like to know more about: Starling my own practice
' [] Expanding
Relocation

'

Name
' Address

-- - -

city
— _ - state
- _ - Zip
Phone
(Best time tocan)
Mail to: Comprehensive Accounting Corporation
2111
Comprehensive
Drive
'
Aurora,
Illinois 60507 -1288
This is not an offering. An offering canonly be made by a prospectus
filed first
with
MA I
the N.V. Depl. of Law. Such filing does not constituteapproval by N.V.
ea
=
=
M

L

COMPREHENSIVE"
The right arm of Americas small businesses.
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Taxes
Stephanie Miller, Editor

IRS Rules on Partnership Basis
While the U.S. Claims Court decided that the
guarantee of a loan to a partnership by a limited partner allows all partners to step up their
basis, the IRS came to a different conclusion. A
partner's basis in a partnership is important because it determines the amount of the deduction a partner can take if there is a loss.
In the Claims Court case, a limited partnership was formed to develop a construction project. To fund the project, a $9.4 million nonrecourse loan was guaranteed by the general
partners, in addition to $2 million from the limited partners. The court decided that in guaranteeing the loan the general partners were acting in a capacity outside their role as partners.
They were responsible for repayment and if the
partnership defaulted the partners have no further obligations, while the guaranteeing partners would step into the shoes of the creditor.
Several days after the Claims Court decision,
the IRS ruled on a case involving a limited partnership engaged in real estate. To purchase
property, one partner guaranteed a nonrecourse mortgage_ Because the partner guaranteeing the mortgage is personally responsible
and the other partner is not obligated to make
further contributions, the IRS ruled that his basis is not increased.

10

agent, the Retail Credit Corp. issued an extremely negative credit report which caused Mr,
Roemer to be rejected for a license and damaged his general reputation. In settling the suit,
Mr. Roemer received a retraction, as well as
$4 0, 00 0 in com pens at ory d am ages an d
$250,000 in punitive damages. The Circuit
Court overturned the Tax Court's argument that
Mr. Roemer did not prove what percentage of
the award was for personal damages and,
therefore, the entire award was taxable. The
Circuit Court found that state law controls the
definition of personal or professional injury. In
California, defamation is a personal injury;
therefore, both the punitive and compensatory
damages are nontaxable.

Bartering Produces Taxable Income
Barter and countertrade are a growing phenomenon among companies and individuals.
While corporations use trading companies to
arrange barter deals, individuals are turning to
barter clubs as a means of receiving services
without paying cash. In either case there are
complex tax and accounting matters that need
to be resolved. The IRS recently ruled on
whether the value of services received by
members of a barter club is includable in gross
income. Members of the club pay an initiation
fee which gives them access to a directory listing members and the services that they will
provide. Members may request services from
other members and are only obligated to perform a service when requested by another
member. Because the members receive services without any restriction as to their use, the
IRS said that they represent advance compensation to members for the services that they
will provide in the future. Therefore, the fair
market value of the services are taxable to the
recipient of the service.

What Is a Taxable Award?

Tax Briefs

A California insurance broker who won a libel
suit because of damage to his personal and
professional reputation paid taxes on only the
compensatory damages he received. The IRS
sued for taxes on the entire award. While the
Tax Court upheld the IRS's contention, the
Ninth Circuit Court disagreed.
According to Revenue Ruling 75 -45, damages for personal injury are excluded from income, while damages won for injury to a business reputation are taxable because, in theory,
this payment is in place of lost income. This
distinction is rarely clear -cut, however.
In the case of Paul Roemer, the insurance

A reduction in the holding period for capital
gains and losses from one year to six months
received support at a House hearing from
some House members and from John E. Chapoton, assistant secretary for tax policy, Department of the Treasury. Mr. Chapoton did not
support, however, a proposal to decrease the
limit of deductibility for capital losses against
ordinary income from $3,000 to $1,000.... The
annual interest rate on tax underpayments and
overpayments will remain at 11 % through June
30, 1984. The rate is adjusted every six months
for fluctuations in the prime rate. The average
10-10- 73
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tech." All MICRO1-LINE takes Is an IBU!", Apple,, or
TRS 80'1' personal computer with a communications
modem. (And a printer, if you want immediate hard copy documentation.) Add the FAST -TAX Link software and the power is "on."
See how they run:
Now you can access every shred of federal /state information — raw data, any calculation or schedule, checkouts — on the spot. With MICRO -LINE, you get full
screen displays: perfectly formatted returns, side -byside planning scenarios, the start-to -finish audit trail.
C1 Taking it easy .... All MICRO -LINE applications are
menu - driven. So there are no commands to learn (or
to forget) between bouts of compliance and planning.
Because strategic work goes faster and the rest can be
Computerized
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tax processing
for
professionals
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for planning /administration — All you have to do to
recompute tax liabilities, respond to RAR "s, or divine
the impact of changes in corporate structure is fire up
your PC and tap into your compliance data base. With
MICRO -LINE, you're set for unlimited planning alternatives, at all corporate levels, from 1979 on. Then
there's Micro - Control to monitor deadlines and departmental schedules.
The finish line and the start.
With MICRO -LINE and your personal computer, the
tools to control year -round compliance, planning, and
administration are close at hand. And the tax professional who has to cover the least
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ground will surely come out ahead.
The starting line is on the coupon.
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1395 Midway Road
Carrollton, Texas 75006
214/934 -7000
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Management
Information
Systems
Gerald R. DeMaagd, Editor

The Usefulness of Information
to Management
The goal of Management Information Systems
(MIS) is to support the operations of the company and contribute to the quality of business
decision making. The continuing major investments being made by business in computing
systems and software make it evident that on
the whole MIS has succeeded in this goal.
There is, however, a counter- current of dissatisfaction with computers and their output, a
vague and infrequently expressed feeling that
computerized information could be more useful
to management.
This mismatch between managers' expectations about what information should be provided and what they actually receive springs from
a number of causes outlined in the NAA monograph Impediments to the Use of Management
Information by Henry Mintzberg, published in
1977.
One indication that a problem exists is that
much computerized information is not used, especially by managers above the level concerned with day -to -day operating details. Higher level managers, partly because of the less
structured mature of their jobs, tend to favor
verbal reports from their subordinates over documented sources of information.
Four MIS Weaknesses
The Mintzberg study identified four basic weaknesses of management information systems
which contribute to the perceived dissatisfaction with the way information is provided.
• The information is too limited. Either the data
itself is insufficiently rich in the specific details desired or nonqualifiable data is not
represented.
• The information is at the wrong level of aggregation. The data is either too detailed, too
2

general, or inappropriately categorized for
the problem at hand. A change in the chart of
accounts can complicate this situation; what
had previously been posted to one account
might now be posted to several accounts.
Reconstruction of comparable data for previous periods at the same level of detail would
not be possible.
The information is late. Much computerized
information is of a historical nature, and often
current information is not available when
needed. This has led to an increasing emphasis on capturing data at the source, real time updating, and exception reporting. The
increased interest in forecasting systems and
decision support models is further evidence
of the desire for prescriptive, rather than reactionary, tools_
The information is unreliable. Unfortunately,
this may become more of a problem than in
the past as managers turn to personal computers to create rough minimanagement information systems under their own control,
rather than taking advantage of the more
powerful, but more exacting corporate database systems that exist. There is a danger
that the information in some of the personal
systems may be erroneous or misleading
without the recipient knowing about it. One
man's database is another man's junk.
A Systems Technology Solution
Solutions to these problems will be found when
MIS needs are detached conceptually from the
computer systems employed to deliver part of
what a manager needs to know. The great potential for new systems to address the, as yet,
unmet needs and expectations for management information is the driving force behind the
rapidly exploding changes in the information
processing industry today.
These new systems developments hold
promise for remedying the weaknesses of the
past:
Advancements in computer technology have
accelerated the trend toward end -user comput ing. W e h ave go ne fro m t he era of
punched cards to large centrally located
mainframe computers doing batch processing, to distributed processing on mini and microcomp uters in an on -lin e interactive
environment.
An increased emphasis on flexibility and responsiveness to undefined future requirements. Almost all application software packages marketed today, which by their nature
are designed to support a well- defined func► ►31
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Data Sheet

The SEC also announced that it will begin a
pilot program under which corporations would
be permitted to file via electronic system, and
investors and securities analysts would be able
to access instantly such information on home
and business computer systems.

Robert F. Randall, Editor
Firms Buy Back More of Their Stock

Prospects for 1984: Cloudy
Economic forecasting is —and probably always
will remain —an art because of the millions of
variables that can affect our huge economy.
Peter L. Bernstein, 1983 winner of the Annual
Economic Forecasting Award sponsored by
Sterling National Bank, is relatively bullish. He
sees an acceleration of consumer spending
that will almost certainly have a positive effect;
however, a tight monetary policy, reduced profit
margins, and rising interest rates will tend to
dampen the economic outlook. Overall, Mr.
Bernstein expects 1984 year -to -date growth in
GNP of 5.5 %, unemployment at year -end to be
8 %, and inflation to continue at its present low
rate. Less sanguine in his forecast, Charles Kaiser, Jr., managing partner of Pannell Kerr Forster, says we're sitting in the eye of the hurricane and the storm is likely to continue. He
foresees another surge of inflation after November 1984 caused by several factors including the debt situation of many Third W orld
countries as well as the U.S., the political and
military situations in the Middle East and Latin
America, and the impact of a presidential election year on interest rates. Mr. Bernstein also
tempers his forecast with the caution that a default in the international debt arena, an abrupt
weakness in the dollar or a deepening stagnation in developing countries could "blow any
forecast to bits."

Rule 415 Sequel: SEC Approves
Limited `Shelf Registration
On January 1 the Securities & Exchange Commission's ruling on "shelf' registration became
effective. Rule 415, first adopted on an experimental basis in March 1982, cut through time consuming red tape making it easier for corporations to sell new issues of their securities on
short notice. Under the revised rule, only large
corporations, those qualified to use Form S -3—
a short form registration statement, would be
permitted to continue to market their securities
under the "shelf' registration requirements.
14

Some 297 companies listed on the New York
Stock Exchange bought back 218.9 million
shares of their common stock in the first 10
months of 1982, up from the 148.4 million
shares repurchased by 312 companies during
all of 1981. In publishing the results of its survey of 134 corporations, the Conference Board
suggested the results demonstrate "the determination of many repurchasing companies to
exploit favorable buying opportunities." The
major reason why companies are reacquiring
their stock is for use in their compensation,
stock- option, and stock - purchase plans, according to the Board. Other objectives are to
exploit favorable investment opportunities, to
improve earnings per share, and to help corporate acquisition programs. Most companies
said they had achieved a high degree of success in acquiring stock for their compensation
and acquisition programs and mixed success in
exploiting bargain prices. Repurchasing programs generally were unsuccessful in propping
up market prices of the corporate stock. Some
64% of the companies plan to continue repurchasing their shares in order to keep a steady
supply of stock for their compensation, stock
option, and stock purchase plans,

FASB Rule on Government Pension
Plans Is Deferred Indefinitely
The Financial Accounting Standards Board has
voted unanimously to defer indefinitely the applicability of its FAS 35 to pension plans sponsored by state and local governments. The National Council on Governmental Accounting
also had issued a statement on pension accounting which differed significantly from FAS
35. A Board spokesman said that the NCGA
will soon issue an interpretation of their statement that will defer its effec t ive date
indefinitely.

Business /Accounting Briefs
The Institute of Internal Auditors has issued its
first two statements on internal auditing standards. The titles are "Control: Concepts and
Res p on s ib ilit ies " and "Com mu n ic at in g
Results."
1-1
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Why Accountemps
personnel
outperform
other temporaries,

accounremps,

f your accounting department has problems they
didn't count on. If your bookkeeper is backed up with work If
your data processing people have more data than they can
process. Accountemps specialists are available to help your staff
catch up—or prevent it from falling behind.
Accountemps employees are available at a moment's
notice to work a day, a week, a month or longer. And there's
almost no time wasted orienting our people because they're
slightly over - qualified to get the job done quickly, accurately
and cost effectively.
Call any one of SO offices in the United States, Canada
and Great Britain. Accountemps will send you one specialist or
a staff of 25 right away. We help keep your temporary problems
temporary.
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Small
Business
Kathy Williams, Editor

E. Lewis Bryan, assistant professor, and G.
Thomas Friedlob, CMA, associate professor,
School of Accountancy, Clemson University,
contributed this month's column. It is excerpted
from their testimony before a Securities & Exchange Commission Small Business Forum
last summer. The SEC had asked these Anderson Area Chapter members to testify regarding
problems of small businesses and proposed
solutions.

Why Small Businesses Fail:
Testimony Proposes Solutions
One primary cause of the high failure rate for
small businesses is a lack of knowledge on the
part of owners and managers about accounting, particularly management accounting and
internal control.
Clemson University has a Small Business
Development Center which is typical of others
around the country. Repeatedly, our students
and other Center staff must help SBA loan applicants complete the required forms, or applicants may pay an accountant $800 and submit
the application without understanding it. Nowhere does the SBA loan application form ask
the applicant to indicate any skill or experience
in controlling and accounting for money.
Dun & Bradstreet notes that incompetence,
unbalanced experience, and lack of managerial
experience create problems in areas such as
operating expenses, receivables, and inventories —all accounting areas.
Nationwide there is growing attention to
managerial accounting and internal control.
The Certificate in Management Accounting
(CMA) program was introduced by NAA in
1972. In 1972, 410 accountants sat for the
exam. By 1982, more than 11,000 candidates
were taking the CMA examination, working toward bec oming Cert ified Manag em en t
Accountants.
Similar emphasis can be seen in the Certified
Internal Auditor (CIA) examination given by the
16

Institute of Internal Auditors. The first CIA
exam, given in 1974, drew 2,299. There were
more than 11,000 candidates taking the CIA
examination in 1982.
But where do these people go? Examine the
rosters of the CMAs and CIAs. They are in big
business, not small. Big business knows the importance of managerial accounting and internal
control.
Small business is especially vulnerable to
problems that stem from inadequate accounting and internal control. Entrepreneurs who
come to Clemson's Small Business Development Center are independent and self- confident. Those are good traits. An entrepreneur
must have them. But along with the entrepreneurial spirit, the new small business people
must have the ability to handle money, They
must have innate accounting skill, they must
have it on staff, or they must hire consultants.
It is difficult to support our hypothesis with
hard, empirical data. There is no shortage of
scholarly writings that agree with our premise —
but, for the most part, they approach the study
intuitively. D &B business failure data appear to
be the most commonly cited and available hard
data.
There are, however, a few empirical studies.
One study by Ronald Clute examined Chicago
firms seeking SBA assistance. Forty percent
had financial difficulties because of accounting
problems_ About 20% had no accountant. Another 18% had accountants who were either incompetent or indifferent.
By its nature the small firm is difficult to control. Employing specialists in all the functional
business areas is an impossibility when the
number of employees and available personnel
funds are restricted. One of the basic principles
of internal control is the separation of duties —
separating the custody and the accounting for
an asset. With few people, this is difficult. We
believe that small businesses in general have
failed to keep up with larger businesses in the
critical areas of management accounting and
internal control. The solution we propose is
broad -based universal training.
At the present time, colleges and universities
are offering courses aimed at the potential
small business person. The Resource Book of
Small Business Management Training and Education at Colleges and Universities describes a
large number of college courses specifically
aimed at small businesses. The SBA has published Small Business Goes to College, which
lists 191 colleges offering courses in small
business management and entrepreneurship.
Colleges and universities seem to be respond0.01-73
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A comprehensive overview of the
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the relevant literature. The authors then
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straightforward, practical method of application based on actual municipal financial data. The validity of the application is evaluated and, in conclusion, al-
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management accountant plays as he or
she fits into their company, only then
did the large majority cite the position
as one which is extremely important to
the company and likely to be the controller or the person who assumes key
financial responsibility within the firm."
In effect, we proved that there was a
strong lack of understanding about the
status of the management accountant,
and to some extent the impression of
top management was that the occupation was rather low in status compared
to other occupations. This is an important observation since the rise or fall of
management accountants in any firm is
dependent upon the impression that top
management has of the occupation and
the individual as well.
It is my belief that the NAA intends
to promote the title management accounting and intends it to cover the entire field of nonpublic accounting occu-
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pations —and at all salary levels. This
does not mean, of course, that the NAA
intends to recommend that titles such as
controller and treasurer be replaced.
I agree wi t h th e au th o rs t h at th e
CMA program is significant, but I do
not feel that there is any chance whatsoever of the CMA ach ievi ng a status
comparable to the CPA unless CMAs
are licensed (LMA). In England and
Canada the nonpublic accountants enjoy a status quite similar to that of the
chartered accountant. In those countries there is no licensing of chartered
accountants or other accountants, but
the status is maintained by strong trade
organ izat ions that ass ume a certain
amount of control over those professions. In the United States all of the major professions are licensed: law, medicine, dentistry, engineering, and public
accounting. Hardly a person in those
professions would opt to give up a license because there is almost no governmental interference and because it has
become the recognized credential. In
the United States, the management accountant will never have the status of
the CPA unless there is licensing.
Someday licensing of management
accountants will arrive. Meanwhile I'd
be interested in reading some more observations by proponents of licensing.
Robert Half
President
Robert Half International Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Don't Leave the Frosting Off the Cake
I found Mr. Shultis's August "Opinion"
most interesting. I have had a 30 -year
struggle of sorts to get companies and
their managements attuned to internal
control and internal audit. I have corresponded with colleges and college professors, particularly graduate schools,
pointing out they are leaving the frosting off the cake by turning out graduates who do not even begin to understand that control and managing are
synonymous terms.
I am a believer in the CMA program.
It is filling a real need in the accounting
profession. Its primary advantage is in
getting accountants to think like business people instead of bean counters. In
many ways businesses have found they
have too many people who never ven-

ture out of headquarters. The action
takes place out in the field. Management accounting helps headquarters
and the field to become acquainted with
each other.
Operations people are being remembered. Good plant controllers who are
part of the management team are recognized as being a scarce commodity. Excellent cost systems, excellent inventory
control, excellent control over all aspects of operations are realized as being
a necessity, and the need for management accountants and the effort to produce them rise to the surface. Public accounting experience does not entail all
that is needed to become a management
accountant. The CMA program is addressing this need. It offers continued
professional development to those who
choose not to go the public accounting
route. It recognizes the need for something other than the ability to recite
APBs [Opinions] and FASBs [Standards] forwards and backwards.
Internal audit has its CIA program,
NAA its CMA program. I just talked
with an executive and mentioned CIA
and he asked what that was. Then you
feel you are hitting your head against
the wall. Now with companies trying to
improve productivity, trying to turn out
quality, and trying to hold costs in line
and make a dollar, the management accountant will have his day in the sun.
Management accountants need to get
the message outside the group, get the
message to management. Accountants
have, in s ome ways, been their own
worst enemies. They should prepare
themselves to do the job, do the job, and
then demand the respect and recognition. It will not be offered voluntarily. I
have known headquarters controllers
and accountants who almost proudly
proclaim they have been with the company 20 years and never been inside a
plant 10 or 15 miles down the road. Is
this management accounting?
Con trol is t he n ame o f the game.
Management is responsible for control,
and auditors review and evaluate existing controls. The more management accountants we have, the more control we
are going to have. Get the routine under
control and free up management to deal
with and handle the exceptions.
Incidentally, M A N A G E M E N T A C 10-10-71
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Nabisco Brands' Schaeberle:
from Management Accountant
to Industry Spokesman
He got his job on the strength of a college paper
analyzing Nabisco's finances —now he is chairman and CEO
of the company and an advocate for the entire grocery industry_

By Kathy Williams and Robert L. Shultis
Although Nabisco Brands, Inc. Chairman Robert
M. Schaeberle hasn't worked directly in the financial area for several years, he considers it the beacon within every company and the one discipline
in which every manager should have some knowledge or training. "Today it's necessary for everyone to understand what starts at the top line and
ends with the profit or loss at the bottom line and
what the two sides of the balance sheet are, how
managements' decisions can affect the results of
the company by what they do, and what they can
do to make it better," he explains.
Mr. Schaeberle's vast experience in finance and
accounting before he became chairman and chief
executive officer in 1973 left him with a fondness
for that area as well as the knowledge of how vital
it is to a company's success. "Picture the financial
area as a piece of material on which you are going
to needlepoint a design," he says. "The financial
function is the matrix or the background that ties
it all together. Then you have your marketing
people, your research people, your production
people, who start to weave the threads together
through all of that. When you finish, you hope
you have a good picture or piece of finished cloth
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

that carries the design you want. Even though it's
made up of a lot of different colors, if you didn't
have that matrix to tie it all together— through
the financial controls and systems and procedures —you just couldn't end up with a finished
piece of art or material or whatever."
It's important to instill this understanding in as
many employees as possible, he notes, so they can
realize that everything they do, every expenditure
they make, will affect a company's bottom line
and operations. For example: "Take a new person
that comes into the company or one who returns
from, say, the Harvard program. The first thing
he wants to do is implement what he's learned in
the classroom. This goes on through everybody's
career, all the way through the company, but it
takes a few years to recognize that if you pull one
string over here, it affects something way over
there on the other side that you really don't realize the tie to, and you want to change something.
We are all for change, we want to modernize, we
want to make things better, to be innovative and
creative, but we also have to recognize that the
picture is so woven together —and it's the financial background that weaves it all together —that
we have to be careful because when we do change
something over here, there is something way out
21

beyond which we just haven't had the experience
with that's going to change something else —
whether it be a personnel situation or whatever."
Turning Chance into Success
He has spread this philosophy, mainly by example, throughout his entire career with Nabisco. In
1946 he joined the National Biscuit Co. as a
trainee after he completed his tour of duty with

The financial
background
weaves a
company's
operations
together.

of years before that and that I would like to go to
work for the company. And it was through that
p ap er t h at I was accept ed in th e t rai n i n g
program."
From that point he was successful at Nabisco.
He served as a staff assistant in the controller's
department and then as an auditor before becoming assistant controller in 1958. He was named
controller in 1960 and a vice president and assistant to the president in 1962. He then moved from
finance into general management.
"At that particular time I guess I might have
been a little critical of some of the new products
work that was being done. Sometimes when you
make a statement like that, next Monday morning
you find yourself in a position to be able to see
what can be done," he chuckles. That next Monday morning in 1963 found him in Nabisco's new
products department. In 1964 he became vice
president — finance and was elected executive vice
president the same year. In 1966 he was named
president, then chief operating officer in 1972, and
chairman and CEO in 1973. Since that time Nabisco's sales and net income have steadily increased and the company has merged with Standard Bran d s t o b eco me o n e o f t h e wo rl d 's
foremost branded food processors. Its cookies,
crackers, and other products include such well known brand -name packaged foods as Ritz crackers, Oreo cookies, Nabisco Shredded Wheat,
Planters Peanuts, Baby Ruth candy bars, and
Fleischmann's margarine, just to name a few. In
1981 the company expanded its confection market
when it acquired Life Savers, Inc., making it the
third largest confectionery manufacturer in the
United States. In 1982 it acquired Huntley &
Palmer., a British bakeries and savories business
that manufactures such items as Peek Freans
shortbread cookies. As a result of these sound
business ventures, Nabisco Brands products can
be found in almost every home in the free world.
Praising the Grocery Industry

the U.S. Navy. He laughs as he recalls how he decided to apply for a job. "When I came back from
the Navy, I wondered what I was going to do, so I
pulled out this paper I had written before I had
entered the service —one I had written my senior
year in college. My senior thesis had to be about a
company that had a certain amount ofassets and
sales. It had to have both preferred and common
stock, and such. I went to the library and started
paging through the Standard & Poor's book. I put
my finger on a company called the National Biscuit Co., and I wrote on it and then stuck the paper away because my first employer was the U.S.
Navy. Well, I took the paper to National Biscuit
Co., and explained that I had written it a couple
22

Not content just to let his company reap profits
from the food industry, Mr. Schaeberle wants to
make the public aware of how valuable and vital
that business really is, so he has become a spokesman for the entire grocery industry, speaking out
on issues ranging from making consumers aware
of the nutritional value of certain foods, to encouraging manufacturers' voluntary listing of
product ingredients on packages, to further expanding the use of the universal Uniform Product
Code.
As chairman of the Grocery Manufacturers
Assn., which represents 80% of all the U.S. grocery manufacturers, he travels around the country
speaking to the press, to universities, doing a couple of television shows, and so forth, about the inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

dustry "because we have such a fantastic story to
tell. Most people don't recognize that the grocery
or food business is the largest industry in the
country. Ask anybody in the street what is the
biggest industry in the country, and people will
say automobiles or steel or petroleum or something like that. It is true I am taking it from the
farm to over the checkout counter, but it is the
largest and most productive industry in the whole
world. I get a little fed up when you mention the
word productivity and everybody says Japan, and
they are talking about electronics, cameras, automobiles. Because of that we have a tremendous
story to tell.... "
Sometimes this story gets lost in a communications gap that seems to exist between food companies and consumers and the government, he implies. The food industry needs to shed its "bad
guy" image in the area of chemical components
and make the public realize that it does offer nutritious, high - quality products that are safe. For
example, after learning about the potentially
harmful effects ofsodium on some consumers, the
food industry, under the leadership of Mr. Schaeberle, began working with the Food and Drug Administration to voluntarily list sodium and other
ingredients on package labels. "Two years ago,
only 5% of the food products in the country had
sodium labeling," he points out. "By voluntary
action of the food industry, we said to the FDA
that we would start to work on that with all the
food companies in the country. We estimate that
by early this year, in excess of 50% of all food
ingredients will be listed on labels. This shows
what we can accomplish through voluntary action
rather than getting tangled up with specific guidelines that come out."
Making Red Tape Nutritious
This area of nutrition, bureaucracy, and preservatives can be frustrating, he notes, especially
when a company keeps trying to improve its products but faces obstacles. "A food company should
be thinking about feeding people— nutrition. I
have a pet saying. I really believe it, and through
experience I know it's true: 'If we can ever make
red tap e nutritional , we can feed the world.'
We've come up with some very nutritious products. We try to introduce them to people in this
country and other developed countries. But the
key word today is 'natural.' People don't want ersatz products. On the other hand, you go into developing countries and unless it either tastes like
what they are used to eating or looks like what
they are used to eating, people turn off." He told
Forbes magazine a couple of years ago about Nabisco's experience with Ricetein, a rice product
fortified with bits of soy. People in some African
countries who usually spread rice out on tree
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

trunks to pick out bugs and pebbles did the same
with Ricetein, only here they picked out the soy
particles —the nutritious part.
Then, of course, with government agencies, the
concern is who is going to pay for the food sent to
developing countries. "That question could develop," he says, "and all of a sudden everybody gets
a glaze across his face, especially the government
agencies, so those are just some of the things we
have to be concerned about."
Regarding the tarnished image of preservatives,
Mr. Schaeberle repeats that people are worried
about the effects of these substances. "Many ingredients in foodstuffs today have the exact chemical component as 'natural' foods. I use the example ofpicking berries up off the forest floor. Some
of them are little; some of them are big; all have
dirt on them. By being able to use the exact same
makeup, through science you get a much more
uniform product, plus the process is less expens i ve. . . . In addition, there are certain preservatives in food that have been proven to be absolutely safe, and t hrou gh th eir use we are abl e to
reduce the price offood, we make fewer deliveries
to the stores, consumers make fewer trips to the
grocery store, they can keep food on their shelves
longer, and they are assured. Of course people are
going to find defects now and then in some of our
food supply, but I still say, compared to any other
country in the world, ours is the most sanitary
and nutritious."

If we could
make red tape
nutritional we
could feed the
world.

Computerizing the Checkout Stand
Nor does his ardor stop here. He is chairman of
the Uniform Product Code Council. The Uniform
Product Code is that diagram or set of various sized lines or bars on the side of a package. At the
checkout stand, the checker runs each item over a
computerized optical scanner which "reads" these
codes and rings up a price on the cash register. It
is used in lieu of stamped prices in many supermarkets throughout the country. "Those little
lines on the side of all the packages have just revolut ion ized t he wh ole in dus try," he exclaims
proudly. "Most people think ofit as helping speed
the groceries through the checkout counter, but
that is only where it starts. It feeds back into inventory control and helps the retailer get the best
return for his investment and his products. In other words, it depends on what side of town or
which side of the tracks the store is on as to the
product category the retailer should carry and
how much shelf space should be allocated to different products."
The scanners' use in checkout stands is more
efficient. He emphasizes that, contrary to popular
belief, under the hand- stamped system consumers
usually are charged less rather than more if the
checker makes a mistake or the clerk can't read
23

the price. So the scanner will make the clerk's job
easier and certainly more accurate. "The computer doesn't make mistakes," he says. "If the data in
the computer are wrong, then the computer will
make a mistake, but the computer that reads the
universal code on the product won't because there
is a check code on it that has to read right. In
1974 there were only six stores in the whole country that had scanners. In 1980 we were up to
1,500, we are now up to about 8,000, and by 1985
practically every store of any size is going to have
a scanner at its front end."

a long -term effect. He and other Nabisco Brands
leaders keep up with the latest government rulings, agency regulations, and Financial Accounting Standards Board activities and pronouncements so they can offer their input. "We try to
input into matters su :h as those of the FASB.
When they are searching out or studying a new
area that will be reviewed, very often, either directly through the company or through one of the
professional trade associations, we will offer input
because if we don't speak up in the formative
stages, we can't be the ones to complain afterwards," he admonishes.

Easing the Coupon Burden
Strengthening Nabisco's Forces Worldwide
Food industry issues take only a portion of his
time, however. He's a very active, vibrant, and enthusiastic CEO of Nabisco Brands. As chairman,
he feels he has a responsibility to the people whose
lives are going to be affected by decisions that are
made, "not just by myself but by any management -level people in the company." Therefore, he
reserves special management decisions for himself,
"certain financial decisions, capital appropriations —such as what amount goes to the Board,
what amount has to be approved by me or Ross
Johnson (with whom he co- manages the compamarketing plans we want to be aware
ny)
of in major product categories, acquisitions, major
policy decisions."
The decision to merge with Standard Brands
was probably his key move as chairman. Nabisco
was a leader in the cookies and crackers area, and
Standard Brands was a leader in the peanuts, oils,
and other snack foods area. Both companies were
about the same size and had the same net worth,
and they had almost the same customer base, yet
their products didn't overlap. Both Mr. Schaeberle and Ross Johnson, chairman and CEO of
Standard Brands, realized such a marriage would
only increase their companies' market strength
and profits and allow them inroads in previously
untapped foreign markets where potential profits
abounded. "Over a period of two or three hours of
discussion between us (Ross and I had known
each other over the years and had seen each other
at different functions), it seemed to make sense
from a business point of view from where we were
coming, the type of products we were in, and
where we saw our companies going. We found
them to be very similar and saw the opportunities
for each of us if we brought the two together. One
was the international area. Nabisco was very
strong in some of the countries where Standard
Brands was not and vice versa." Now Nabisco
Brands Ltd., its Canadian subsidiary, is the largest
packaged food company in Canada. Its international offshore sales comprise 30% of the company's business and are derived from five geographic
—major

Next, the code will be used on coupons, he says.

Current misredemption of coupons makes grocery
store managers and owners shudder. When the
bars are added, "It will cut down misredemption
on the coupons and it will greatly facilitate all the
bookkeeping people have to do because coupons
come in all different sizes and colors and shapes
and types of paper." The code also will help the
clerk recognize the proper item. "The consumer
gives the coupon to the checkout clerk, and as the
bill is being rung up the scanner will make certain
that that product is legitimately in the order. The
coupon will be serving a much more legitimate
purpose than it is today," he says. "Some people
in the industry don't care for coupons and object
to all the paperwork, and they are right. Coupons
shouldn't be misused. A coupon has a legitimate
purpose for the introduction of a new product or
to get somebody to try something different or for
a new presentation of a product."
He makes frequent trips to Washington, D.C.,
to lobby on behalf of the industry—and his company if a proposed regulation or ruling may have
24
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divisions: the United Kingdom, Europe, South
America, Central America, and Asia /Pacific.
"Also, we both had two large research facilities.
While they were both working on food items, they
were not conflicting because Nabisco's was basically a grain - related technology and Standard
Brands was more in the technology of fats, oil,
peanuts and so forth," Mr. Schaeberle noted.
Financial Input Was Vital

that's building for the future, building for where
we want to go."
Staying Ahead of the Competition
"Then what we want is input," Mr. Schaeberle
explains. "We now have a data processing system,
and as soon as there is any change of any magnitude, we want it plugged in to the financial people,
and they give us an update. It doesn't come every
week or every day, but it comes at least twice a
month. If there is something like a devaluation in
Brazil or Mexico or an earthquake or competitive

Here the financial people proved extremely
valuable to both companies. "The first group that
we put together was the financial people to try to
understand what the investments were and what
the returns were within the various makeups of
the two companies. That was done very, very
quickly, over a period of two or three weeks. Certainly we had to give consideration to the legal
side, but that was basically procedural, and we
saw no real problem there
The financial peo...in giving us all the
ple had a tremendous input
support data, and it was their expert handling of
all this work that gave us the confidence to move
ahead with the merger," Mr. Schaeberle says.
Two and half years later the new company is
running smoothly with Mr. Schaeberle as chairman and CEO and Mr. Johnson as president and
chief operating officer. Although both have financial backgrounds, Mr. Schaeberle especially maintains contact with that area. He isn't concerned so
much with day - to-day activities —those decisions
are left to the company divisions which set goals
for their product areas and which are responsible
for meeting those goals. Instead, he examines the
overall picture to decide in which direction the
company should be headed a few years from now.
"We start with a long -range strategic plan first,
generated by the divisions. Strategically, where do
they want to go, what are the barriers -they have to
get over to be able to accomplish that? That's
looking ahead five years because you are going to
talk about new plants or capital expenditures, so
you have to look that far ahead —all the way action that comes as a surprise, or something like
down to hiring people and replacement charts and that, we want input into that financial plan for the
everything else.
year so that we know about it right away. That is
"Then from that plan we develop the forecast the key report that we watch very, very carefulor budget. The annual plan is developed which fits ly," he emphasizes.
in with the strategic plan. We then lock in on
Because the food products market is so competwhat the annual goals will be for each operating itive, Mr. Schaeberle insists his company must
division. A good part of their compensation is constantly be aware of market trends so it can
based upon attainment, so rather than call it a stay on top of consumer demands and ahead of
budget or forecast, we really insist that the divi- private label and generic products. Therefore,
sion accept it as a commitment we expect to be these financial reports are vital.
met. Now that means that they are going to have
to manage during the year in different ways to Finance Unites the Company's Goals
reach that commitment. We will not permit them
The company's financial emphasis permeates
to arbitrarily cut advertising or similar expenses and unites all decisions and operations, whether
to make their budget. It's charged against them if advertising, new products, personnel or education,
they don't use that amount of advertising because he says. Because Nabisco Brands is separated into
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Annual goals
are looked on
not just as
budgets but as
division
commitments
to be met.
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We expect
financial
managers to
address
themselves to
the strategic
drive of the
company.

divisions which maintain responsibility for their
budgetary commitments, "the divisional controller is very important," he explains. "The divisional controller reports to the head of the operation
that he is within, but there is a very heavy dotted
line to the corporate controller. The corporate
controller, of course, has the responsibility for tying it all together, but also to be working with top
management of the company on strategic issues,
policies, and proced ures t o see t hat th ey are
unified ...
"The whole flow of data takes a tremendous
amount of work and coordination —to tie in $b
billion worth of sales starting with the top of the
P &L to the bottom —so the corporate controller
has had a tremendous responsibility of integrating
the various systems. Beyond that it's establishing
policies, procedures, and following up to be sure
that the data are accurate but, more important, to
help us work on some strategic issues that we
want to address for the company. For example,
food companies today, consumer product companies today, are faced with a much slower growth
in population. We used to depend upon increased
population of 2% and 3 %. Now with population
being on a plateau, we have to find other ways.
Acquisition is one, and we've had two fairly major
ones in the past two years. Then it gets into areas
of how do you increase productivity within the
company and what innovative new products can
you come out with as opposed to just new varieties or flavors or colors. What can you do to expand the company through your product lines in
areas of the world where you are not yet located?
So there are new ways to grow into the future," he
muses, and Nabisco Brands financial people will
help find them.
Preparing Management Accountants for New
Responsibilities
To make sure that its financial employees are
prepared to handle the diverse duties that await
them, Nabisco Brands runs a tight recruiting and
training program. The company hires from 10 to
12 college graduates and individuals with MBA
degrees each year and places them in an intensive
training program. "Through that training program they are exposed to the various facets ofthe
industry and company. We watch them very carefully during the training period. We have a follow up system —we follow up their progress —and by
mutual consent at the end of that training program —and there is no specific time frame —an
employee may move into an operating divsion or
perhaps decide that the food business is not for
him or her," Mr. Schaeberle says.
Nabisco Brands also moves its long -term employees through most divisions in the company
for an overall view. Auditing experience for finan-
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cial aspirants especially is essential because it
helps them see the heart of the company quickly.
Accountants also may be sent to a production
plant or sales office for a while, again for the best
exposure.
Now t he company wants to b uild a fo rmal
training center near its Nabisco USA headquarters in East Hanover, N.J., where employees can
get a quick but in -depth look at the company and
its operations and take advantage of courses and
seminars not available through universities or
educational associations. "Whether it's a marketing or research or production or financial person
who's going to go through that training program,
we are going to be certain that he or she gets a
certain amount offormal training in the financial
system," Mr. Schaeberle emphasizes.
Looking Beyond the Debits and Credits
"When you used to talk about controllers, treasurers, finance, you were talking about strictly a
functional responsibility. Today that's no longer
true. We really want and expect all of our key
managers to be addressing themselves to the strategic drive ofthe company," he explains. In addition, the financial person must look beyond that
function and recognize his impact on the company and its future, especially outside the United
States. "The financial person has to be interested
in the total world, particularly international finance and foreign exchange, which 30 years ago
we did not pay much attention to at all. Number
one, we weren't there except in very minor ways.
Today with the number of countries that we are in
and the interrelationships, an individual coming
into almost any function, but particularly in finance and law, has to be up -to -date with procedures and how to deal with foreign exchange. We
are looking for people that have some leaning toward being interested in the total world and not
just living in New Jersey."
To fu rther ensu re th at i ts fi nanci al people
broaden their scope beyond the debits and credits,
Nabisco Brands encourages them to participate in
trade associations, educational programs, and professional societies and to share ideas with their
peers.
"They have to recognize that their relationship
with thei r profess ion is very import ant," Mr.
Schaeberle reiterates. "It used to be when you
hired an employee it was do or die for good old
Standard Brands and good old Nabisco. Today
you have to recognize that the employees have almost as much responsibility to their professional
organization because it offers great opportunities
for the individual. Every company used to feel it
was the only one that knew anything about what
it was doing, but that was shortsighted. Some
companies kept up that face to the outside world,
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and they are not successful today. They are not
leaders in their industry."
A Concerned Leader

Again, they should continue their education. "We
support it," Mr. Schaeberle says, "we encourage
it, we support it, and again, like most companies
today, we have a continuing education funding
payment."
One of the most vital functions management accountants can perform for their companies and
which they need to learn how to perform for their
companies is to disseminate financial data in
terms the rest of the employees and shareholders
can understand. Nabisco Brands' innovation is a
prime example. The company designed a financial

Robert Schaeberle epitomizes the opposite philosophy. Throughout his career he has enthusiastically participated in related activities. He has
long been active in the Financial Executives Institute, serving as president of its New York Chapter. He is a director of the Libbey -Owens Ford
Co., the Eye Institute of New Jersey, the Prudential Insurance Co. of America, the United Nations
Association of the United States of America, and
the Committee for Economic Development. He
also is a member of the Business Roundtable and
the Advisory Committee of the New York Stock
Exchange.
Moreover, he is a trustee and member of the
Advisory Council of Pace University, and one of
his proudest moments came last spring when he
was awarded Pace University's "Leader in Management Award" for his contributions to business
and American life. That same evening he was delighted and overwhelmed by the announcement
that Nab i s co B ran ds In c. had co n tri b ut ed
$250,000 to the University to establish the Nabisco Chair of Accounting in his honor. He was
particularly excited to accept the honorary Doctor of Commercial Science degree as his father
had received the same degree just before he retired report that looked like a checkbook. "We began
from Pace. Frederick M. Schaeberle, Pace's trea- with the deposit," Mr. Schaeberle explains. "Your
surer in its early years, even pawned his watch deposit was your sales for the year. Then each adduring the Depression to keep the school going, a ditional page contained a check written for the
fact not lost on Robert Schaeberle who continued different functions in the company. One was for
in his father's footsteps with genuine concern for employee salaries and wages, one was for fringe
and allegiance to the organizations with which he benefits, one was for marketing and advertising,
is associated.
one was for purchasing all the commodities in the
company. Then on the stub side, there would be
Following the Same Path
an explanation of all the items that you would do
Today's management accountants can recreate if you were writing your checkbook at home.
the same drive, the same path as Mr. Schaeberle When you get to the end, of course, you are left
and other CEOs if they so desire. Accountants with a balance that gets distributed. Some of it is
need to "recognize that they are starting out with poured back into the company for future investa tremendous advantage, a background that can ments, some paid to Uncle Sam for taxes, and
lead to almost any function they want to go into — some paid out as dividends or interest."
any management function in a company or nonprofit organization or government or whatever," Management Accountants Should Take the Lead
he stresses. "Yet they must have some knowledge
Creative ideas such as this one should originate
of the total world. In addition, nothing is more in the financial area, Mr. Schaeberle says. "While
important for them than communications, wheth- annual reports and IOKs are proper from the legal
er it's in a family relationship or a business rela- side and constitute true financial reporting, they
tionship. The single most important word is integ- are complicated and hard to understand." Putting
rity —with your peers and others — maintaining these financial data into layman's language can
integrity and having people around you that have help other employees get a true picture of the orintegrity to be able to manage a company, be it a ganization and where it is headed, which in turn
small family business all the way up to our size.
will evoke more employee loyalty, tolerance, and
"In addition, accountants need to be a lot more understanding. Are accountants able to perform
flexible, and they have to be able to adapt into the such d uti es and acqui re su ch a p ers pective?
world. They have to be able to change," he notes. "Yes," says Mr. Schaeberle, emphatically.
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How Non -U.S. MNCs
Practice Capital Budgeting
More than 60% of non -U.S. firms measure
their foreign income in terms of cash flows—
as recommended in accounting theory.

By Suk H. Kim and Trevor Crick
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Fifteen years ago Stonehill and Nathanson surveyed 110 U.S. and non -U.S. multinational companies to determine their foreign capital budgeting
practices. Since then, research on the subject has
not only refined its theoretical base but also expanded the knowledge of actual capital budgeting
practices.'
There seems to be a consensus on these principles of foreign direct investment theory:
Multinational companies should value only
those cash flows which can be repatriated because only these funds can be used to reinvest
in other subsidiaries, pay dividends, pay debt
obligations, or invest in new ventures.
Multinational companies should use discounted cash flow methods for ranking and selecting
foreign investment project s because these
methods clearly recognize the time value of
money and also employ the cash flows of a project over its entire life span.
Multinational companies should use their
worldwide weighted average cost of incremental capital for evaluating foreign projects because those projects that yield more than the
firm's weighted average cost of capital will increase the value of the firm.
4. Multinational companies should use either the

vi1,41-1't.4)

a
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certainty equivalent approach or the risk -adjusted discount rate in order to adjust project
estimates for political and exchange risks.
Independent surveys have shown that the art
and science of overseas capital budgeting have
vastly improved since 1966. These surveys, however, have been concerned with only U.S. multinational companies. No studies on capital budgeting
practices used by non -U.S. multinational compani es h ave b een rep o rt ed in t h e Amer i c an
literature.
To remedy this problem, we surveyed business
executives of large corporations with headquarters
in Western Europe and Japan with regard to their
foreign capital budgeting practices. We inquired
about the computation of project income, the capital budgeting techniques used, the measurement
of the d iscount rate, and the risk adj ustment
methods employed. One of our objectives was to
ascertain whether the capital budgeting practices
of foreign -based multinational firms coincide with
the theory.
The Survey and the Response
Survey data were obtained from a mail questionnaire we sent out in March 1982 to international business executives of all the 1981 Fortune
500 non -U.S. multinational companies. One hundred and seven (107) corporations completed and
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The sample firms were asked to rank the capital
budgeting techniques that they use most frequently. Their responses to this question are shown in
Table 3. Internal rate of return was the most popular primary method in the evaluation of foreign

Table 1
Responses by Country of Origin
Country

Table 2 shows how 107 non -U.S. multinational
companies measured potential income from a foreign project. Sixty -three percent of the firms measured foreign income in terms of cash flows to the
parent. Of these firms more than half added reinvested earnings in the subsidiary to cash flow; the
rest considered only the after -tax cash flow remittable to the parent firm. Thirty -six percent of the
firms used foreign accounting profits, regardless
of whether they were repatriated or not.

i

returned the questionnaire —a response rate of
21.4 %. Table 1 shows the responses by country of
headquarters. Responses from 10 West European
nations and Japan accounted for almost 85% of
the 107 responding companies. We received more
than 10 responses from each of the three countries: Japan, Germany, and France.
All respondents were asked to identify themselves to determine whether responses to the questionnaire reflected a company -wide situation. The
breakdown of respondents to this question was:
vice presidents of finance /directors of finance

Response
Belgium
Britain
Canada
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Others

9
88
32
42
62
11
121
11
11
26
13
74

3
9
8
14
15
4
27
4
2
9
3
9

33.3%
10.2
25.0
33.3
24.2
36.4
22.3
36.4
18.2
34.6
23.1
12.2

Total

500

107

21.4%

(28 %), controllers /treasurers (21%), directors of
economic affairs or planning department (17 %),
international business executives (13 %), and other
positions including positions not identified (21%).
Thus, it was reasonable to assume that the questionnaire was answered by relatively well -informed personnel.
Foreign countries in which wholly -owned subsidiaries were operating numbered from three to
54 with a median of 11. Foreign sales of the sample firms ranged from 2% to 90% of total sales
with an average of 39 %. The annual capital expenditures of the firms ranged from $2 million to
$300 million with a median of $35 million.
We asked the respondent companies to report
on the return and risk characteristics of domestic
and foreign investment projects over the last five
years. Responses indicated that foreign projects
over this period were less profitable and more
risky than domestic projects. Specifically, 58% reported a lesser return from foreign projects, while
only 23% indicated a higher return, and the remaining 19% detected no difference. In regard to
risk, 52% experienced a greater variation in annual return, while 25% exhibited a lesser variation,
and the remaining 23% found a similar variation.
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Table 2
Definitions Used to Measure Foreign Project Income
Def initio ns

Percentage

Count all expected cash flows to the parent after
domestic and foreign taxes, regardless of currency

29%

Count all expected cash flows to the parent plus
reinvested earnings, adjusted for domestic and
foreign taxes

15

Count all expected cash flows to the parent plus
reinvested earnings, adjusted for foreign taxes only

19

Count all expected accounting profits after foreign
taxes, regardless of currency

16

Count all expected accounting profits after foreign
taxes, except where there are currency restrictions
Expected return on book investment

7
13

Other

1
Total'

100%

The 107 firms made 139 responses to this question; thus, the figures represent the
percentage of times a given definition was mentioned.

Table 3
Capital Budgeting Techniques Used by 107 Non -US Firms
Technique
Accounting rate of return
Payback period
Internal rate of return
Net present value
Profitability index
Total'

Primary method

Seco ndary method

15%
31
34
10
10

17%
44
16
15
8

100%

100%

'The 107 firms made 136 responses with respect to the primary method and 147
responses with regard to the secondary method; thus, the figures represent the
percentage of times a given capital budgeting technique was mentioned.
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projects, with a usage rate of 34 %. More than half
of the firms (54 %) used one of the discounted
cash flow methods; 46% employed accounting
rate of return or payback.
The firms were asked if they had a secondary
method as a backup to their main evaluation techniques. Here, payback was most frequently mentioned, with 44% of the firms using it. These findings suggest that discounted cash flow methods
are more popular as the primary method than
rules of thumb (i.e., payback and accounting rate
of return), but less popular as the secondary method. Looking at primary and secondary methods
together, 78% of the firms reported that they used
at least one of the discounted cash flow methods.
Measuring Cost of Capital
Table 4 indicates how the firms measured the
cost of capital (the discount rate). Forty -one percent of the respondent firms us ed the firm's
weighted average cost of capital either exclusively
or in combination with another discount rate. Incidentally, if the larger firms are emphasized,

Table 4
Discount Rates Used by 91 Non -US Firms
Discount rate
Cost of debt
Measure based on past experience
Dividend growth model
Capital asset pricing model
Weighted average cost of capital
Other
Total'

Percentage
15%
17
7
10
41
10
100%

'The 86 firms answering this question made 112 responses; thus, the figures represent
the percentage of times a given discount rate was mentioned.

Table 5
Risk Adjustment Methods Used by 107 Non -US Firms
Risk adjustment method
Certainty equivalent approach
Risk adjusted discount rate
Adjust payback period
Adjust accounting rate of return
Borrow funds locally
Insure risk where possible
No adjustment is made
Other method
Total'

Percentage
4%
8
21
30
20
10
5
2
100%

'The 107 firms made 153 responses to this question; thus, the figures represent the
percentage of times a given method was mentioned.

83% of the firms with annual capital expenditures
of greater than $50 million used a weighted average cost of capital. Of the remaining 59% of the
firms, 17% measured the discount rate on the basis of their past experience, 15% used the cost of
debt, 10% employed the capital asset pricing
model, 7% utilized the dividend growth model,
and 10% used other methods.
Table 5 shows the methods of adjusting project
estimates for risk. Nearly all firms (95 %) claimed
that they make an allowance for different levels of
risk in foreign projects. Only 12% of the firms
used either the certainty equivalent approach or
the risk - adjusted discount rate to incorporate risk
into the analysis. More than 80% used positive
risk absorption methods, such as shorter maximum payback period (21 %), higher minimum accounting rate of return (30 %), use of local debt
(20 %), and purchase of risk insurance (10 %).
60% Measure via Cash Flows
Over 60% of the firms measured their foreign
income in terms of cash flows. Thus, there is a relatively close association between theory and practice in this area.
Because most of the respondents used some
form of discounted cash flow, one can claim that
the practice coincides with the theoretically prescribed techniques. However, there are a number
of factors which make conclusions difficult on this
point. First, many of the respondents used two or
more capital budgeting methods. This fact suggests some possibility of a confused ranking. Second, only a bare majority of the firms used discou nt ed cash fl ow metho ds as t hei r pri mary
technique for evaluating investment projects.
Rules -of -thumb methods, such as payback and accounting rate of return, are still widely used as a
primary measure. These unsophisticated methods
are much more popular than discounted cash flow
techniques as the secondary evaluation criterion.
In addition, they also are used for smaller projects
in which a comprehensive analysis is not justified.
If corporations think of their secondary evaluation techniques as a means of quickly selecting a
short list of projects from a large number of projects and use their primary techniques for a more
comprehensive study of the short list, then their
actions are in agreement with capital budgeting
theory.
A Gap Between Theory and Practice
There is a significant gap between theory and
practice in the area of adjusting for project risk.
The two theoretically prescribed techniques —the
certainty equivalent approach and the risk- adjusted discount rate —are used by only 12% of the respondents. Most of the companies adjust for risk
subjectively by shortening the maximum payback
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period or by raising the minimum accounting rate
of return. The use of these two methods may distort the project's cash flows because such adjustments are made arbitrarily and the time pattern of
risk variables is ignored.
This survey of non -U.S. multinational companies shows that they follow the theoretically prescribed approach in the areas of income measure-

ment and capital budgeting techniques. But they
are yet to adopt the techniques favored by academicians in the areas of the selection of the discount rate and of risk analysis. These findings are
consistent with the findings of capital budgeting
surveys for U.S. multinational companies.
❑
'Arthur 1. Stonehill and Leonard Nathanson, - Capital Budgeting and the Multina•
tional Corporation," Calijarnia Management Review. Summer 1968.

Management Accounting Practices
g••

Committee on Foreign Affairs.
In a letter to Represent ative Don
Bonker, chairman of the Subcommittee
on International Economic Policy and
Trade, the MAP Committee commented on its concern over the unduly burdensome aspects of the accounting provis io ns o f t h e "F o r ei g n C o rr u p t
Practices Act of 1977," noting that the
Accounting Standards section of H.R.

2157 would "significantly improve the
law as it exists under the FCPA by (a)
eliminating criminal liability for other
than knowing circumvention of the accounting standards provision, (b) establishing a 'good faith' criterion with respect to seeking compliance by affiliated
companies controlled 50% or less, and
(c) recognizing the 'prudent man' and
'cost- benefit' concepts."

In another action, the MAP Committee endorsed the proposed statement issued by the Financial Accounting Stand ard s Board on "Ac co u n t i n g for
Futures Contracts," with two minor
suggestions for change. Copies of this
letter and the letter to Representative
Bonker may be obtained by request to
MAP C ommit tee, NAA, 91 9 Th ird
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
❑

Management Information Systems
1211
tion such as accounts payable, accounts
receivable, and such, come supplied
with a report writer for producing special reports on request when needed.

• The emergence of communication and
presentation techniques as factors of
prime importance influencing systems
design. Mr. Mintzberg noted that
careful determination of "channels"
is necessary in MIS design. The channels for delivery of information available with today's technology include
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a broader range of techniques than
ever before. They consist of everything from on -line CRT screens,
printed and projected color graphics,
and computer- synthesized voice response as well as conventional reports
printed on local or remote printers.
On -line, real -time systems also have
increased the timeliness and conveni en ce of acces s to th e lat es t
information.
The result of rapid expansion in the

number of products and technological
marvels designed to overcome present
limitations is often a confusing plethora of new tools from which to choose.
From our perspective, the touchstone
of viability is whether management's
needs for information will be served
or be subservient to the technology itself. The information needs of management, as perceived by them, is the
real purpose behind the continuing
rapid❑evolution❑of❑MIS❑technology.❑
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Abandonment Value
in Capital Budgeting:
Another View
By borrowing a tool from decision science,
accountants can make better capital budgeting decisions
by factoring in uncertainty and abandonment values.
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By George M. McCabe and
George N. Sanderson

tainty and dependence interact with abandonment
values.

Uncertainty and temporal dependence of cash
flows are facts of life in most capital budgeting decisions, and failure to give these factors their due
consideration can lead to less than optimal decisions. Careful consideration of abandonment values using decision tree analysis can help remedy
this problem.
The importance of considering a project's abandonment values in capital budgeting decisions was
recently explored in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING by Kee and Feltus. ` Their article was based
primarily on an analysis using single estimates of
a given period's cash flows. This can be shown to
be strictly correct if cash flows are known with
certainty and if cash flows are temporally independent. In the great majority of cases, however,
cash flows are temporally dependent. In these
cases, correct net present values (NPVs) are not
obtainable without consideration of how uncer-

Certainty and Independence vs.
Uncertainty and Dependence
Consider a simple two -period project with the
following parameters:
Cost of capital, K = 10%
Project cost, C = $170,000
Year 1 Year 2
End -of -year cash flows, CFs $100,000 $95,000
End -of -year abandonment
values, AVs
85,000
-0The conventional approach to the NPV calculation would ignore abandonment values (AVs) and
focus entirely on cash flows (CFs) and cost (C) as
in Formula A in the Table of Formulas.
The negative NPV indicates that this project
should be rejected. The abandonment value at the
end of year 1 ($85,000) is less than the present valMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

ue (en d o f year 1) of remai ni ng cas h flo ws
($95,000/1.1 = $86,364) so th e project, once
started, would not be abandoned. The 4579 is the
true NPV in this certainty case. What Kee and
Feltus were able to show, however, was that if the
abandonment value were higher (for example, in
this case, higher than $85,000) then it might be
optimal to abandon the project earlier. Thus, the
relevant cash flows would be $100,000 from first year operations plus the end -of- year -1 abandonment value. This could raise the NPV to a level
where the project should be accepted.
When we consider uncertainty in the presence
of cash flows which are temporally dependent,
proper consideration of abandonment values becomes even more important. Even with an abandonment value of $85,000, the above project could
have a positive NPV. Suppose that the first year's
cash flow of $100,000 is really an "expected value," i.e., a weighted average of CFs of $150,000
and $50,000, each of which has a probability of .5
of occurring. Suppose further that the second
year's CF figure of $95,000 is also an expected
value of various possible outcomes. These values
are shown in a decision tree format in Figure 1.
As can be seen from Figure 1, expected cash
flows and abandonment values are the same as before. Now, however, cash flows are assumed to be
dependent in that the level of cash flows in year 2
depends on the level in year 1. This is the normal
case. If sales (or costs) are high in one year they
are likely to be high in the next. Only very rarely
does one encounter projects where the level of
cash flows in one year does not affect cash flows
in succeeding years.
This dependence is highlighted in the decision
tree format, and its effect on NPV will soon become apparent. In the certainty case where we focused on the expected cash flows, there is only one
option: abandon at the end of year 1 or do not
abandon. But the decision tree format makes it
obvious that the project can be abandoned at node
C if cash flows are low or kept at node B if cash
flows are high. This is much more realistic than
the certainty case. At the end of year 1, when the
abandonment decision is made, year 1 cash flows
will be known, and assuming temporal dependence among cash flows, better estimates of year 2
cash flows will be available. The decision maker
would be able to abandon the project if it is unprofitable and continue if it is profitable. This
flexibility to selectively abandon will clearly affect
the true NPV at the time of purchase and thus
should affect the purchase decision. If we use single cash flow estimates there would probably be
revised cash flow estimates at the end of year 1
and the proper abandonment decision would be
made at that time. But without decision tree analysis, this possibility would not be reflected in the
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initial NPV, and thus the proper purchase decision may not be made.
A Decision Tree Rollback Technique
The above example was constructed so that
even casual observation would show the correct
decision was to abandon at node C and not at
node B. What must be done next is to develop a
methodology that incorporates this flexibility into
the initial NPV so that correct NPVs are calculated even in less obvious cases. A technique widely
used in decision sciences called folding or rolling
back the decision tree will accomplish this result.
Intuitively, the technique works as follows. The
purchase decision at A cannot be made until fuFigure 1
A Decision Tree Representation of the Investment Problem
$200,000

p = .5

B

O

p — ,6

$150,000

p

A

A

$ 80,000

$ 60.000
$ 50,000

p = .6

p = .5
Don't

C

p = 4

$

5,000

take
Time line
0

1

2

Abandonment
values

$ 85,000

$0

Expected
cash flows

$100,000

$ 95,000

1. The probabilities listed are conditional probabilities, e.g., p($200,000 in
year 21$150,000 in year 1) = .6
2. Cash flows and abandonment values occur at year's end.

ture abandonment decisions are known because
these decisions determine the relevant cash flows
for the determination to purchase. So the technique starts with the last decision at the most distant time horizon (here, for example, at nodes B
and Q. Then using these optimal choices, one
rolls back to the next set of decisions, repeating
the procedure back to the present.
Working with our Figure 1, node C at the end
of year 1 involves the following decisions:
Continue the project if the present value (PV)
of the expected second year cash flows (CF)
are greater than ( >) first year abandonment
value (AV).
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2. Abandon the project if PV of expected second
year CFs are less than ( <) first year AV.
3. Remain indifferent if the two amounts are
equal.
Compare Formula B, which indicates abandonment is optimal at the end of year 1 iffirst -year
cash flows are low, with Formula C which indicates that the project should be continued iffirst year cash flows are high.
At this p oint, if the project is accepted, it
Table of NPV Formulas
+K)
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2
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should be continued through two years if cash
flows in year 1 are high, but abandoned after one
year if cash flows are low. This brings us back to
node A, i.e., should the project be accepted in the
first place?
Now, however, we can see that the cash flows
beyond node C are not relevant because the project would be abandoned before those cash flows
are obtained. Therefore, the initial investment decision at node A should not be based on those
cash flows but instead should be based on the revised decision tree in Figure 2.
Before proceeding we should note that the expected cash flows based on the revised decision
tree are quite different than those based on the
original decision tree. Implicit in these revised expected cash flows is the assumption that the project will be optimally (rationally) abandoned if
cash flows are less than expected. The earlier estimates of expected cash flows (in Figure 1) averaged in the high cash flows of node B in making
abandonment decision at the end of year 1 and the
low cash flows of node C in making the purchase
decision. It should be apparent that the above procedure was inappropriate, as the project would be
abandoned at the low cash flows at node C.
Using either the revised decision tree or the revised expected cash flows, the project's true NPV
is seen to be $22,355, as seen in Formulas D or E.
A more careful analysis of uncertainty has
changed the decision from reject (NPV = - $579)
to accept (NPV = $22,355). Consideration of
abandonment value, while important in itself,
would not have been en ough in this case and
wou ld n ot have gi ven the correct NP V.' The
change occurred because the rollback procedure
explicitly recognized that the decision maker
would cut his losses and would continue the project only if it were profitable.

(1.1) 4

(1.1)s

The decision tree approach can become unwieldy- requiring estimates of a very large number of cash flows and conditional probabilities. In
an analysis with two branches, 2' cash flows and
probabilities must be estimated for year t alone. In
the tenth year, for example, 2 1 0 or 1,024 estimates
of cash flows and related probabilities would be
required. In such cases it is possible to simplify
the decision tree by using periods other than a
year. While it may be desirable to discount cash
flows within the period, immense savings in complexity can be obtained by assuming abandonment
can occur only at the end of, say, five -year periods. By "pruning" the tree's branches the manager avoids unworkable forecasting complexities and
maintains the improved model which gives proper
co n s id erat i o n t o t h e val ue o f ab an d o nmen t
options.
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For a simple accept- reject decision it is possible
to shortcut the NPV computation process somewhat by stopping whenever a positive NPV is obtained. This shortcut probably would still require
the project under consideration to have either a
relatively short life or a trimmed decision tree if it
is a long -term project. Having met these requirements, one could proceed as follows:
Compute th e NPV of t he project ignoring
abandonment value. In our example,
NPV = - $579.
Begin at the end of the decision tree and, working backward, determine whether abandonment is optimal at each node. In our case,
abandonment is optimal at node C but not at
node B.
3, For each node where abandonment value is
deemed optimal, increase the NPV found in
step 1 by the difference between abandonment
value and the cash flows beyond that point (including any relevant abandonment values) discounted back to the present and multiplied by
the probability of getting to that node. The resulting sum is the NPV of the project considering optimum abandonment strategies for all
nodes considered. In our example see Formula
F.
4. Stop and accept the project when /if the NPV
becomes positive.

The logic and procedure are identical to that
used previously. One should begin at the end of
the project and work back to the beginning, successively making each abandonment decision. In
this way each decision will incorporate optimal
cash flows (i.e., either abandonment cash flows or
project cash flowsdepending on which was earlier
judged optimal).
To analyze the problem in Figure 3, begin at
node G, the last decision point. Note that the
abandonment value at the end of year 6 exceeds
the cash flow from operating the project in year 7,
that is:
$10,000 > 9, 000
1.1
and the optimal decision at G is to abandon. Moving back to node F (see Formula G), we again find
abandonment optimal. But at node E (see Formula H) we find the cash flow greater than the abandonment value so the project would be continued
at E. Similarly at D, C, and B the project would
Figure 2
Revised Decision Tree
$200,000

O

p = -4

$80 ,000

p = .5
$50,000 + 85,000 = $135,000

Don't
buy

Advantage of Decision Tree Approach
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B

p = .5

For projects which must be compared to others
(e.g., mutually exclusive projects) this shortcut
method will not work. One needs to know each
true NPV, not just whether the NPVs are positive
or negative.

Returning briefly to the Kee - Feltus article we
might note that much of the exhaustive data they
calculate becomes meaningless in the uncertainty
case. They implicitly acknowledge this fact when
they revise their data (in their Table 4) based on
updated estimates of cash flows and abandonment
values. In reality most of their calculations would
be quickly dated and thus would be of little use by
the time the actual abandonment decision was to
be made. More important, though, their calculations do not take account of the decision maker's
flexibility to abandon if the project is not doing
well (node C in our example) and continue if it is
doing well (node B in our example) at the time of
purchase, and thus do not result in a true NPV in
the case of temporally dependent cash flows.
But even with certainty, independent cash flows
or the use of single estimates of cash flows for simplicity, the rollback procedure is computationally
simpler than the Kee - Feltus technique. Consider
the Kee - Feltus problem as shown in Figure 3.

p

$150,000

Revised
expected cash flows

$142,500
.5($150,000) + .5($135,000)

$76,000
.5[.6($200,000) +
.4($80,000)] + .5(01

Figure 3
Kee-Feltus Abandonment Value
and Capital Budgeting Problem
Cost =
$100,000 $20,000 $48,000 $20,000 $24,000 $13,900 $11,000
A
Don't
buy

B

C

D

E

F

$70,000 $50,000 $45,000 $24,000 $20,000

$9,000

G
$10,000

$0

T =0
At each lettered node, the upper number represents cash flow at the end of
that year and the lower number represents abandonment value.
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be continued. Therefore, based on information
available at time zero, the optimal abandonment
point would be at the end of year five and the
NPV is shown in Formula I. This is the same answer obtained by Kee and Feltus, but the computation used here is considerably simpler.
George Sanderson,
CPA, is associate
professor of
accounting at
Moorehead State
University in Minnesota
and a Ph.D. candidate
in accounting at the
University of
Nebraska - Lincoln. He
is a student member
of the Comhusker
Chapter of NAA,
through which this
article was submitted.
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When Not to Consider Abandonment
In many cases consideration of abandonment
may not be necessary at all. Abandonment affects
the NPV of a project only if abandonment value is
greater than th e presen t value of futu re cash
flows. But abandonment values arise because a
second party is willing to purchase the project.
The price the buyer pays should be equal to his
perception of the present value of future cash
flows. When the purchaser has the same perceptions of risk and return as the current owners, his
perception of the present value of future cash
flows would be identical to that of the current
owners. Abandonment value and the present value of future cash flows would then be identical,
and consideration of abandonment values would
not change NPVs.

In general, one would expect abandonment values to differ significantly from the present values
of future cash flows only in cases where the capital asset involved has a significant alternative use.
Thus a project involving a fleet of general purpose
trucks would have abandonment values that could
differ markedly from the value of future cash
flows because the resale value of the trucks would
not necessarily be determined by their value in a
single project. At the other extreme, a coal mine is
likely to have few alternative uses, so its resale
value would be expected to depend on a second
party's perception of the cash flows from mining,
which are unlikely to differ significantly from
those of the current owner, so considering abandonment value is probably not worthwhile.' ❑
'Robert Kee and Oliver Feltus, "The Role of Abandonment Value in the Investment Decision," MANAGEMENT AccouNTawe August 1992.
'Uncertain abandonment values can also be handled using a decision tree algorithm
and present no new or major conceptual problems. Such uncertain values were not
incorporated into these illustrations because they would simply complicate the anal ysis without adding measurably to the importance of the technique.
Some of the ideas expressed here are based on 'Techniques for Including Abandonment Values in Capital Budgeting Decisions: A Clarification," Unpublished
University of Texas Working Paper by George McCabe and Scott Bender.
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Dangers in Discounting
Caution: Careless use of present value tables in corporate operations
may lead to serious injury to its financial well- being.

By C. Torben Thomsen
Present value tables are omnipresent in accounting. Whether it is a problem of bond value, mortgages, leasing, pensions, installment sales, or capital budgeting, present value concepts are used.
The specific application may be either by reference to present value tables, by special keys on a
calculator, or by a part of computer programs. By
understanding the time distortions induced by discounting, the user of present value calculations
guards against applying discounting where it is
not warranted.
Figure 1 shows the traditional method of discounting. A future payment of $1 is discounted
more the further it is in the future. If one views
each payment as consisting of a flow of $1 for one
year, one has $1 /year X 1 year discount factor =
present value. It is irrelevant whether the discount
factor is applied to the $1 or to the one year, because the present value is the same. That is,
($1 /year X discount factor) X 1 year
_ $1 /year X (discount factor X 1 year)
because of the mathematical rules for multiplication. In Figure 1, we show that equivalence by rotating each block (representing present value) in
the upper part of the diagram and placing it on
the lower part of the diagram where the discount
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

I

dimension is along the time axis. The shaded areas
in the two diagrams are exactly equal because the
only operation that has been performed is rotation. The time axis on the lower diagram in effect
i l�
shows "discounted time." In other words, the present value of $1 per year for three years is the
same as $1 per year for 1.95 years. The first year
has been contracted to .8 of a year, the second C. Torben Thomsen,
year to .64 of a year, and the third year to .51 of a CMA, CPA, Is a
professor of
year. The total of these three contracted years is accountancy at
of course 1.95 years, the numerical value of which California State
University, Fresno. He
is equal to the present value of an annuity of $1 has a Ph.D. degree in
accounting from
for three years.
A Decision Maker's Time Horizon
Figure 2 illustrates the dramatic difference in
tim e horizons for discount rates of 5% and 20 %.

(For the balance of this article continuous discounting will be used for consistency and simplicity.) In both cases the time horizon is finite, because the present value of a perpetuity is l /i. The
two different scales show the different time perspectives of a decision maker using a discount rate
of 5% and one using a rate of 20 %n. The one using
the 20% rate is obviously very nearsighted. With
a 5% discount rate, the first 20 years occupy just
over 60% of the total time horizon (63.2 % ) . (The
proportion of the total time horizon occupied by
the first t years at interest rate r is 1 - e-it.) While
with a 20% discount rate the first 20 years occupy

Michigan State
University. This article
was submitted through
the Fresno Area
Chapter, of which he is
a member.
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The equivalence of discounting dollars and discounting time. The top diagram represents discounted dollars at 200/% per year. Each block is
rotated 90 0 to produce discounted time in the
lower diagram. The shaded area representing
present value is the same in both cases.

alm ost th e en tire tim e h o rizo n (98.2 %). It is clear
th at with th e high d isco u n t rate the distant future
h as p rac tically n o s ig n if ic an ce t o the de cis ion
maker wh o u ses p resen t valu e calculations.
Co nsid er, for examp le, a b an k lending by taking
a 30 -year, 13% mo rtgage. Th e 30 -year term of the

mortgage occupies 98% of the bank's time horizo n -th a t is, f o r all p ra ctic al p u rp oses , t he b ank
d o es n o t lo o k m u ch fu rth er ah ead tha n 30 years.
Ten y ear s ago w h en m o rt gage ra tes were around

the 30 years would have occupied 91% of the
bank's time horizon. This example illustrates that
relatively long periods of time cover a very significant portion of the time horizon even at different
interest rates.
But it is surprising to realize that for the bank
8 %,

Figure 2
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Comparative total time horizons for decision makers using a discount rate of
5% and 20 %. Note how much more important the present is at the 20% rate
than at the 5% rate.
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lending at 13 %, the first 5.2 years of the loan
count the same as the last 24.8 years -the present
values of the receipts during those two periods are
equal! This is especially surprising because after
5.2 years, 98% of the loan principal remains on
the books of the bank. (For an 8 % , 30 -year loan
the first 7.6 years count the same as the last 22.4
years.)
Looking at it another way, a 30 -year, 13%
mortgage for $100,000 is paid off by a monthly
payment of roughly $1,100. If that same payment
is made for only 5.2 years, the bank would extend
a loan for $50,000. The first 5.2 years of payments
get a loan of $50,000. The last 24.8 years of payment induce the bank to add another $50,000 to
the loan.
In capital budgeting an understanding of the
distorted time horizon is especially significant.
The indiscriminate use of discounting may lead to
such a myopic view that long -run strategic errors
are made.
Consider a firm that uses a 20% discount rate
in valuing capital projects. The firm is comparing
two projects, A and B. Project A costs $100,000
and results in a cash flow of $32,000 per year for
the next 5 years. Its net present value is roughly
$1,100. Project B also costs $100,000, but the cost
is paid out as $10,000 per year for the next 10
years. At the end of the 10 -year development period a yearly cash Flow of $60,000 is produced for
Table 1
At
interest
rate

The entire 2 1st century
is eq ual to this m uch time
from a 1984 perspective

1%

77 .4 years

2%

49.4 years
29.6 years
18.2 years
11.8 years
8.0 years
5.6 years
4.1 years
3.0 years
2.3 years
1.7 years
1.3 years
1.0 years
10 months
7.7 months
6.1 months
4.9 months
3.9 months
94 days
76 days
27 days
10 days

3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%
9%
10%
11%
12%
13%
14%
15%
16%
17%
18%
19%
20%
25%
30%
'Solve for t in
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Figure 3
Relative Importance of Time Using Different Discount Rates
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the next 50 years. Project B's net present value is
roughly a negative $2,600. Why should project B,
with a cash flow about twice that of project A and
a life span of 10 times that of project A, be rejected? The answer is simply that at a 20% discount
rate the first 10 years (which for project B are
years of negative cash flow) count as 86% of the
time hori zon. While positive cash flows occur
over a 50 -year time span, those 50 years lie in the
tiny 14% port ion of the time ho rizon. The 20%
discount rate, therefore, strongly biases the decision- makin g process i n favo r of short -term
projects.
Figure 3 shows in more detail the effect of time
distortion for discount rates ranging between 5 %n
and 35 %. Ea ch cu r ved lin e re p resen ts a n u m b er
of years an d th e percen tage o f th e to tal time h ori -

zon that those years occupy. For example, looking
at the two -year curve one sees that the first two
years of the future occupy about 10% of the time
horizon at a 5% discount rate. Moving up the
cu rve to the 35% discount rate, the first two years
now occupy about 50% of the time hori zon. Note
on the right hand side of the graph how time beyond 20 years almost completely vanishes in significance at high discount rates.
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Table 1 presents the effect of time distortion in
a different way by asking how much of the immediate future starting in 1984 is equivalent to the
entire 21st century. The results are startling! Even
at a modest rate of 13% the entire 21st century
counts the same as about one year in 1984. Severe
time distortion like that makes present value calculations unsuitable for strategic planning. It is
not that the present value technique is wrong, but
rather that it is unrealistic to assume that high discount rates can continue over an extended period
of time.
This view of discount rate - induced time distortion also leads to the conclusion that high interest
rates serve as a destablizing factor in the economy
as a whole. The high interest rates encourage and
even demand that decision makers use high discount rates in their planning. The high discount
rates, in turn , tremendously increase the importance of the present —the time horizon becomes
biased toward the near future —and the comparative neglect of the long run makes the short run
even more unstable.
Knowledge of these time distortions will enable
the decision maker to become a judicious user of
present value models.
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#83146 Information for Corporate
Directors: The Role of the Board in
the Management Process
By John D. Aram & Scott S. Cowen

NAA publications are the books you
can turn to when you run into a
tough problem. Written by experts
in the field, these publications will
help you solve any number of problems and provide you with fresh, innovative thinking.

Many recent corporate failures have been
traced to poorly informed directors. Ultimately, it is the respo nsibility of financial
managers to make sure their boards get the
best information available. In addressing
this controversial and vitally important area
of financial management, this pioneering
publication answers two major questions:
(1) What role does the board of directors
play in today's corporations? and (2) What
information do directors need?
119 pp./$15.95

Choose the books that can help you
in your specific area of work and
mail in your order right away. You'll
Increase your expertise and improve
your effectiveness. You can count
on it.

#83145 Management Accounting
Terminology
If you ever find yourself groping for meanings of accounting terms, this useful
reference work should be at your fingertips.
The glossary brings together in one volume
all the definitions you're ever likely to encounter in the course of your work. Listings
range from "abandonment value" to "zero
base budgeting." Also included are a number of data processing terms.
120 pp. /$10.00

sponsible for project implementation, and
how profitability and productivity are measured. With this book, you'll gain a clear
understanding of the effective techniques
currently in use.
107 pp./$12.95

#83142 The Capital Expenditure
Decision

#82141 Budgeting for Data
Processing

By Arthur V. Corr
This timely report focuses on your role in
creating and administering the policies and
practices employed in appraising capital
expenditure proposals. The survey looks at
how policies are established, who is re-

By Anker Andersen
Concentrating on the operating costs of
automation, this publication demonstrates
how you can measure the performance of

your DP department — and how you can
improve its performance. You'll learn how
much and where automation expenses are
being incurred, what those expenses represent, and how much you should be spending on DP operations. In short, you'll
discover how to get the most out of your DP
department.
49 pp. /$4.95

#82138 Graphing Financial
Information
By Anker Andersen
In order to effectively communicate accounting information to users, you should
know how to prepare graphic presentations. Graphs are ideal for providing information about cash flows, inventories, sales
analyses and investments. This book reviews the different kinds of graphs, shows
you how to produce graphs, and shows you
which types of graphs are most suitable for
presenting which data.
50 pp./$4.95

#82134 The Minicomputer:
To Buy or Not to Buy
By Leonard Porochnia
Choosing the right computer from the
bewildering array of systems now on the
market can be a frustrating experience. To
many first -time users, it is a venture into
unknown territory. This research report will
familiarize you with the steps that should be
taken when selecting a minicomputer. By
outlining a systematic approach, it will take
the guesswork out of your decision- making.
122 pp./$12.95
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Taking Visicalc
to the Limit
With a few modifications, the `automated spreadsheet'
produces a comprehensive set of financial statements
for a multi- division organization.

By Edward C. McGinnis and
Lawrence G. Maglione
The financial manager often needs to determine
the impact of alternative courses of action, but
available computer systems cannot do the job
because:
The mainframe does not have the capability,
Forecasting variables are voluminous, and
Report flexibility is required.
At first glance, designing a comprehensive
transactional model to solve this problem using
"Advanced Visicalc" on a personal computer may
not appear to be a solution to the financial management problem. This popular software program
has been primarily used to mechanize accounting
worksheets, eliminating the need to perform manual calculations. Experienced users, in more complex environments, have employed Advanced Visicalc for cash flow and budget variance analysis.
Even the most sophisticated user, however, has
been restricted by acknowledged shortcomings of
this package. Consolidating models and selective
grouping of variable data is, at a minimum, a
complicated and inefficient process. The need for
such a capability is so great that a number of consolidating Visicalc support programs are now
available on the market. Also available are much
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more expensive independent program s, which are
capable of generating consolidated reports.
Unfortunately, the com paratively high price of
this c atego ry of softw are is prop ortion ate t o the
learning tim e required to gain a proficiency in its
use. Yet, if Advanced Visicalc's cap abilities are
fully applied one ca n a cco m plish this objective
with m inim al specialized education and at no additional expense, as we will dem onstrate.
A transactional model is, in effect, a m icrocosm
of a general ledger system . It requires the accumulation and calculation of input data, perhaps for a
num ber of subsidiaries and periods, wit h t he results shown in a financial statem ent format. For
exam ple, a company considering a capital acquisition could use a transactional m odel to determ ine
the least expensive source of funds over the next
three years. The a vaila ble a lte rn ative s a re to f inance by: floating a bond issue, selling treasury
stock, accelerating receivable collection or co ntracting for a lease -back arrangem ent. Wha t im pact would each of these alternatives and /or their
com bination(s) have on our financial statem ents?
Seeking an swers to this quest ion, we f irst discussed using Advanced Visicalc with only fixed
form at input files (DIF) which can be used in conju nction with a program designed to perform consolidations. We dropped this approach because of
the tim e a nd eff ort involved and discussed purchasing a more sophisticate dd software package.
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Table 1
Unexecuted Sample Model Containing Input for Three Subsidiaries

SubC

Balance sheet 6/30183:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Interest receivable
Intercompany
Gross fixed assets
Accum depreciation
Salaries
Employee witholding
Fringe benefits
Accounts payable
Intercompany
Capital

B
55
250
20
12
0
1000
(350)
40
7
3
8
250
679

C
D
E
110
165 Sum B7.07
750 Sum B8.D8
500
60 Sum B9.D9
40
36 Sum B10.D10
24
150 Sum B11.D11
100
2000 3000 Sum 612.012
(700) (1050) Sum B13.D13
120 Sum B14.D14
80
21 Sum B15.D15
14
9 Sum B16.D16
6
16
24 Sum B17.D17
0 Sum B18.018
0
1958 2937 Sum B19.D19

Cash rec /disb FY1983:
Sales receipts
Interest receipts
Fixed assets purch
Salaries
Supplies
Fringe benefits

1200
50
(200)
(900)
(120)
(77)

2400 3600 Sum B22.D22
150 Sum B23.D23
100
(400) (600) Sum B24.D24
(1800) (2700) Sum B25.D25
(240) (360) Sum B26.026
(154) (231) Sum B27.D27

Balance sheet 6/30/82:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Interest receivable
Intercompany
Gross fixed assets
Accum depreciation
Salaries
Employee witholding
Fringe benefits
Accounts payable
Intercompany
Capital

102
135
45
6
0
800
(200)
20
4
1
24
125
714

204
270
90
12
50
1600
(400)
40
8
2
48
0
1728

306
405
135
18
75
2400
(600)
60
12
3
72
0
2592

Sum B30.D30
Sum B31.D31
SumB32,D32
Sum 633.033
Sum B34.D34
Sum B35.D35
Sum B36.D36
SumB37.D37
Sum B38.D38
Sum639.1339
Sum B40.D40
Sum B41.D41
Sum B42-D42

F

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

6130183

6/30182

Variance

Assets: G
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Interest receivable
Intercompany
Gross fixed assets
Accum depreciation

H
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13

I
F30
F31
F32
F33
F34
F35
F36

J
H7-17
1-18-18
1-19-19
H10-110
H11-111
H12.112
H13-113

Total

Sum H7.H13

Sum 17.113

Sum J7.J13

F14
F15
F16
F17
F18

F37
F38
F39
F40
F41

H18-118
H19-119
H2O-120
H21-121
H22-122

Sum H18.H22

Sum118.122

Sum J18.J22

F19

F42

H26-126

H24 H26

124+126

J24 J26

BalanceSheet

Liabilities:
Salaries
Employee witholding
Fringe benefits
Accounts payable
Intercompany
Total
Capital:
Liabilities capital

This option also would involve a considerable
amount of time as well as additional expense.
By "taking Visicalc to the limit" we have designed a stand -alone consolidating model, which
is independent of DIF files and additional software. It can accommodate approximately 100
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Proof:

+

SubA Sub 8

Feeder
sector

+

Inputvariable

(Sumof sub
Athru C)
consolidated

&

Input sector

M30 V30

Report sector

variables for each of 25 subsidiaries over four periods. Our model was designed on an Apple III
(256K) with two disk drives and an Epson FX 100
printer and can be stored on a single -sided floppy
disk. It contains input, calculation, and report
writer modules and can be revised easily.
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1
2
—Non revenuelexpense effect—
Net rev (exp) 3
Fixed assets Inlercomp Ret earn'g
Total
effect
4
5
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
6
U
V
F24
F22
F23
N7 +07
(F25)
(F26)
(F27)
Sum Q7.T7
7
PTU7
J8
N8 08
8
P8-U8
(J9)
Sum 09.T9
P9-U9
9
J10
N10 +010
P10-1.110 10
,111
11
J12
12
(J13) Sum Q13.T13 P13-1.113 13
14
15
16
17
J18
Sum Q18.T18 P18-1,118 18
J19
Sum 019319 P19-U19 19
J20
Sum Q20.T20 P20-1.120 20
J21
Sum 021.721 P21-U21 21
(J22)
22
23
24
25
(L11 L22) (J26 L26)
26
- - 27
Sum K7.K26Sum 1_7126
Sum N7.N26Sum 07.026 Sum P7.P26 Sum Q7.Q26Sum RTR26Sum STS26 Sum T7326 SumU7.1.126
28
29
Sum M7.M26
Sum V7.V26 30
—

+

+

Calculation matrix sector rc Label (F4)
Revenue effect
Expense effect
Sales
Interest
Total
Salaries Supplies Fringe ben Depreciation

Test case corporation
.,i Label (F4)
Statement of revenue & expense
and retained earnings
for fiscal year ended 6130183
Revenue
Sales
Interest

S

Total

N28
028

Cash provided:
Excess of revenue over expense
Depreciation expense

$

P28

Expense:
Salaries
Supplies
Fringe Benefits
Depreciation

028
R28
S28
T28

Total

U28

Excess /(deficit)
Capital 6/30/81
Intercompany funding

V30
126
(1-26)

Capital 6/30/82

Test case corporation
label (F4)
Statement of changes in financial position
for fiscal year ended 6130183

S

V30
T28
Sum
(J9)
J18
J19
J20

Decrease in inventory
Increase in salaries payable
Increase in employees' W/H
Increase in frg bens payable

Sum
Cash used:
Purchase of fixed assets
Increase in accounts receivable
Increase in interest receivable
Decrease in accounts payable

(K7)
J8
J10
f 17 1 1

H26

Sum

Net cash provided (used) in operations
Balance 6/30/82
Balance 6/30/83

How It Works
The design of the model is based on a basic accounting theory. The Accounting Cycle Theorem
is an equation that depicts all financial activity
within a specified period and may be stated as
follows:
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J7
17
C

u 7

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

B E G IN N IN G B A LA N C E S HE E T + REVENUE /EXPEN SE - C A SH A C T IVIT Y = EN DING BALANC E
SHEET

and restated as:
ENDING BALANC E SHEET • BEGINNING BALANC E
SHEET + CASH AC T IVIT Y = REVENUE /EXPENSE
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We can observe that when three of these varibles are available, the fourth is easily calculated.
We can isolate detailed sub - divisions of the theorem and present these on an individual basis:
1.

ENDING ACC OUNTS REC EIVABLE - BEGINNING
AC C OUNT S REC EIVABLE + SALES REC EIPT S =
REVENUE FROM SALES

2.

ENDING SALA RIES P AYABLE = SA LARIE S EXPENSE + BEGINNING SALARIES PAYABLE - SALARIES DISBURSED

Completion of the accounting theorem provides
the data to produce statements of revenue and expense, retained earnings, and changes in financial
position.
Our test case model (Table 1) can prepare consolidated and specific results for three subsidiaries. The design process is initiated by defining our
model into the following sectors: Input, File feeder, Calculation matrix, and Reports.
The input sector is designed to accommodate
the available variables (balance sheets, June 30,
1982 and 1983 and cash receipts /disbursement activity for the 1983 fiscal year) in the horizontal
rows (7 -42) with subsequent columns (B thru D)
devoted to each subsidiary.' The last column (E)
contains consolidated data, the sum of the three
columns preceding it.

Table 2
Keystroke Command Detail
The command to print data for subsidiary A:
B42 ^RF4 ^R!!!!!>G1 ^R /PP "^ CO"RV63 ^R ^KB
KA:> B4 ^R /R
Component

...

Description

(1) KA:

Identification of Keystroke Command A

(2) >B4 ^R
(3) /R... B42 ^R

Go to cell 134
Reproduce the contents of cells (or Replicate
source range in Visicalc -ese) B4 to B42
(Sub A input col)

(4) F4 "R

To cells (target range) F4 to F42 (Feeder Sector)

(5) II!II

Recalculate five times (to feed data to the Calculation Matrix Sector, compute unknown variables,
eliminate row /column errors and transfer data and
subsidiary titles to the Report Sector)

(6) >G1 ^R
(7)

/PP "

(8)

V63 ^R

Go to cell G1
CO -R

Select compressed print option (EPSOM FX 100
printer)
Print through lower right Model parameter V63

To continue to print data for subsidiary B and C:
(9) ^KB
KB:

Link and initiate Keystroke Command B
Component (2) becomes >C4 ^R, (3) IR ..C42 ^R, (9) ^ KC

KC: Component (2) becomes >D4 ^R, (3) /R... D42- R, (9) ^ KD
To print consolidated data:
KD: Component (2) becomes >E4 ^R, (3) /R(N). .E42 ^R, and omit (9)
Component (3) now contains (N) in the replication formula to denote a constant (non- relative columnar) replication of consolidated
data formulas in source range E4 to E42.

The file feeder column (F) transfers data from
the input sector to the calculation matrix sector.
A calculation matrix contains formulas designed to accept this data (balance sheets —columns H and I, cash activity in revenue /expense
categories— seventh row). The remainder of the
matrix is devoted to calculating the unknown
(fourth) variable of the accounting cycle theorem.
It is divided into three sections: nonrevenue /expense effect (Cols K thru M), revenue effect (Cols
N thru P), and expense effect (Cols Q thru U).
By taking the results of the "variance" column
J (Ending balance sheet less beginning balance
sheet) and pointing them via the calculation matrix to the correct column we have developed the
accounting cycle theorem. Vertical addition will
supply us with the unknown (fourth) variable:
revenue /expense activity, (and equity- related effects). As seen in Table 1, each cell in a matrix can
be identified by its column and row.
Positive asset variances have a positive effect on
nonrevenue /expense columns and on revenue columns, while positive liability variances affect expense columns in the same manner. Negative variances have a reciprocal effect. In Table 1 sales
revenue (N28) is comprised of two components, a
cash receipt (N7) and an accounts receivable variance (N8). We can verify the logic of this observation by inserting the three variables in the accounting cycle theorem.
ENDING BALANC E SHEET - BEGINNING BALANC E
SHEET +C ASH = REVENUE /EXPENSE
ENDING AC COUNTS RECEIVABLE - BEGINNING ACCOUNT S REC EIVABLE + SALES REC EIPT S = SALES
REVENUES

In Table 1: H848 + N7 = N28
Balance sheet variances that have an equity effect are designed to flow to that specific section of
the calculation matrix. For example, if gross fixed
assets (K 12) increased, we would see a correlative
increase in cash d isbu rsement (K7) for t heir
purchase.
Intercompany asset /liability variances are offset by their equity effect (note: to the extent that
intercompany transactions are related to the sale
of goods or services, the effect should be on the
appropriate revenue or expense account). The net
result of this section, retained earnings (M30)
must be equal to the reciprocal net revenue /expense effect (V30). Hence the proof cell (J30)
must be equal to zero (M30 + V30) to assure the
validity of input and calculated data. Our test case
assumes that revenue /expense data was the unknown variable, yet the model is flexible enough
to calculate any of the four variables when given
the remaining three.
The ultimate objective of the calculation matrix
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sector is to provide the data required to produce
the financial statements in the report sector. Designers can format the report to meet the various
needs of users. We were able to produce statements because all values contained in this sector
are merely referenced to values that were input or
derived in the calculation matrix. Had the unknown variable of the accounting cycle theorem,
developed in the calculation matrix, been the June
30, 1983 balance sheet (Col. H), we would have
changed the format of the financial statement in
the report sector and referenced the values from
th e calcu lati on matrix , wi t h ad ju st ed in pu t
formulas.
We have discussed the four sectors of our test
case model, yet still require an overall function to
execute it. We must selectively extract subsidiary
or consolidated data from the input sector, transfer that data to the calculation matrix, eliminate
row /column errors (recalculation), insert subsidiary /consolidated division titles, and print reports. Advanced Visicalc provides the capability
to accomplish this objective with minimal effort.

may b e li nked to p rodu ce report s by various
groupings, such as geographic area, entity size or
product line.
In order to transfer a subsidiary title from the
input sector or identify a consolidated report we
employed the "@ Lable" function. This function
transfers the contents of a specified cell to the resident cell. Hence, by inserting the formula "® Lable" (F4) in cell coordinates P1, L33 and S33, the
title of the executed subsidiary (as it has been replicated to cell F4 through the Keystoke Command
function) will be transferred to the headings of the
calculation matrix (P1) and the two reports (L33
and S33).
Ensuring a Sound Night's Sleep

We have seen the advantage of a transactional
model aimed at producing financial statements,
which gives us a sound basis for decision making.
Employing a microcomputer provides us with a
mechanism to quickly input sets of variables, execute the model, and produce financial statements,
with response time reduced to seconds. The "calculation matrix" provides us with the flexibility to
Keystroke Command
extrapolate these statements, when three of the
By using a "keystroke command" (refer to Ta- four variables are known. Consolidating is simplible 2) we can create either consolidated reports or fied by the "keystroke command" technique and
rep ort s fo r a si n gl e su b s id i ary or gro u p o f provides the ability to selectively extract specific
subsidiaries
subsidiary (or alternate situational data in single
In our test case, keystroke "A" brings in the entity organizations) as well as grouped data.
first column (B) of input data to the feeder colOnce the microcomputer model has been deumn (F) and directs it to the calculation matrix. It signed, input and maintenance of reports become
then performs a recalculation function to arrive at a clerical function, freeing the manager to develop
the correct variables required for the report sec- decisions based on the model's product.
tor, and finally prints the calculation matrix and
Our model required 50 man hours of design
designated financial statements for Subsidiary A. time. It is fairly complex because we are a municiKeystroke "B" and "C" do the same for the pal organization consisting of 20 facilities, genernext two columns of input, while keystroke "D" is ating almost $2 billion in annual revenue. We are
used to extract consolidated data in column E. currently using our model to supplement and veriEach subsidiary is assigned a unique keystroke fy the accuracy of monthly financial statements
command, which allows the user to selectively produced by our mainframe general ledger sysproduce reports. Each keystroke may be linked to tem. We also employ it intermittently to forecast
the next (A to B, B to C, C to D), such that by the effect of cash How projections and the revision
ini tiatin g k eystroke "A" (depressi ng "CON- of the allocation basis of charges to our subsidiarTROL" "K" and the "A" keys) we can produce ies. Execution of the complete model requires one
and print matrices and financial statements for all hour of input fime and approximately two hours
subsidiaries individually and on a consolidated ba- for a complete print, (20 entities with consolidated
sis. Should we only require consolidated results matrices and financial statements), which can be
we would initiate keystroke "D ", the last in our initiated by depressing three keys as we leave the
series. If we elected to produce data for Subsidiary office. This allows a sound night's sleep and proC, we would initiate keystroke "C" and cancel the vides a clear mind and the appropriate data for
execution process at the completion of printing the next day's decision!
El
that entity's financial statements by depressing
'For companies without subsidiarics, input columns can be used to accommodate
"CONTROL" an d "C ". Keystroke commands sets
of variables ror each ahernative.
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Computer Graphics
for Financial Management
The fact that computers can create `pictures'
and bring words and numbers to life
may soon change the whole nature of financial management.

By Beth A. Benson
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Along with the many financial reports which are
produced on a regular basis, some companies also
issue graphs and charts to assist management in
reviewing results and making decisions. There are
many advantages to displaying financial data in
graphic form along with, or instead of, tabular
information:
• Information can be absorbed and understood
much faster in graphi c rather than numeric
form.
• Message retention increases significantly with
graphs and charts.
• Comparisons and trends are much clearer when
shown graphically.
• Grap h i cs i s a go o d way to s u pp o rt and
strengthen exception reporting.
But standard financial reporting commonly
does not include graphics. Irwin Jarrett, who advocates financial graphics use, has given some significant reasons: "... the accounting process requires the addition (and subtraction) of a large
quantity of numbers, and that arithmetic process

is much easier ifthe numbers are placed in a format where the units are aligned." "... Drawing
ch arts an d graph s req u ires s o me arti st i c talent... the time required... was considerable and
the cost was high."'
With the advent of computer graphics, however, these reasons are no longer valid. Many companies produce graphics equipment, and while
most manufacture CAD /CAM (computer aided
design and computer aided manufacturing) hardware and software, a growing number now specialize in business and financial graphics. There
are many levels of sophistication and quality, depending on the needs of the user. As one would
expect, prices vary greatly based on capabilities.
As demonstrated by the advantages listed previously, it is not difficult to establish the need for
computer graphics. Graphs and charts currently
are being used in many companies, accountants
are producing charts manually, some companies
have graphics departments in- house, and still others contract out to a printer. All ofthese methods
are costly and result in graphs that are time consuming to create an d revi se. Wh ile co mputer
graphic applications also are costly, they generally
can promise major improvements in productivity.
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But each company must choose a system that best
suits its owns needs.
There are different approaches to the implementation of computer graphics . Service bureau
timesharing requires the smallest investment and
offers access to many data bases . Mainframe
graphics, which allows accessibility to an organization ' s d ata base , makes co mputer graphics
available to multiple users with terminals installed
wherever necessary. Stand -alone or minigraphics
computers are another option . Also called turnkey systems, they allow a user to have his own
data base unrelated to the mainframe data base.
Some have sophisticated interface capabilities and
some even allow multiple users.
Choosing a Graphics System
The choice of a graphics system depends on the
environment and responsibilities of the company,
division, or department involved . There are many
criteria to consider:
• Who will control this function, the accounting
department or a systems group? Does the accounting department want this responsibility on
a regular basis? Who will provide backup and
assistance? When a new user is trying to create
a graph he cannot wait until the monthly closing is complete. Support must be available continually, so a "graphics expert" should be available at all times.
• How many users will the system service and
what is their level of technical expertise? If the
equipment will be made available to many users, strict controls must be established. If the
users are nonsystems oriented , the system must
be user friendly, readily understood and operated. If clerical personnel are to do data entry, it
might be better to choose a system with a separate data entry function . If a manager, vice
president , or CEO will have access to the system, it should be menu driven and have a fast
turnaround time.
•�Do�you�want�peer�level�or�presentation�graphics? How much money do you wish to spend? Is
color necessary or will black and white suffice?
Ink jet printers and dot matrix printers are less
expensive output devices and are sufficient for
peer level graphics. Pen plotters are of a higher
quality but take longer to complete the output.
A Xerox laser printer has fast , high -quality output suitable for presentation graphics but the
cost is much higher.
a Are graphics currently being used in your reporting? To whom are they distributed? How
often are they done? If graphic artists or outside
printers currently are producing high -quality
graphics for which you will be responsible, the
output should be at least as good if not better

with the system you choose.
Our Company 's Experience
My department, Information Services, is part of
the corporate finance department at Johnson &
Johnson 's corporate headquarters. We provide financial information to management . Our users
consist of executive committee members, controllers, managers, and financial analysts. We had an
established need for some level of graphics because management was overloaded with paper
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and computer -generated reports; it needed to see
less detail and more trends . Some of our users
were creating charts manually on a routine basis,
while presentation graphics were contracted out
to a printer.
Our first introduction to computer graphics
was a software language on the DEC 10 system at
our management information center . We had no
implementation costs, and we were charged on a
timesharing basis. We rented a terminal and used
a plotter for the output device. While this method
was a good introduction to computer graphics, we
found that we needed faster and higher quality
output, multiple copies of each graph , and a more
user - friendly system. In other words, this approach simply did not fit our needs.
A committee was formed to look at other available alternatives. We surveyed those who would
use the system to better understand their need for
mathematical and statistical functions. We found
that many used outside sources of data, some
wanted to do their own graphics, and others preferred to have us to do them. Also, the survey
showed that color was important and the end users often would be top management requiring fast
turnaround.
Armed with this information we set up demonstrations with a few vendors of stand -alone business graphics. We chose the Trend - Spotter system
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(turnkey) from Cullinet Software Corporation.
The Trend - Spotter is user friendly and requires
little technical expertise. The system is menu -driven and produces high quality presentation graphics in a matter of minutes. It interfaces with a Xerox color graphics laser printer and has the ability
to interface with an ink jet printer and a slide
camera.
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Th e Tren d sp o tter co sts in clu d e the Chrom atics
term in al, a so ftware license, o u r choice of output
devices (p rin ter an d /o r slid e cam era), the option
to in terf ace with o th e r d ata b as es, and mainten an ce c o n t ra ct s. Ou r to tal in v es t m e n t f or tw o
wo rkstation s, th e interface o ptio n, and a Xerox laser p rin ter was o ver $100,000. Previously, graphs
wh ich were gen erated in tern ally took a few hours
each to create and the qu ality was poor. Additional co p ies were in b lack an d wh ite and changes requ ired th e sam e effort as th e o riginal. High quality presentation grap hics, which were contracted
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out to a p r in t e r , wer e ex pen sive ($50 -100 per
graph) and changes were tim e consum ing.
Because we did not choose the m ainfram e system , we ha d t o set u p p ro ced ur es to cr ea te da ta
bases on our system . Many of our users graph sensitive data, which is not accessible to all users, so
we have created personalized data bases on floppy
disks. The Trend - Spotter also has a foreign file inter fa ce pr ogra m w hich allows us to access any
m a in f r a m e d a t a b a s e . W e h a ve an un lim ite d
source of inform ation available for graphing.
Inform ation Services personnel offer training
classes to our use rs in three parts . The first is an
int rod uct ion to th e b asic f eat ure s o f t he sys tem
and is held for up to four students at the workstation; the second is a "hands -on" session on an individual b asis to wh ich the st udent brin gs an application; the third reviews graphing techn iques,
color com binations, and advanced functions, and
take s place in a c onfe ren ce r oom awa y f rom the
term inal. A Trend - Spotter instruction m anual is
located at each term inal along with a sam ple book
of graphs, and users are encouraged to ask for assistance whenever necessary.
The Inform ation Se rvices depart m ent controls
the grap hics function. When new soft ware updates are made by the vendor, a letter is sent to all
users explain ing the new features and giving exam ples. We m onitor the use of the Trend- Spotter
syst em t o d eter m in e th e ne ed for add itio nal updates, hou rs us ed, a nd th e n ece ss ity f or fu rth er
training. After eight m onths of use, we found that
we needed a second workstation. At present we
have two term inals in operation.
We also started a user group with other com panies in the area using the Trend - Spotter system ,
which pro ved to be very ben eficial. Besides providin g ba ckup in case of eq uip m ent fa ilu re, we
support on e an o th er in training techniques and
new applications. Generally, software com panies
are supportive; many hold user -group meetings
for their custom ers.
Graphics Pa yback
Com puter graphics applications are increasing
constantly. As com panies grow and the am ount of
data increases, the need for sim plification and exception reporting increases. Figures 1 -4 illustrate
the powerful effect of graphics.
Figure 1, page 47, depicts production and available capacity. It is obvious that production will
exceed m axim um capacity by 1984. It would have
taken an involved review of m any num eric schedules to discover this.
Graphics also allow you to m ake a point using a
focus sentence_ Figure 2 (top, left) shows the sales
growth of all the divisions in Com pany X. By using a focus sentence, the growth of the eastern division is stressed.
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Information
can be
absorbed and
understood
much faster in
graphic form.

In Figure 3, a graph is combined with a numeri- per company basis and others are at the corporate
cal report. I have found that many accountants do level. Many graphs are distributed to top managenot completely trust graphics because they are ac- ment as well as middle management and financial
customed to using detail. Combining the two al- analysts. The Board of Directors reviews corpolows them to see the components of the graph rate performance with Trendspotter graphs every
while also getting the overall trend.
quarter. Financial information as well as marketThe pie chart above graphs the relationship be- ing and product data is portrayed, showing both
tween the four products company Y produces. It actual results and forecasted objectives.
is clear that product A contributes the most to toIt is not always easy to cost justify computer
tal sales but less to corporate profit.
graphics. Many of the high quality systems are in
These illustrations are only a few examples of excess of $50,000. On the other hand, the benefits
how graphics can be used in financial reporting of good decision making are immeasurable. Quite
and analysis. We have significantly increased our honestly, it helps to have management backing, or
use of graphics since acquiring the Trend - Spotter at least an understanding by management of the
system. For example, we have opened the system benefits and advantages which computer graphics
to use by other departments on a limited basis. bring to a company; we were fortunate at Johnson
These groups have observed the high quality and & Johnson to have that support. White collar proshort creation time associated with our graphs ductivity is on the minds of top management all
and asked to use the equipment during nonprime over the country. While the initial costs of these
time. We frequently have to turn these users systems can be high, the productivity increases deaway. Certain months have found the system be- rived from them can not be overlooked. Trends or
ing used for almost 300 hours and generating over fluctuations in performance can be spotted much
6,000 graphs and charts.
more quickly with graphs, and what dollar value
In addition, our cash portfolio has been auto- can be put on solving a problem before it becomes
mated and is run every week as well as graphs a disaster?
❑
tracing exchange rates, inventories, receivables,
`Irwin Jarrett, "Computer Gmphk* a Reporting Revolution- Journal ojAccounsales, and income. Some charts portray data on a rancy.
May 1981, AICPA, New York, N.Y.
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Pensions:
the Surprise Package
in Corporate Marriage
An acquisition candidate may demonstrate rapid growth
and excellent return on equity but have devastating pension fund liabilities.

By Frank S. Novak and William M. Koeblitz

!1A

Despite all the sophisticated techniques used for
acquisition evaluation, we find that pension plans
of target companies are sometimes overlooked or
even ignored in the evaluation process.

Frank S. Novak, CPA,
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holds a MBA from the
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University of
Pennsylvania.
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In one situation, the buyer completed his analyses and agreed on basic price and terms with
the seller, until the buyer realized the unfunded
pension liabilities amounted to more than 25%
of the total purchase price. And the seller wanted personal quarantees against the pension liability as security!
In another situation, the stated unfunded vested
pension liability in the financial footnotes appeared to present a problem, until the buyer's
actuary reviewed the assumptions of the seller's
actuary and determined a set of realistic but less
conservative assumptions would effectively
eliminate the reported unfunded liability.
The seller's pension plan, in most acquisitions,
is both an important and often expensive employee benefit. Every acquisitor should have an understanding of the alternatives for dealing with the
plan, the potential liabilities, and the effect on the
valuation of the company. Likewise, the acquisitor
should understand the accounting implications of
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these alternatives. In any acquisition involving the
assumption of a pension plan, the acquisitor has
three options for dealing with the existing plan:
continue to fund the plan on an ongoing basis,
freeze the plan in its current state, or terminate
the plan. Depending on the action taken, the acquisitor faces two potential liabilities: an unfunded liability or a termination liability. In addition,
irrespective of the action taken, the acquisitor
faces a potential liability due to retroactive plan
disqualification and a liability for excise taxes.
Continue the Plan
In many acquisitions, the buyer chooses to continue the existing pension program and to assume
the unfunded liabilities associated with it. This often makes business sense to the acquisitor for several reasons. First, anything other than continuance of the plan may cause labor problems. Even
a promise to replace an existing plan with "better"
salary/pension /benefit levels may be greeted with
a certain amount ofskepticism. In addition, continuance of the plan is consistent with the "business as usual" atmosphere acquisitors usually try
to project to ensure a smooth transition. Also, for
altruistic or other reasons, the seller may require
or request that benefit levels be maintained, at
least for an interim period, to avoid the image
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1984

Continue, Freeze, or Terminate
If a plan is suspended, employees will not earn
additional benefits after the date of acquisition but
they will keep existing benefits. They also may
continue to earn credits toward vesting of the nonvested benefits earned as of the acquisition date.
The benefit freeze avoids the liability to the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC) that
a termination would create but it also requires
continued funding of the past unfunded vested
benefits and future "frozen" benefits as they vest.
Obviously, the freeze is a compromise between
continuation of the plan and termination. It mitigates potential labor problems associated with the
latter and provides some incentive for continued
employment through the earning of vesting credits. At the same time it permits the buyer an escape from at least part of the burden that would
be incurred in continuing the plan in full force.
The third option for dealing with the target's
pension plan is to terminate the existing pension
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

plan. If the plan is terminated, the acquisitor faces
a termination liability for the difference between
the value of the plan assets as of the termination
date and the actuarially determined present value
of the vested pension benefits. This liability may
be quite different from the unfunded vested pension benefits reported in the financial statement
footnotes. While the unfunded vested benefit of an
ongoing plan is based on current and long -term
assumptions and expectations, the termination liability is based upon the existing status of the
plan, employees, assets, and rates of return as of
the termination date. In any event, should the
plan be terminated, the employer is liable to the
PBGC for the guaranteed unfunded vested benefits of the plan up to a maximum of 30% of the
employer's net worth.
Although this option allows the buyer to escape
from the existing pension plan, it also presents
him with an immediate cash outflow due to any
underfunding.
For example, in a recent acquisition the option
of terminating the pension plan, which was desirable for a variety of reasons, was effectively closed
because it would require an additional cash infusion by the buyer equal to one -third of his planned
total investment in the company.
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within or outside the company of selling its employees "down the river."
When the acquisitor decides to continue the existing pension plan, he usually assumes any unfunded vested pension liability associated with the
plan and the responsibility for funding it. This unfunded liability is essentially a projection based
upon actuarial assumptions including investment
rates of return, mortality, asset values, and employment additions and terminations. Just as a potential acquisitor would not rely on a set of financial projections without reviewing the underlying
assumptions, he should not rely on current unfunded vested liability projection levels without
havi ng h is actu ary review th os e u nd erlyin g
assumptions.
In the mid - seventies, for example, actuarial assumptions regarding the rate of return on pension
plan i nvest men ts often ran in th e 5 % to 7%
range. As interest rates (and therefore rates of return in the market) rose, actuaries were slow to
revise these assumptions upward. Over the last
several years, however, more and more actuaries
have been revising their long -term, rate -of -return
assumption, often to the 7% to 9% range or higher, to reflect the recent investment climate. The
result has been downward revisions in the unfunded vested pension liability for many companies. It
is noteworthy that this round of upward revisions
in investment rates has been substantially completed just as inflation and interest rates are heading downward once again.
It may be necessary in initial negotiations to
rely on existing estimates of the unfunded liability
and required funding levels. It is best, however,
for the acquisitor to get his own actuary involved
as soon as practical to avoid last minute surprises.

Hidden Liabilities
Irrespective of whether the choice is to continue, freeze the pension plan, or terminate, the buyer also may face a liability for income taxes should
the plan be retroactively disqualified by the Internal Revenue Service. The IRS could disqualify a
plan for a number of reasons, such as improper
plan administration or plan discrimination in favor of highly paid employees, and retroactively revoke the tax deduction for contributions made in
the current and prior open tax years. In such a
case, the buyer could be liable for the income tax
deficiency.
Moreover, a potential liability for the buyer relates to excise taxes attributable to events occurring prior to the acquisition. These taxes may be
imposed because of failure to meet minimum
funding requirements or through various prohibited transactions between a plan and the employer.
Even if these actions occurred prior to the acquisition, the buyer may still be held liable for the tax,
which is generally 5% of the funding deficiency or
the prohibited transaction. An additional tax of
100 % also may b e l evi ed in certai n extreme
situations.
Effects on Valuation
Once the existence and the amount of an unfunded vested pension benefit are established, the
next question is how to reflect it in the valuation
of the company. Many argue that this depends on
51
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whether the buyer is purchasing stock or assets. If
assets are purchased (and liabilities assumed), the
pension liability is an additional liability assumed
that effectively increases the true purchase price
to the buyer. The stock purchase, on the other
hand, is often viewed as an "ongoing business"
purchase in which the pension liability, like all
other liabilities, is simply part of the deal.
In reality, the vast majority of acquisitions are
purchases of the ongoing business, irrespective of
the legal form of the transaction. Only when the
acquisitor is truly buying only physical capacity is
the ongoing business concept inappropriate. In
most cases the buyer is interested not only in the
physical assets but also the customer base, supplier base, labor force, and existing and future products and markets. This, in short, implies he is buying the ongoing business.
On the other hand, even under the ongoing
business approach, the assumption of certain liabilities, most notably interest - bearing debt, serves
effectively to increase the price the buyer is paying. These "nonoperating" liabilities must be repaid out of the future cash flows of the business
and, until they are repaid, serve to reduce the remaining debt capacity of the company.
The unfunded vested pension benefit, which is
disclosed only in footnotes before the transaction,
and must be booked on the balance sheet after the
acquisition, falls somewhere in between an operating liability, (e.g., accounts payable, accrued payroll taxes) and a nonoperating liability (e.g., longterm debt). Because it is long term in nature,
however, and eventually must be "repaid" (as opposed to rolled over like the operating liabilities),
its assumption is an effective increase in the requested purchase price. Therefore, its after -tax
impact should be reflected specifically in the valuation of the target.
Thus far we have dealt with the effect of the
ongoing unfunded vested pension benefit on the
valuation of the target. What ifthe buyer discontinues the pension plan and therefore incurs a termination liability? The relevant liability to consider during purchase price negotiations is still the
ongoing liability. Ifthe new owners make a management decision to discontinue the pension plan
after the acquisition, they must accept the consequences of the action. If the termination liability is
less than the ongoing liability, the benefit should
accrue to the buyer because he also must live with
the potential labor and other problems he risks in
altering the plan.
A final consideration of the buyer in assuming
an ongoing pension plan relates to actions that
might serve to increase pension expense and the
pension liability in the future. A buyer may be
valuing the target company, for example, assuming plant shutdowns or layoffs to reduce overall

costs and increase profits and cash flow. Ifthose
shutdowns or layoffs trigger additional pension
expense, the incremental expense should be reflected i n the valuation. Likewise, the buyer
should always be looking for previously negotiated pension benefit increases ofthe target that have
not taken effect yet and, therefore, are not reflected in the current estimate of the unfunded pension
liability or the ongoing funding requirement.
Finally, in cases where the buyer's employees
receive better pension benefits than the seller's,
the buyer should determine whether it will be necessary to upgrade the benefits of the target company after the acquisition. If the answer is yes, the
additional pension costs should be reflected in the
valuation analysis.
Accounting for the Acquired Plan
Business combinations and pension accounting
often involve extremely complex technical issues.
The June 1982 Current Text, published by The
American Institute of CPAs,includes 16 pages of
flowcharts on these topics alone. In addition, the
recently released FASB "Preliminary Views: Employers' Accounting for Pensions and Other Postemployment Benefits," if adopted as proposed,
will produce significant changes in how companies report pension plans. Rather than detailing
the ramifications of all related accounting pronouncements, we will focus on the fundamentals
in accounting for business combinations (purchase
not pooling) and pensions and attempt to alert accountants to those situations where options are
available or where a technically complex, or unresolved, accounting issue may be involved.
Continuation of the Plan
A continuation of the plan, in comparison to
the other options, involves the most difficult accounting issues. In essence, the transaction can be
divided into three segments: computing the liability, recording the liability, and accounting subsequent to acquisition.
Computing the Liability.The first step involves
computation of the pension accrual that will be
used in the allocation of the purchase price to the
assets and liabilities of the acquired company.
There are numerous actuarial assumptions and estimates as well as alternative accounting policies
involved in the computation of vested benefits
and, as a result, there can be significant differen ces in t h e amo u n t co mp u t ed u n d er t h es e
alternatives.
In accordance with APB Opinion 16, "Business
Combinations ":
"An accrual for pension cost shall be the greater of (a) accrued pension cost computed in
conformity with the accounting policies of the
acquiring enterprise for one or more of its penMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

sion plans or (b) the excess, if any, or the actuarially computed value of vested benefits over
the amount of the pension fund."
Quite often, the method described under (b)
produces an amount greater than that under (a)
and therefore is used to comply with APB 16. Under (b), the amount often is based on information
in the notes to the acquired company's financial
statements.
For an acquisition as of year -end, assume the
acquired company has financial statement footnote disclosure for pensions as of that year -end as
follows:
Actuarial present value of
accumulated plan
benefits:
Vested
$60,000
Nonvested
10,000
70,000
Net assets available
for benefits
40,000
Excess of actuarial present
value ofaccumulated
plan benefits over net
assets available for
benefits
$30,000

ing policies are similar, your actuary may be able
to determine that amounts under (a) would be significantly less than (b) without performing the detailed computations. The accrual for pension cost
is then the greater of (a) or (b) as computed.
Recording the Liability. The amount computed
as the pension accrual then is used in the allocation of cost of the acquired company. In most
cases, however the computed accrual should be
recorded net of tax effects in accordance with
APB Opinion 16.
In terms ofour example, if $20,000 is the proper pension accrual, and assuming a 46% tax rate,
the pension liability recorded would be computed
as:
Gross pension accrual
Future tax benefit
(20,000 x 46%)
Pension liability

$20,000

If the plan is
terminated, the
acquisitor faces
a termination
liability.

(9,200
$10,800

Accounting After Acquisition. In future periods,
one method of reducing your liability and determining pension cost is to ask the actuary to derive
those amounts for your in a yearly valuation. Alternatively, the actuary could continue to compute the annual expense and funding requirements
for the plan without regard to the acquisition liBecause APB Opinion 16 requires the excess of ability that has been recorded. The company then
vested benefits over the amount of the pension accounts for charges to the liability as explained
fun d, the accru al for p ens ion co st wou ld be below.
$20,000 ($60,000 - $40,000).
The pension liability established in the purchase
As long as the target company has completed price allocation can be treated most easily in subits pension footnote amounts in accordance with sequent years by a two -step process:
GAAP, these same amounts can be used to compute the acquisitor's accrual. On the other hand,
Interest that would have been earned if the
there is nothing in the accounting literature to
pension were fully funded is computed and
suggest that use of the target company's actuarial
added to pension cost (or "interest cost ") and
computation must be used. As we have noted, difto the pension liability.
ferent assumptions can produce dramatically difOffsetting the interest cost added to the liabilferent results. Consequently, the acquisitor may
ity is a systematic charge to the liability over a
want to have his actuary and accountant involved
specified period.
in determining the most appropriate method of
computing vested benefits.
For our previous example with the net pension
Once the accrual under (b) has been computed, accrual of $10,800, ifthe interest rate used is 7%
it must be compared to that derived by part (a). and the amortization factor is .10, reduction of the
The computation under (a) is based on the ac- pension liability and pension expense is computed
counting policies of the acquiring enterprise for as:
one or more of its pensions plans. To conform
Interest cost (10,800 X 7 %)
756
with this requirement, your actuary will compute
Reduction
liability
of
pension cost for the acquired pension plan based
(10,800 x .10)
1,080
on the same accounting policies used in the comJournal
entries
would
be:
putation of the acquisitor's pension cost. This inPension expense
756
volves a recalculation of pension cost from incepPension liability
756
tion of the acquired company's plan.
Pension liability
1,080
Such a computation can become extremely
Pension expense
1,080
complex, especially where the accounting policies
of the acquired company differ significantly from
those of the acquisitor. If, however, the accountIndependently, the actuary will then compute
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984
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What Is PBGC?
As the authors note in this article, all private pension plans are
regulated by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. What is
the PBGC and what does it do7
The PBGC is a self - financing government corporation, established by Title IV ofthe Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (ERISA). The Corporation is headed by a board of directors consisting of the Secretaries of Labor, Treasury, and Commerce. The Secretary of Labor is permanent chairman of the board,
and the chief executive officer is the executive director, who is appointed by the board ofdirectors.
The purpose of the Corporation is to insure the basic pension
benefits of over 36 million workers and retirees who belong to more
than 92,000 private- sector defined benefit pension plans. The
PBGC does not insure defined contribution pension plans or government pension plans.
Currently, the PBGC adminis ters two pensi on p rotection
programs:
• A plan termination insurance program covering over 28 million
participants in more than 90,000 single - employer pension plans.
• A plan insolvency insurance program covering about eight million participants in 2,000 multiemployer pension plans.
• In each of these programs, the PBGC's benefit guarantees are
based on the pension plan's provisions. In addition, the PBGC
guarantees are subject to limitations imposed by law.
Whenever a single- employer plan insured by the PBGC terminates, the Corporation reviews the plan to ascertain whether it has
sufficient plan assets to pay guaranteed benefits. If the plan assets
are sufficient, the plan administrator winds up the affairs of the
plan.
If the plan assets are not sufficient to pay guaranteed benefits, the
PBGC assumes responsibility for the plan by becoming trustee, administering benefit payments and records, managing plan assets,
and making up the financial insufficiency from PBGC insurance
funds. In all terminations, plan assets must be allocated as specified
by ERISA.
The PBGC's pension protection program for multiemployer
plans was revised by the Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments
Act of 1980. (Multiemployer plans are maintained under collective
bargaining agreements, and cover employees of two or more unrelated employers.) Multiemployer plans that become insolvent may
receive financial assistance from the PBGC to enable them to pay
guaranteed benefits.
For further information about the PBGC write: Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation, 2020 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006, or for publications telephone (202) 254-5176.

the funding requirements for the pension plan and
the current -year pension cost without regard to
the above transaction. If we assume that the actuarially- determined pension cost is $3,000, the net
pension expense would be $2,676 ($3,000 + 756 1,080).
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We h ave ob served co mpan i es wh ere i t i s
thought that grossing the income entries to a pretax amount is appropriate. When entries are made
in this fashion, there is no distortion from the statutory tax rate. It is preferable, however, and more
theoretically correct, to record these entries net of
tax as described above.
Freezing the Plan
To freeze, or suspend a pension plan involves
accounting similar to a continuation of the plan.
The pension liability to be recorded is the excess
of the present value of the frozen benefits over
plan assets.
Unlike a continuation of the plan, the present
value of vested benefits often is determined using
an interest rate that reflects the currently available
yield on instruments commonly used'to fund such
a liability. The interest rate used in a continuation
of the plan may differ from current yields due to
actuarial considerations. For example, a 7% interest rate assumption may be used with a company's
continuing pension plan and a 10% rate may be
used for a suspended plan. An increased rate obviously will reduce the present value of vested benefits and, therefore, the reserve.
In other respects, accounting for the pension liability mirrors a continuation of t he plan. It
should be noted, however, that companies often
incorrectly charge the pension liability based on
the actuary's computation of the current year's
pension cost instead of ratably over some predetermined period as was suggested earlier. In the
previous example, $3,000 was computed as the
current year pension cost and $1,080 was the
yearly amortization which offset the pension cost
to derive a net pension expense amount. Under
the alternative method of accounting, the amount
of current pension cost ($3,000) would be charged
directly to the established pension reserve. Net
"pension expense" for the year under this approach is, therefore, equal to the interest cost only
on the unfunded liability ($756 in our previous example) and, in fact, would more appropriately be
classified as "interest expense."
Although expedient, this method is not appropriate in most cases. The objective of recording a
pension liability as part of the purchase accounting is to record currently all prior service costs related to the pension plans. Any pension charges in
future years, differing from those anticipated,
need to be analyzed to determine if it is appropriate to charge such amounts to the pension liability. Any differences related to actuarial assumptions (e.g., interest rates) should be treated as an
actuarial gain or loss and recognized prospectively
in accordance with APB Opinion 8. When the difference relates to facts and circumstances in effect
at the time of the acquisition, there are two opMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

tions in accordance with FAS 38: First, within the
allocation period —make a purchase price allocation adjustment, and, second outside the allocation period — charge current income.
Terminating the Pension Plan
From an accounting point of view, terminating
the plan is the simplest of the three options. As
noted earlier, when a pension plan is terminated
voluntarily, the PBGC has a legal claim for the
lesser of the unfunded vested benefits guaranteed
by the PBGC or 30% of the company's net worth.
Computation of the guaranteed vested benefits is
defined and co mputed by the PBGC, and the
amount payable to the PBGC would be established as a current liability in the purchase price
allocation.
Suppose you want to terminate the plan but do
not want to subject the workforce to "guaranteed
vested benefits" only. It may be possible to work
out a different arrangement with the PBGC which
would provide for increased benefits. Such an arrangement probably would involve the purchase
of a deferred annuity contract through an insurance company. Any arrangements should be discussed with your attorneys, accountants, and actuaries, and must be approved by the PBGC.
In a recent acquisition, the buyer was moving

the plant to another state and wanted to terminate
the plan. The buyer had a long- standing policy of
maintaining expected benefit levels and did not
want to limit employees to guaranteed benefits.
The buyer informed the PBGC of the plan termination and a notice of deficiency for guaranteed
benefits was received. The buyer informed the
PBGC that they would guarantee all benefits
through the purchase of an annuity. Once appropriate documentation was received, the PBGC
agreed. By paying a small additional amount for
the annuities over what would have been required,
the buyer was able to give the employees all the
benefits that they were expecting and leave a favorable impression in the community.
Acquiring firms often do not recognize pension
plan issues until late in the negotiations, and they
often do not understand the ramifications until it's
too late. The astute acquisitor will know the issues
in advance, will rely on his experts for advice, and
will understand the implications before he makes
his decision.
'The period over which the liability is reduced is often based on the same period
used to charge past and prior service costs for pension plans or the acquisitor. Because the liability is not the result of a Plan adoption or amendment, such a period
is probably not appropriate. Bather, the period could be based on the weighted
average remaining amortization period of the acquired plan or on the average remaining service life or participants in Lite acquired plan. A review of recent Form
SS00 may provide insight on the most rationul elected period, Ouec these considerations are made, your actuary can supply you with an appropriate factor (often
referred to by actuaries as an "amortization factor ") based on the period selected
and interest rate assumption to be used.
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Financing with R &D
Partnerships Reduces Risk
Corporations can share the risk of necessary R &D expenditures
while investors profit from attractive tax benefits.

By John W. Hardy
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Wh en th ere is a slowd o wn in th e econom y, often
research an d d evelo p m en t (R & D) c osts are cut
back to preserve corporate resources for other
need s. This cutback is som etim es self - defeating to
th e co m p an y , b ecau se it need s to pr es er ve its
pro d u ct lead ersh ip in th e m arketplace. Typically,
R &D ex p en d itu r es are essen tial to m aintain the
co m p etitive ed ge in eith er pro d uct quality or new
pro d u cts. The resu lts o f R &D expenditures have
n o g u ar an te e o f su cce ss. Th erefore, the money
sp ent for R &D is at high risk. Com pany financial
officers are faced with th e ch allenge of how to fin an ce R &D co sts with th es e a sso cia ted risks,
wh ile at th e same tim e cop ing with other econom ic p ro b lems o f th e co m pan y .
Recen t d evelo p men ts in th e tax laws have highligh ted a vehicle to h elp co mp anies finance R &D
co sts. Th is veh ic le p asse s th e ris k for su ccess or
failure of th ese co sts to parties outside the com pany b y creatin g R &D partn ersh ips. R &D partnersh ip s o ffe r a creative way o f financing these im po rtant ex p en d itures, as we will dem onstrate.
Wh at Is an R & D Partn ersh ip ?
An R &D p artn ersh ip is a m ethod of financing
research an d develo pm en t costs. It has recently
gain ed p op u larity b ecau se o f a landm ark decision
by th e Su p rem e Co u rt in 1974. In Snow vs. Com-
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missioner, ` the Court ruled that R &D costs could
be expensed under Section 174 of the Internal
Revenue Code even if the com pany was not carrying on a t rad e o r bu sin ess . The Cour t r ule d t hat
the language in Section 174 was loos er than that
of Section 162, and therefore R &D expenditures
could be expensed even if no product was offered
for s ale. Th is decis ion o pened the w ay fo r in creased investments for R &D and allowed the formation of R &D partnerships.
Figure 1 shows the typical relationship between
the R &D pa rt ner sh ip and t he co m pa ny seeking
R &D financing. Und er the p art ner ship arr angem ent, the inventor or pr om oter (usually a corporation) needing R &D financing transfers all rights
to in novat ions creat ed b y R & D eff ort t o a p artner sh ip in return fo r do llar s o f f u nd in g to d o
R &D. The R & D pa rt ne rs hip co nt ra ct s ou t to a
research firm , which m ay be the inventor corporation needing financing for R &D, to conduct developm e nt of the pro pos ed p rod uct or technology.
The invento r c orpo rat ion is often th e firm that
eve nt u ally will m a n u f a c t u r e an d m a r ke t the
product.
The inventor corporation m ay then m ake a contrac t w ith th e lim ited pa rtn ers to bu y t he developed product. The lim ite d pa rtn er s pro vide upfront m oney to fin a n ce t h e R &D res ear ch in
return for royalties from eventual proceeds of selling the product created by the R &D costs.
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After successful development of a product, the
partners may sell all rights to the inventor corporation in return for royalties, cash, stock, or other
consideration. The partnership arrangement is attractive to potential investors because the tax laws
allow immediate expensing of any R &D costs of
the investment and any royalties or other payments received given long -term capital gain treatment. Corporations may find this method of financing a relatively inexpensive way to obtain
R &D funds. It passes the risk for such expenditures on to the investor and shows no expense on
the corporate books for R &D which would reduce
net income.
The accounting treatment for R &D costs obtained from an R &D partnership on the books of
the corporate inventor is not currently shown in
the financial statements as an expense or a liability. This treatment provides a better financial picture for the inventor corporation than when costs
are financed internally.
IRS Qualifications for R &D Partnership
Because most R &D partnerships at the outset
are not "carrying on a trade or business" as defined ' under Section 162, they attempt to qualify
with the IRS under Section 174. If qualified, any
research and experimental expenditure incurred in
"anticipation of entering a trade or business" can
be deducted.
The Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of
1981 created a 25% tax credit for certain research
and experimental expenditures to the extent that
current -year expenditures exceed the average
amount in each of the preceding three taxable
years. The credit is available only for payments
made by the taxpayer in "carrying on" a particular trade or business. Therefore, this stipulation
probably eliminates the availabilty of the credit to
R &D partnerships organized for the purpose of
developing a new product or process.
To qualify under Section 174, "research or experimental" work may inclu de work on pilot
models, a plant process, new product or formula,
and improvements on existing inventories. Work
that does not qualify as research includes ordinary
testing or inspection of materials or products for
quality control; efficiency surveys; management
studies; consumer surveys; advertising or promotion; acquiring another patent or model; or literary, historical, or similar projects, according to
examples provided by the IRS.' Each project
must be evaluated on a case by case basis to ensure that the requirements are met. Expert advice,
where necessary, should be obtained.
Pros and Cons of R &D Partnerships
to Inventor Corporation
Many advantages and disadvantages exist for
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both the investor in an R &D partnership and the
inventor corporation needing R &D funding.
The advantages of an R &D partnership to the
inventor corporation are:
The inventor retains some control over the
ideas or technology used. In a typical arrangement, the company developing a new product
transfers all rights to the new product in return
for the position as general partner. As a general partner, the inventor company retains some
control over the product because the limited
partners cannot participate in the day -to -day
operations of the partnership. The contract
may stipulate that any resulting technology
may be bought at the option of the inventor
corporation. The inventor corporation will
then hold the manufacturing rights to any
mark e t ab l e p ro d u ct s devel o p ed by its
research.3
2. R &D expenditures are not consolidated in corporate expenses because they are not corporate
costs. Consequently, they do not reduce corporate earnings."
Figure 1
R &D Partnership Relationship with Company
Needing Financing for R &D

R &D Partnership: limited partners and general partner (Provides financing for R &D in exchange for rights in product.)

Dollars for R &D

Patentable rights Control of technology

Royalty

Company needing R &D financing: may be inventor, eventual manufacturer, and marketer of products coming from R &D effort (may do R &D work
itself or have it contracted with outsider)

3. The inventor corporation pays a royalty to investors on successful sales. The balance of profit goes to the inventor corporation. The royalty
provides an attractive rate of return to investors because of the attractive tax benefits the
limited partners can receive.5
4. The inventor corporation does not sell equity
to the R &D partnership in this fund - raising activity for R &D. Therefore, there is no economic dilution of corporate shareholders' equity to
existing shareholders by this method of financing R &D.
5. Traditional methods of financing R &D costs
by corporations require paying for R &D out of
profits or by borrowing funds at high interest
rates. Many companies cannot afford to finance R &D from earnings, and some smaller
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companies cann ot ob tain favorable credit
terms. The use of an R &D partnership provides the inventor company with financing for
R &D without incurring interest or using corporate profits.
6. The inventor company or general partner conducting the R &D efforts retains control over
its ideas or inventions. Limited partners have a
modified veto power only. Many times the general partner can arrange to sell the resulting
technology to a company owned by or related
to it.
Table 1
R &D Partnerships Compared

Pros and Cons of R &D Partnership to Investors

Inventor corporation
Advantages
Risk of failure assumed by outsiders
R&D Expenditures not shown as a liability
or expense on company books
Has some control over technology for
manufacturing and marketing
Good rate of return if product is successful
No

dilution to shareholders' equity

Disadvantages
Royalty paid to investor is
based on sales, not profits
Confidentiality of technology
not guaranteed
Has to share benefits of successful venture
May b difficult find investors in partnership

need to find lenders or stockholders for
raising R &D money
No interest expense on borrowed money
for R &D
May have option to buy back technology
from partnership

No

Investor in R&D Partnership
Advantages
R&D expenditures can be deducted as
ordinary expense
Recognize royalty as capital gain
Has opportunity to participate in profits if
venture is successful
R &D expenditure not a tax preference item

Has limited liability

Disadvantages
Bears risk of failure
Has limited control over
invention
Product may be invented, but
cost to manufacturer may be
too high compared to
revenue
May have no market for product if completed
may disallow part of
deduction
IRS

The limited partners assume the risk of failure
and receive payments only if the venture is successful. Payments are "matched" to the ability
to pay because only successful products require
royalties. Also, payments of royalties can often
be expensed for tax purposes.'
The disadvantages of an R &D partnership to
the inventor corporation needing financing for
R &D are:
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1. Raising capital for R &D by selling R &D partnership investments takes time and may not be
successful.
2. Financing through an R &D partnership is
done at a high cost if the project is successful
because royalties are related to sales, not
profits.
3. Although the general partner might be a party
related to or be the inventor company, control
and ownership of any resulting technology will
belong to the partnership.
4. Technology under development may not remain as confidential as it otherwise would.'

For investors, a research and development partnership offers high risks and potentially high rewards. The most obvious advantages of such an
arrangement are:
1. The investor's payments may be immediately
expensed and any returns receive long -term
capital gain treatment. However, the Tax Equity & Fiscal Responsiblity Act of 1982 (TEFRA) treats R &D costs expensed as a tax preference item.
2. During the entire time, the partner maintains
limited liability only.
3. The regulations of the IRS specify that royalities from the licensing or sale of a patent or
patent rights receive long -term capital gains
treatment (Section 1235). The regulation applies also if the technology that results is purchased for stock or cash.'
4. Because of the initial deductions and later preferential treatment of any income, an R &D
partnership may provide a very high after -tax
rate of return.
The disadvantages of an R &D partnership to
the investor are:
Because the limited partners are "at risk," they
bear the full burden of losses from worthless
efforts.
2. Even if a feasible product is developed, it may
not be desirable to be marketed. Costs may be
high or the product may simply have no market appeal.
If not handled properly, the deductions taken
by a partnership may be denied by the IRS.
Few definite precedents help the taxpayer in
deciding how to structure the partnership. In
the worst case, the IRS may require that payments be capitalized and any returns be treated
as ordinary income.
4. To enter the current market requires that most
investors be sophisticated. Investors must be
willing and able to see the investment fall by
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1984

Table 1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the use of an R &D partnership to
both the inventor corporation and the investor.
What to Watch for When Organizing

lo

When organizing and operating an R &D partnership, the partners must be continually vigilant
that the partnership expenses remain qualified as
research and experimental expenditures under
Sections 174 and 162.
To qualify, the partners must be at risk. They
must bear the economic burden for any failures.
The limited partnership agreement should be
worded so that the partners are liable for all expenses ifthe operation should fail. The IRS might
disqualify expenditures made which would indicate a partner was not totally at risk. Example: a
prepayment of minimum royalties to the investors
even if a project is unsuccessful.
Any agreements for the sale of a product should
not be closed until all research is completed.
The contract should have no guarantee of results
or payments. If these measures are not taken, the
agreement may be termed a loan by the IRS and
treated accordingly."
The partnership should have a "profit motivation" and "economic substance" to avoid difficulties with the IRS. 1 I If the research, for example, is
undertaken as part of a hobby, the expenses will
probably not qualify under section 174. 1 3 Any
prepayments made by the partners should have a
business purpose. They should not be merely deposits; and, if possible, they should be required by
a contract written under an arm's length transaction. Accruals without a prepayment by the taxpayer may not be allowed. To avoid some of the
problems of accruals and prepayments, the partnership should operate on a cash basis. If prepayments are made, some of the work should be completed in the year the payment was made."
If the partnership acquires rights of ownership
of land or depreciable property used in connection
with R &D, then the related expenditures are not
allowed to be expensed. To maximize tax benefits,
the partnership should not retain control over any
property obtained by the researchers —such as
tools or land for a research site. However, the al-
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lowable depreciation on any such item may be
claimed as an R &D expense.
The investor may invest cash and sign a recourse note for additional investment to be made
in the project. This is called recourse leveraging.
Through this type of leveraging the investor may
be able to write off, as R &D expense for tax purposes, a larger amount than the cash investment.
Recourse leveraging is not recommended, however, because there is too much risk of failure. If recourse financing is used, one expert recommends
not having a multiple of more than 200% of the
initial cash investment because any amount greater than this increases the chances of being audited
by the IRS.16
If the product is later sold to another entity to
be manufactured, the sales and research agreements should be kept separate. 1 8 Precautions
should be taken if the partnership wants to continue on its own and manufacture the product itself.
Ordinary and necessary business expenses are not
deductible until the partnership qualifies under
Section 162. Some costs may be capitalized as
start -up costs. An accurate accounting of all expenditures should be made."
The popularity of R &D partnerships has increased in the past few years. Using a partnership
arrangement with investors, many companies
have found a good way to finance new product
research; and investors have found them attractive
because of the favorable tax treatment and high
returns.
Because of the uncertainty and complexity of
many of these arrangements, expert advice should
be obtained. Investors should be informed that no
guarantee of return exists and that ifnot handled
properly, their expenditures will not receive the
preferential tax treatment that the investors anticipated. If the partnership agreement is worded
properly, the investors should know that the use
of R &D partnerships can still be a viable investment alternative.

R &D
partnerships
offer a creative
way of
financing
important
expenditures.

1
416 U.S. 500 (1974).
'Treas Reg. 1.174 - 24X1).
°N. G . Moore, et. at.. Journal of Taxation. September 1978, p. 140.
E. O. Cnm%man, et. al. "Research and Development • Tax Shelter Partnerships,"
Kidder. Peabody d Ca, July 3l, 1981.
°Moore, loc. cit.
°Grossman, loc. cit.
'I bi d
"Ibid.
°E. J. Gaudino, "Hottest Thing in Tax Shelters," Barronx February 15, 1982, p. 24.
Moore op. cit.. p. tag.
o, op. cit., P. 26.
"Ohio Stare Law Journal, 1975, p. 187.
"Ibid
::Moore, op. cit., p. 141.142.
Gaudino. op. cit., p. 24.
''Moore, op. cit.. p. 142.
7
Ibid.
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the wayside. Because of complex tax laws,
complex agreements, and the risk inherent in
developing new products, the potential investor
faces many pitfalls.'
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demonstrate the applicability of the
demonstrated procedures. It is suggested that analysts apply these procedures to past planning and controlling data in order to gain an
appreciation of potential value for use
in future planning and controlling
functions.
No. 3045, 11 pp.

audited, after review and testing for
reliability. Ways that an audit can be
made an asset include having company personnel prepare audit schedules
to reduce duplicated efforts, keeping
company records reconciled and upto -date, and making the best of the internal audit department.
No. 1002, 8 pp.

Planning, Budgeting,
and Forecasting

Performance Measurement,
Reporting and Control

Roles for the Accountant in Labor
Negotiations
By Joanne Hochheimer

How to Minimize Recessionary Effects
Upon the Business Entity

Accounting for Personnel
Administration Productivity

By Joel C. Siegel and Marvin Ntilich

By Harold C. White

The way in which recession adversely
affects asset values, revenue generation, financing capability, and operational activity is examined. Then the
authors outline ways corporations can
guard against recessionary forces by
considering the recessionary elements which impact the business,
how the factors emerge and change,
and the means which can be employed to minimize recessionary exposure. The various procedures discussed included: examining financial,
economic, operating, marketing, administrative, and tax factors. The authors propose that the negative effects of recession on the business
may be offset by financial management strategy, proper pricing, expense reduction, training and development of employees, and better
managerial information, such as from
internal reports.
No. 3029, 12 pp.

In order to identify the contributions of
personnel administration to employee
job performance, employees of a
bank, an electronics manufacturer,
and a specialty goods manufacturer
were asked to indicate on a questionnaire their awareness of various personnel administration activities provided by t heir firm and how they
believed each of the personnel activities influenced their job performance.
Several conclusions are reached:
There is a high correlation between
the level of performance of a work
unit as indicated by actual work records and the perception of the level
of performance by the members of
the work unit, and so on. Based on
the findings, the author urges that
joint efforts are needed to identify
those personnel activities which are
the greatest contributors to organizational productivity and profit.
No. 999, 15 pp.

This literature review begins from the
premise that any exploration of the
possible functions for accountants in
the labor negotiation process will ultimately raise issues which accountants themselves must face and resolve. The need for clarification, the
author asserts, is a result of the uncharted nature of the accountant's
role within labor negotiations. The discrepancy between what the available
literature proposes for the accountant's role and that which exists in
practice is examined, and both views
are presented where feasible. One
aspect of this variance discussed is
the debate over the quantity and form
of information disclosure made by the
firm to its employees. Focus is then
narrowed to accountants in management employ. Accountants employed
by union s have roles beyond the
scope of this discussion.
No. 1007, 23 pp.

Corporate Finance

Cost-Volume Relationships in
Inflationary Periods

The External Audit —Make It an Asset

Evolution of Foreign Currency
Translation and Current Practice

By Doris Lee

By Colin D. Wedgwood

By N4arvin Tummins and 114. H. El- Badawi

A checklist is provided to guide management and internal auditors into the
assumption of some of the methods
employed by public accounting firms.
The author contends that in some
cases much of the work done by the
external auditors could be accomplished by company personnel. She
cites a current trend in which external
auditors are accepting work done by
internal auditors and qualified accounting employees of the firm being

After a historical review of the evolvement of FAS 8 and 52, the author presents a practical study on foreign currency translation based on a model
company. He suggests the most important distinction for the manager
and management accountant to bear
in mind conc ernin g th e changes
brought about by FAS 52 is the different meaning of the various foreign exchange adjustments under the temporal method of FAS 8 as opposed to

A method is presented for incorporating price level adjustments into the
flexible budgeting process by demonstrating abnormal patterns of commonly used historical cost data and
normal patterns of deflated cost data.
Basic price level adjustments are
combined with variable costing procedures in a typical flexible budgeting illustration. This illustration is followed
by an actual case which is used to
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the current -rate method of FAS 52.
The results arising from the application of FAS 52 are further complicated, he concludes, by the continuation
of the use of the temporal method of
FAS 8 for units operating in highly inflationary economies, and for subsidiaries and branches that are essentially an ext ens ion of the p arent
company's export trade.
No. 3049, 21 pp.
Construction Productivity: The
Accountant- Contractor Team
By Bernard H, Hicks

The role of the construction accountant in reducing the high cost of housing is explored. The point is made that
while costs need reduction, profit
considerations cannot be diminished.
The methods proposed by James
Adrain in Construction Accounting (increased volume approach, increased
gross margin approach, and control
of overhead approach) are analyzed.
No. 3580, 8 pp.

current state of the art of microcomputing and predictions are made of
what the future uses of micros will include. The areas surveyed are: word
processing, electronic mail, data
bases, electronic spreadsheets, data
management, graphics, bookkeeping,
and taxes. The discussion of developments in microcomputers that will affect administration centers around
four predictions: the use of paper as a
documentation medium will be sharply reduced, the role of certain specialists and managers will change marked ly, t rain in g will b ecom e m ore
effective, and electronic mail will supplant memos and letters.
No. 3764, 31 pp.

Compliance Reporting
and Taxation
The Work Force Reentrance Decision —Does Income Averaging Modify
Timing Within the Tax Year as a Relevant Factor?

Microcomputer -Based Financial Modeling—a Look at Sophisticated, Yet
Practical Planning Tools that Are Now
Available to Businesses of All Sizes
By Glenn M. Lohrmann

A very basic overview of microcomputer -based financial modeling is presented. The discussion starts off
by defining a fin an cial model,
microcomputer, and financial modeling language. Current types of software are described in general terms
an d h igh er level lang uages are
mentioned.
No. 3574, 10 pp.

By Janis Reeder and Karen A. Fortin

Does the present income tax rate
structure with its income averaging
provis ion s p erm it a n on work in g
spouse to return to the labor force at
any time during the reentry year without incurring avoidable adverse tax
effects? If not, then when are the
most fortuitous times for reentrance?
The article investigates this question
by employing several representative
couples. As background, the discussion presents a limited review of the
income averaging provisions. The
subsequent section outlines the representative couples and the several
reentry dates used in the study. No.
1010, 12 pp.

Management Information
Systems
Microcomputers: Present and Future
13c Robert Bons

A sweeping overview is given of the
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Small Business
Financing Alternatives for
Small Businesses
By Lisa Hathaway and Ken Ditmars

The different types of financing available to small businesses can be bro-

ken down into two broad categories,
according to the authors, internal
sources and external sources. Internal sources, they propose, tend to be
the easiest and cheapest to obtain
and, therefore, should be examined
before turning to external sources of
financing. Internal sources are discussed as a method of generating
funds through moderations in a firm's
daily operations by such steps as examining cash inflows and outflows. Internal sources examined in depth include: ac c elerat in g ac coun ts
receivable collection, monitoring accounts payable, examining inventory
turnover, and business loans. This article places emphasis on finding the
right financing for small businesses.
No. 1013, 20 pp.

Service Industries
Pricing—a Needed Topic for State
Hospital Accountants
By Richard Vaneermeersch

The author has developed six topics
in support of the use of pricing as a
useful tool for Mental Health, Rehabilitation and Hospitals (MHRH): the
environment of pricing for MHRH,
why pricing is a necessity at MHRH,
steps needed to accomplish pricing,
different models for pricing, thinking
the unthinkable about pricing, and an
audit program of questions for MHRH.
The purpose of the project, commissioned as a seminar for the Rhode Island state hospital system, is to motivate governmental accountants to
give greater emphasis to pricing.
No. 1006, 6 pp.
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Financial Ac c o u n t i n g Standards Bo
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• Hi g h Ridge Park, P.O. 3821, Sta m f or d, Con ne ct ic ut 06905 -0821

Since 1973, the Financial Accounting Standards Board has
been the designated organization in the private sector for
establishing standards of financial accounting and reporting.
Those standards are, in effect, rules governing the preparation
of financial reports. They are officially recognized as authoritative by the Securities and Exchange Commission (Financial
Reporting Release No. 1, Section 101) and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (Rules of Conduct, as
amended May 1973 and May 1979).

The SEC has statutory authority to establish financial
accounting and reporting standards for publicly held companies under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Throughout
its history, however, the Commission's policy has been to rely
on the private sector for this function to the extent that the
private sector demonstrates ability to fulfill the responsibility
in the public interest. The FASB is sponsored by six private sector organizations that have a professional interest in financial reporting.

The Mission of the Financial Accounting Standards Board
The mission of the Financial Accounting Standards Board is to
establish and improve standards of financial accounting and
reporting for the guidance and education of the public, including issuers, auditors, and users of financial information.
Accounting standards are essential to the efficient functioning of the economy because decisions about the allocation of
resources rely heavily on credible, concise, and understandable financial information. Financial information about the
operations and financial position of individual entities also is
used by the public in making various other kinds of decisions.
To accomplish its mission, the FASB acts to:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Improve the usefulness of financial reporting by focusing
on the primary characteristics of relevance and reliability
and on the qualities of comparability and consistency:
Keep standards current to reflect changes in methods of
doing bus iness and changes in the economic environment;
Consider promptly any significant areas of deficiency in
financial reporting that might be improved through the
standard - setting process; and
Improve the common understanding of the nature and purposes of information contained in financial reports.

The FASB develops broad accounting concepts as well as
standards for financial reporting. It also provides guidance on
implementation of standards.
Concepts are useful in guiding the Board in establishing
standards and in providing a frame of reference, or conceptual
framework, for resolving accounting issues. The framework
will help to establish reasonable bounds for judgment in preparing financial information and to increase understanding of,
and confidence in, financial information on the part of users of
financial reports. It also will help the public to understand the
nature and limitations of inform ation s upplied by financial
reporting.
The Board's work on both concepts and standards is based
on research conducted by the FASB staff and by others. The
Board's activities are open to public participation and observation under the "due process" mandated by formal Rules of Pro-

cedure. The FASB actively solicits the view s of its various
constituencies on accounting issues.
The Board follows certain precepts in the conduct of its
activities. They are:
To be objective in its decision making and to ensure, insofar
as possible, the neutrality of information resulting from its
standards. To be neutral, information must report economic
activity as faithfully as possible without coloring the image it
communicates for the purpose of influencing behavior in any
particular direction.
To weigh carefully the views of its constituents in developing concepts and standards. The ultimate determinant of concepts and standards, however, must be the Board's judgment,
based on research, public input. and careful deliberation.
about the usefulness of the resulting information.
i To promulgate standards only when the expected benefits
exceed the perceived costs. While reliable quantitative cost benefit calculations are seldom possible, the Board strives to
determine that a proposed standard will fill a significant need
and that the costs it imposes, compared with possible alternatives, are justified in relation to the overall benefits.
El To bring about needed changes in ways that minimize disruption to the continuity of reporting practice. Reasonable
effective dates and transition provisions are established when
new standards are introduced. The Board considers it desirable that change be evolutionary to the extent that can be
accommodated by the need for relevance, reliability, comparability, and consistency.
To review the effects of past decisions and interpret, amend.
or replace standards in a timely fashion when such action is
indicated.
The FASB is committed to following an open, orderly process for standard setting that precludes placing any particular
interest above the interests of the many who rely on financial
information. The Board believes that this broad public interest
is best served by developing neutral standards that result in
accounting for similar transactions and circumstances similarly and for different transactions and circumstances differently.
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An Independent Structure
Financial Accounting Standards Board
The FASB is th e o peratin g p art o f a structure that is in d ependent of all other business and professional organizations.
Before the present structure was created, financial accounting
and reporting standards were established first by the Committee on Accounting Proc edure of the American Institute of
CPAs (1936 -59) and then by the Accounting Principles Board.
also an arm of the AICPA (1959.73). Pronouncements of those
predecess or bodies remain in force unless amended or
superseded by the FASB.
Financial Accounting Foundation
The Financial Accounting Foundation. which is incorporated
to operate exclu sively for ch aritab le, ed u catio n al, scientific,
and literary purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code, is responsible for selecting the
members of the FASB and its Advisory Council, funding their
activities, and for exercising general oversight (except with
regard to the FASB's resolution of technical issues).
The Foundation also receives contributions and approves
the FASB budget. The Board's 1983 budget is $9.3 million. Contributions an d sales o f p u b licatio n s each p ro vid e ab o u t half
the Board's support. More than half the funds contributed are
from industry and the financial community, with the remainder
coming predominantly from the public accounting profession.
The Foundation is separate from all other organizations.
However, its Board of Trustees is made up of nominees from
six sponso rin g o rgan izatio n s wh o se mem b ers have special
knowledge of, and interest in, financial reporting. They are:
•
•
•
•

American Accounting Association (academe)
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(public accounting)
Financial Analysts Federation
(investors and investment advisers)
Financial Executives Institute
(corporate executives)

•
•

National Association of Accountants
(primarily management accountants)
Securities Industry Association
(investment bankers and brokers)

There also is a trustee at large whose election was endorsed
by the principal national associations in the banking industry.
Members of the Board of Trustees are: William H. Dougherty,
Jr. (president, FAF), vice chairman, Southeast Banking Corporation; Charles G. Steele (vice president, FAF), managing
partner, Deloitte Haskins & Sells; Sidney Davidson, Arthur
Young professor of accounting, University of Chicago Graduate School of Business; Paul J. Dunphy, senior vice president finance, Anchor Hocking Corporation; R. Leslie Ellis, group
vice president, Armstrong W orld Industries; John Heimann,
deputy chairman, A.G. Becker Paribas Incorporated; Thomas
L. Holton, chairman and chief executive, Peat, Marwick, Mlt•
chell & Co.; Duane R. Kullberg, chairman and chief executive,
Arthur Andersen & Co.; Paul Lambert, Jr., CPA; Rholan E. Larson, managing partner, Larson, Allen, Weishair & Co.; Warren J.
Robertson, Nabisco Brands, Inc.; and Edus H. Warren, Jr.
(secretary- treasurer. FAF), vice chairm an, Capital Research
Company.
Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council
The Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council has
responsibility for consulting with the Standards Board as to
major policy questions, technical issues on the Board's
agenda, project priorities, matters likely to require the attention of the FASB, selection and organization of task forces, and
such other matters as may be requested by the FASB or its
chairman. At present the Council has 39 members who are
broadly representative of preparers, auditors, and users of
financial information. Paul Kolton, form er chairm an of the
American Stock Exchange, is Council chairman.

How Topics Are Added to the FASB's Technical Agenda
The FASB receives many requests for action on various financial accounting and reporting topics from all segments of a
diverse constituency, including the SEC. The auditing profession is sensitive to emerging trends in practice, and consequently it is a frequent source of requests. Overall, requests for
action include both new topics and suggested review or reconsideration of existing pronouncements.
The FASB is alert to trends in financial reporting through
observation of published reports and liaison with interested
organizations. In addition, the staff receives many technical
inquiries by letter and by telephone, which may provide eviden ce t ha t a p ar ticu la r t o p ic , o r as p e ct o f an ex isting pronouncement, has become a problem. The FASB also is alert to
changes in the financial reporting environment such as may be
brought about by new legislation or regulatory decisions.
The Board turns to many other organizations and groups for
advice and information on various matters including its
agenda. Am o ng th e gro u ps with wh ich liaiso n is m ain tained
are the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council and
the Council's Advisory Committee on the Board's Agenda, the

Accounting Standards Executive Committee and Auditing
Standards Board of the AICPA, and the appropriate committees of such organizations as the Financial Analysts Federation, Financial Executives Institute, National Association of
Accountants, and Robert Morris Associates.
After receiving input from the constituency, the Board must
make its own decisions regarding its technical agenda. To aid
in the decision - making process, the Board has developed a list
of factors to which it refers in evaluating proposed topics.
Those factors include consideration of:
Pervasiveness of the problem : the extent to which an
issue is troublesome to users, preparers, auditors, or
others; the extent to which there is diversity of practice;
and the likely duration of the problem (i.e., is it transitory,
or will it persist)
Alternative solutions: the extent to w hich one or m ore
alternative solutions that will im prove financial reporting
in terms of relevance, reliability, and comparability are
likely to be developed
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Technical feasibility: the extent to which a technically
sound solution can be developed, or whether the project
under consideration should await completion of other
projects
Practical consequences: the extent to which an improved
accounting solution is likely to be acceptable generally,
and the extent to which addressing a particular subject (or

not addressing it) might cause others to act, e.g., the SEC
or Congress.
It is not possible to evaluate the above factors in precisely
the same way and to the same extent in every instance, but
identification of factors to be considered helps to bring about
consistent decisions regarding the Board's technical agenda.

An Open Decision-Making Process
Actions of the Financial Accounting Standards Board have an
impact on many organizations within the Board's large and
diverse constituency. It is essential that the Board's decision making process be evenhanded. Accordingly, its Rules of Procedure require the FASB to follow an extensive "due process"
that is open to public observation and participation. This process was modeled on the Federal Administrative Procedure
Act and in several respects is more demanding.
In addition to broad issues of financial accounting and
reporting, the Board considers certain issues related to implementation of existing standards and other problems arising in
practice. Though rigorous, the "due process" required to be
followed on such projects is not as extensive as that for projects dealing with major issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS
For each major project on its technical agenda, the Board
appoints an advisory task force of outside experts, studies
existing literature on the subject and conducts or commissions such additional research as may be necessary, publishes
a Discussion Memorandum setting forth the issues and possible solutions as the basis for public comment, conducts a
public hearing, and gives broad distribution to an Exposure
Draft of the proposed Statement for public comment.
Significant steps in the process are announced publicly. The
Board's meetings are open to public observation and a public
record is maintained.
The Task Force
Soon after a major project is placed on the Board's technical
agenda, a task force of approximately 15 persons is appointed,
including preparers, auditors, and users of financial information who are knowledgeable about the subject matter. Experts
from other disciplines also may be appointed. Care is taken to
select task force members who represent various points of
view on the issues involved.
The task force meets with and advises the Board and staff
on the definition and scope of the project, the nature and
extent of any additional research that may be needed, and the
preparation of a Discussion Memorandum and related material
as a basis for public comment. Task force meetings are open to
public observers.
Task forces play an important role in the standards - setting
process by providing expertise, a diversity of viewpoints, and a
mechanism for c om munication with those who may be
affected by proposed standards.
The Discussion Memorandum
As a basis for both written comment and oral presentations at
a public hearing, a Discussion Memorandum is prepared by
the FASB staff with the advice and assistance of the task force.
The Discussion Memorandum generally sets forth the defini-

tion of the problem, the scope of the project, and the financial
accounting and reporting issues; discusses research findings
and relevant literature; and presents alternative solutions to
the issues under consideration and the arguments and implications relative to each.
A Discussion Memorandum specifies a deadline for written
comments and contains a Notice of Public Hearing with specific information as to dates, location, and format, and is distributed broadly to interested parties.
The Public Hearing
A public hearing is held to provide an opportunity for the Board
and staff to ask questions about inform ation and points of
view offered by respondents. The Board publicly announces its
intent to hold a public hearing, generally 60 days or m ore
before the earliest hearing date.
Any individual or organization may request to be heard at a
public hearing and the FASB attempts to accommodate all
such requests. Hearings are conducted by the Board plus the
staff project manager and other staff personnel assigned to
the project. Public observers are welcome.
Most oral presentation time is reserved for questions from
Board and staff mem bers. Questions are based on written
material submitted prior to the hearing as well as on oral comments. The hearing transcript and written comments, including those from persons who do not choose to make oral
presentations, become part of the public record.
Analysis of Oral and Written Comments
The staff makes an exhaustive analysis of all comments, both
oral and written. This is a search for information and persuasive arguments regarding the issues-, it is not intended to
be simply a "nose count" of how many support or oppose a
given point of view. In addition to studying this analysis, Board
members read the comment letters to help them in reaching
conclusions. After available input is absorbed, formal Board
deliberations begin.
Meetings of the Board
The Board meets as many times as necessary to resolve the
issues. All meetings are open to public observers, although
observers do not participate in the discussions. The agenda
for each meeting is announced in advance.
The staff is required to present written material, including
analysis and recommendations, to the Board members in
advance as the basis for discussion in a Board meeting. The
meeting format calls for oral presentation of a summary of the
written materials by the staff, followed by Board discussion of
each issue presented, and questioning of the staff on the
points raised. When the Board has reached conclusions on the
issues, the staff is directed to prepare a proposed Exposure
Draft for consideration by the Board. After further discussion
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and revision, a vote is taken. A majority of the seven - member
Board is required to approve an Exposure Draft for issuance.

extent as on a major project. Board deliberations are open to
public observation and a public record is maintained.

The Exposure Draft
The Exposure Draft sets forth the proposed standards of financial accounting and reporting, the proposed effective date and
method of transition, background information, and an explanation of the basis for the Board's conclusions.
At the end of the exposure period, generally 60 days or more,
all comment letters and position papers again are analyzed by
the staff, and again Board members read or refer to them.
When analysis and review are completed, the Board is ready to
resume deliberation leading to issuance of a final Statement.

Interpretations
The Board issues Interpretations to clarify, explain, or elaborate on existing FASB Statements of Financial Accounting
Standards or the effective pronouncements of its predecessors, the Accounting Principles Board and the Committee on
Accounting Procedure of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
Under the Rules of Procedure, proposed Interpretations
must be submitted to the members of the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council for comment for a period of
not less than 15 days. Generally, however, proposed Interpretations are exposed broadly to all interested parties for a 30-day
period or longer.
Written comments on proposed Interpretations constitute a
part of the FASB's public record.

Further Dellberation of the Board
As in earlier stages of the process, all Board meetings are
open to public observation. The Board considers comments
received on the Exposure Draft and often incorporates suggested changes in the final Statement. If substantial modifications appear to be necessary, the Board may decide to issue a
revised Exposure Draft for additional public comment. In such
cases, the Board also may determine that a second public
hearing is necessary. W hen the Board is satisfied that all reasonable alternatives have been considered adequately, a vote
is taken on the final Statement. A majority is required for adoption of a pronouncement.
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
Like the Exposure Draft, the Statement sets forth the actual
standards, the effective date and method of transition, background information, a brief summary of research done on the
project, and the basis for the Board's conclusions, including
the reasons for rejecting significant alternative solutions. It
also identifies members of the Board voting for and against its
issuance and includes comments of dissenting members in
support of their dissents.
Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts
Statements of Concepts do not establish new standards or
require any change in the application of existing accounting
principles, but are intended to provide guidance in s olving
problems. Because of their long -range importance, Statements of Concepts are developed under the same extensive
"due process" the FASB must follow in developing Statements
of Financial Accounting Standards on major topics.
IMPLEMENTATION AND PRACTICE PROBLEMS
Depending on their nature, implementation and practice problems may be dealt with by the Board in Statements or Interpretations, or by the staff in Technical Bulletins.
When a Statement is to be developed to amend an existing
standard or establish a new standard on a relatively narrow
subject, the Board may determine that it is appropriate to proceed without appointing a task force, issuing a Discussion
Memorandum, or holding a public hearing. However, the Rules
of Procedure require that an Exposure Draft of the proposed
Statement be issued for public comment, generally for at least
60 days but a minimum of 30 days.
Written comments are analyzed and considered to the same

Technical Bulletins
The FASB staff issues Technical Bulletins to provide guidance
on certain financial accounting and reporting problems on a
timely basis where guidelines are needed that do not warrant
the addition of a project to the Board's technical agenda.
Although Board members do not approve Technical Bulletins,
they are provided with copies of proposed Bulletins in advance
and may challenge staff drafts. In some cases, the Board provides guidance for the preparation of a Technical Bulletin.
The director of research and technical activities generally
exposes a proposed Bulletin for comment to selected knowledgeable persons or groups, and sometimes to the constituency in general. The director must approve all Technical
Bulletins before they are issued.
THE PUBLIC RECORD
Transcripts of public hearings, letters of comment and position
papers, research reports, and other relevant materials on projects leading to issuance of pronouncements become part of
the Board's public record. The public records on all projects
are available for inspection in the public reference room at
FASB headquarters in Stamford, Connecticut. Copies of
public records aiso m ay be purchased at prices that vary
according to the volume of material that has to be copied.
AVAILABILITY OF PUBLICATIONS
To encourage public comment, Discussion Memorandums
and Exposure Drafts are distributed widely through the FASB's
established mailing plans. Single copies are available without
charge during the comment period to all who request them.
Statements of Standards, Statements of Concepts, and
Interpretations also are distributed broadly when published
through FASB subscription plans and may be purchased separately.
The FASB strives to keep the public informed of developments on its projects through a newsletter (Status Report) and
a weekly notice of upcoming Board meetings and their agendas with brief summaries of actions taken at previous meetings (Action Alert).
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MANAGEMENT/NAA's 5th
Annual Controllers'
Conference
By Charles Pridemore
The challenge to management accountants to assume a new dyn amic role in t he transfo rmed
world of corporate management was the theme of
NAA's 5th Annual Controllers' Conference in
Philadelphia in October.
NAA President Charles T. Smith, managing
partner, Detroit office, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co., opened the conference by reminding the financial executives, controllers, accountants, and
accounting educators that as the economy continues to turn around, more and more questions are
being asked about the financial reporting of businesses that are failing despite improvement in the
economy. Controllers must respond to their increasing visibility by realizing a new vision of
their role as part of the management team, President Smith asserted.
This new role must be carved within a corporate framework that is changing radically, according to James E. Rutter, president, Dun & Brad66

street Credit Services, who spoke on "A New
Era— America's Shrinking Middle Management."
"If Ameri ca's mi d d l e man agemen t i s real l y
shrinking, it is only a side effect of the real action," he observed. All facets of American business, government, and media are moving, Rutter
contends, from a centralized to a decentralized
form.
Within this metamorphosis, "Corporate leadership is embarking on a new and exciting experiment— rejecting rigid organization charts to simplify the chain of command," he contends. To
assist management in creating a new entrepreneurial atmosphere by pushing decision making
closer to the market place, providers of financial
information are challenged to strive for the next
level of professionalism to help their bosses decide
what to do—not just how.
Decentralized and lean operations heighten the
necessity to produce, however, and may result in
unrealistic pressure from management causing
managers to act unethical ly, warned Leon R.
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Radde, past chairman, Institute of Internal Auditors and manager, corporate audit staff, Investors
Diversified Services, Inc.
"Management's Responsibility for Ethical Conduct" begins with instituting controls that set the
right tone for corporat e ethical conduct, Mr.
Radde added. This is done, he said, by setting
proper and realistic goals, exemplary leadership,
establishing a code of ethics as a "living document," continual monitoring of the code, and disiplining violators of ethical norms. The message
conveyed, he explained, must be that profit maximization is no longer the company's primary motivation, and that social responsibility and ethical
conduct are equally important.
ven when a comp any's et hics are ab ove
question, financial distress can derail even
the best of track records, according to Dr. Edward I. Altman, professor of finance and chairman, MBA Program, N.Y.U. Graduate School of
Business. As a st rat egy fo r "Predi ct i ng an d
Avoiding Financial Distress," he proposed that
assessments can be made about the health of companies based on reported financial data.
To facilitate such evaluation, Dr. Altman has
constructed two discriminate analysis models, the
Z -Score Model and the Zeta Model. The Z Model
determines if a firm has attributes similar to bankrupt firms. The Zeta Model adds capitalizing of
leases and other factors to the original concept.
"Predictive models can be turned inside out and
used as management tools," Dr. Altman believes,
although the next step may have to be getting rid
of the management that caused the problem and
selling off assets to reduce debt.
Continued business failures are the result of
major changes independent of the business cycle,
such as deregulation, said Dr. Charles B. Reeder,
chief economist, E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.,
at the Wednesday luncheon address.
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e predicted that the current economic recovery will cont in ue, alt hou gh th e rat e of
growth will be slower, and that inflation and interest rates will remain low. Consequently, he advised, companies should not be overly cautious in
planning for 1984.
"How t o M an age a Tu rn aro un d : A S en io r
Manager's Guide," was a workshop topic presented by Stanley J. Goodman, president, Top Management Services and former chief executive officer, May Department Stores. Goodman outlined a
seven -step framework for revitalizing a troubled
or undermotivated business based on strong drive,
participative management, planning, strategy, motivation, and monitoring of performance. The role
of the CFO in a winning company, he explained,
is to round out the entrepreneurial qualities of the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

CEO by being the watchdog of profits and "the
champion of realism."
ne important aspect of financial realism, Dr.
Rob ert A. Howell, clinical professor of
management and accounting, N.Y.U. Graduate
School of Business Administration, and president,
Howell Management Corp., emphasized, is realizing control systems evolve over time. Explaining
"How to Evaluate Your Financial Planning and
Control System," he stated a necessary prerequisite to financial planning is understanding how organizations develop. Corporations, he said, go
through several stages of growth:
entrepreneurial, direction, decentralization, coordination, and collaboration. At each stage, Howell
stressed, control systems must be
appropriate to the stage.
"Entrepreneurship and Control,"
presented by Raun L Rasmussen,
executive vice president, InnoVen,
des cri bed wh at ven t u re cap it al
companies look for in investment
targets. Up front, venture capitalists are, of course, interested in financial return, he said, but companies in "window technologies" that
may take some time to develop also
can be attractive.
In controlling a venture company, Rasmussen said InnoVen likes a
comfortable stock position, board
representation, to visit companies
frequently, and to evaluate company presidents often. A vital characteristic of a venture company, he
asserted, is strong financial control
and planning.
How to control for innovation
and how to control operations are
different, however, according to
Gifford Pinchot III, president, Pin chot & Co. Speaking on "Intrapreneurship: Encouraging Innovative Behavior within the Corporation," Pinchot said small firms are 24 times as
cost effective as large firms in research and development because large firms fail in implementation
through systemic errors.
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o maximize innovation, management must
realize entrepreneurs are not primarily driven by money and cannot be motivated in the usual
ways, he explained. Entrepreneurs are kept in an
organization by being given the freedom to execute their visions, Pinchot elaborated. He advocated the use of a concept of "intracapital " —a
one -time earned discretionary budget to be used
on behalf of the company. Intrapreneurial compa67

nies are changing from hierarchical organizations
to cellular organizations, Pinchot said, through
the use of financial monitoring based on profit
centers, transfer pricing, overhead allocation, internal banking, and intracapital accounting.
The need for creativity in financial control was
further emphasized in Thursday's luncheon address, "Innovative Financing: The Rewards of a
Risk Environment," presented by Arden B. Engebretsen, chief financial officer, Hercules, Inc. Engebretsen said innovative financing means "living
on the cutting edge" and not in a
defensive posture.
"Finance's job is to enable the
making of the best product at the
best price," he explained. Some
examples he cited of creative financing at Hercules were: foreign
currency transactions, safe harbor
leasing, tax shelters, converting
debt to common stock, and dedicating part of the pension fund
portfolio.
Thursday's six conconcurrent
sessions covered information centers, manufacturing software, financial graphics, recovery from
bankruptcy, flexible compensation, and collection of delinquent
accounts receivable. The computer- related sessions and the Digital
Equipment software demonstrations are reported on separately
elsewhere in this issue.
The closing sessions of the conference focused on positioning for
the economic up turn. Harry E.
Figgie, chairman and CEO, Figgie, International, outlined how to
engi neer "Profit Imp rovement
Through Cost Reduction." He attributed his firm's successful growth to the limiting of levels of management and the span of control. A troubled company or division may require
a 30 -day "quick and dirty" reorganization and
evaluation of operating ratios, he said. Robotics
and other technology, Figgie observed, represent
the greatest opportunity for a new industrial revolution characterized by lower costs and higher
productivity.
"In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best Run Companies," was the subject of Edward J. McKinley, consultant, McKinsey & Co.
He summarized the core characteristics of successful companies as a "do it, fix it, try it" attitude
of action underlined by an obsessive, constant effort to keep things simple.
NAA's 6th Annual Controllers' Conference
will be held October 17 -19, 1984, at the Williams68

burg Hilton, Williamsburg, Va.

Automation and Controllership:
A Special Conference Focus
utomation and technology developments
that are dramatically impacting business
and finance were not ignored at NAA's recent
controllers' conference. Three concurrent sessions
focused on information centers, manufacturing
software, and financial graphics. In addition, Digital Equipment Co. presented two demonstrations
of an integrated financial system.
"Information Centers: A Strategy to Increase
User P rod uct ivity at IB M," feat ured Ted W.
Young, IBM manager, information centers /office
systems —White Plains, who told why and how
IBM has moved aggressively into information
center implementation.
"Information centers equal improved productivity," Mr. Young asserted, by making end users
more productive by training them to do data processing with user - friendly tools. Also, he continued, the centers offer a solution to automation
needs created by a 2 1/2 year backlog in data processing programs and a predicted 26% future
shortage of programmers needed to write new
programs.
IBM has found that 41% of its information system maintenance is enhancement of programs for
users, enhancement which users can do themselves in information centers or for which the information can be obtained otherwise. Centers do
not replace desk -top computing, Mr. Young said,
they complement it, and can be practical in small
as well as larger companies.
"Integrated Manufacturing Software for Micros
and Minis," presented by John M. Montgomery,
director of marketing development, Manufacturing Resources, Inc., classified Manufacturing Resou rces Plann ing (MRP II) as "t he co mpany
game plan." Automated manufacturing planning
can lower costs by as much as 20 %, Mr. Montgomery said, and result in minimal lost sales, increased production, and improved profit.
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he in tegration of M RP II with evol ving
technologies is where the real future growth
lies, he predicted. For example, studies indicate by
1990, 70% of all first class mail will be sent from
computer to computer, he noted. This means
communications throughout the entire production
and business process will be vastly improved.
Other applications may include the use of videodiscs for uses such as stage of assembly training an d gui dance, expert sys tems for st oring
unique informatio n, electroni cally received,
stored, and processed invoicing, expanded robot-
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ics applications, and space manufacturing.
All this means businesses must carefully evaluate current systems in light of evolving technologies, Montgomery urged, because maintaining an
inadequate current system may not be worthwhile
in light of new, cheaper systems.
"Improving Management Performance: How
Financial Graphics Can Activate the Perceptual
Power of Management," was the subject ofIrwin
M. Jarett, chairman, FINGRAPH Corp. He observed that society is undergoing a revolution regarding the computer/human relationship similar
to the car/human relationship of 1900. The purpose of graphics, he explained, is to get information communicated on a different perceptual level.
his requires a good understanding of the impact of graphics, however, he warned, because errors in graph form are dangerous because
the information is reacted on
The FIN GRAPH system, Jarett noted, combines the power of graphics with a decision support system and
enables users to convert all important data bases
into standard graphic formats.
FINGRAPH and software from Manufacturing Resources, Inc., were featured in the integrated system offinancial work stations demonstrated
by Digital Equipment Co. In addition to graphics
and production applications, Digital showed how
text processing, electronic mail, statistics, spreadsheets, financial modeling, and information mannow.

T

agement can be networked for optimum business
efficiency through the "All -in -1 Office Menu"
system —the glue that puts all the applications
together.
obert C. Young, Digital financial consultant, stated the purpose of the demonstration was to show how computer tools can be used
for the specific needs of finance. The configuration of seven standard pieces ofequipment into a
template specifically designed for the tasks of the
controller, Young explained, showed how data entered once can be used to solve many problems
covering many users resulting in consolidated information of greater value to financial decision
makers.
Digital's Departmental VAX 11730 system, the
Rainbow 100+-, DECmate personal computers,
standard terminals, and color graphics monitors
were used to display the programs, showing how
in one small system financial communications can
be strategically linked.
o further educate controllers on emerging
automation issues, NAA conducted a special one -day conference, "Managing and Controlling Your Investment in Micros," Friday, December 16, 1983, The Pierre Hotel, New York. For
further conference information, contact the conference registrar, or Patrick L. Romano, NAA,
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
El
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NAA Presents

A S p eci a l 1 - Da y Con feren ce,

ACCOUNTING FOR INCOME TAXES
Friday, March 16, 1984

9

New York City

Some far - reaching changes in Accounting for Income Taxes, Including possible revision or reduction of Deferred Taxes, are being considered by the
FASB. To understand the implications of these proposals and how they will affect you and your company, reserve this date —March 16, 1984 —to hear
such speakers as:

Rob e r t l l e r d m a n , Office of Chief Accountant,
S.E.C.
R ob e r t S p r ou s e , Vi ce Chairman, FASB
M. Mark Lee, Vi ce President, Standard Research

Ch ar l e s R a n g e l , U.S. Congressman, House Ways &

Ray P arry, Partner, Touche Ross lit Company, will be

Means Committee

Consultants
Lawr en c e Be s t , Partner, Ernst tit Whinney, author of

recent research study on Income taxes
chairman of the meeting.

Fo r f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n o r a d v a nc e r e g i s t r a t i o n , c a l l P a t r i c k R o m a n o ( 2 1 2 ) 7 8 4 - 9 7 5 9
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Computers
and
Accounting
Charles Pridemore, Editor

Microcomputers for the Management
Accountant: a "Hands -on" Assessment
The session began almost like a solemn ceremony with 10 men and women seated before
our microcomputers in silent awe, as if waiting
to be transported magically to the realm of
computer literacy.
"Microcomputers for the Management Accountant," NAA's first intensive, one -on -one,
hands -on computer course, in fact, offered no
instantaneous knowledge, but by the end of
two days, the micros were tools we could comfortably use rather than just being imposing
machines.
The course participants represented a wide
range of backgrounds including public, association, bank, and utility accounting. We also came
to the computers with varying levels of automation exposure, from no direct experience to every day use of micros. Our instructor, Nina K.
Frantzen, microcomputer applications and education consultant, proved to be a very patient
and knowledgeable guide around computerese
to basic understanding of how micros can benefit management accountants.
Bits, Bytes, and Chips
Our journey to the automation state- of -theart began with an informative but basic overview of what micros are. We learned about central processing units (CPUs), random access
memory (RAM), read -only memory (ROM), bits,
bytes, and chips. We also learned the difference between user programs, applications programs, systems programs, and operating
systems.
With this much firmer footing, we were ready
to get our hands on the package most of us
had come to master — spreadsheets. Using Digital Equipment Co. DECmate personal computers, we used the software program Multiplan.
The program was easy to use, "user friendly,"
70

enough so that in a short while we were posing
"what if" questions and enjoying the advantages of the instant adjustment of the spreadsheet figures to reflect changes made in any
key variable.
Next, we graduated to broader accounting
applications and looked at the BPI General Accounting System. This program demonstrated
how general ledger, payroll, accounts payable,
and accounts receivable function in a fully integrated system and how this program and
spreadsheets can work together for better
planning and forecasting.
Turning Spreadsheets into Graphs
Another great advantage of micros, we discovered, is their capacity to transform statistical information into very powerful graphics. Using the Daisy -Aids graphics software program,
we quickly learned that information could be
translated into almost any form we chose just
by selecting a few variables from the program
menu,
Soon we were aggressively transferring information from Multiplan and BPI into the graphics
program to experiment with the different ways it
could be graphed —pie charts, bar graphs, scatter graphs, shaded, enhanced, and so on. (One
disadvantage of this system was that information had to be rekeyed for graphing, whereas
the Lotus 1 -2 -3 and other programs which run
on the DEC Rainbow, allow data to be transferred without rekeying.)
Micro Cash Management
By this time, we were ready for any challenge, so our instructor moved us right into the
"big time" with Money Decision Programs I and
II. These packages provide a framework for decisions regarding investments, loans, and business management decisions, such as lease vs. -buy and tax depreciation schedules.
The whole course was not all hard work and
high finance, however. We got to try our hands
at several "adult" casino games such as roulette and 21. Several of us even managed to
take the "house" for a few dollars.
Consequently, when the final session ended,
despite our initial "computer phobia" and the
inevitable machine problems, most of us had
made friends with the micro. This was a trial run
for this course and the late week session ran
much more smoothly in terms of content and
machine performance. Constant enhancement
will naturally be in order to keep the presentation state -of- the -art and practical to the specific
needs of management accountants. Meanwhile, at least 10 persons are now computer lit► ► 73
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should not attempt to implant the total
Japanese system. To do so would introLetters
duce unworkable and, in some cases,
undesirable features. We should trans204-4
C O U N -r I N G magazine seems to improve
plant only those features that appear
with every issue. Our own Internal Au- workable and desirable for our Ameriditor publication has become a forum can system.
for professors and CPAs who can only
Milton F. Usry
talk th e th eory and who have never
Regents Professor Accounting
practiced internal auditing.
Oklahoma State University
J. W. O'Connor Stillwater, Okla.
Director, Internal Audits
Akzona, Inc. Students Need NAA Exposure
Asheville, N.C.
I read with some interest Robert ShulGoodbye, Old Friend
tis's "Beta Alpha Psi Revisited" in the
I am not renewing my membership as I
am no longer active in the field of accountin g. In fact, I haven't been for
many years, as I was a real estate developer. I wanted to say, however, that
your publications have been excellent
and I've gained much from the Associati o n o ver t h e years even though I
haven't been an active participant.
It is always difficult to say goodbye to
an old friend, and I find it no different
with the NAA. Your staff and membership have my best wishes.
Ralph A. Wells
SRM, Inc.
Bethesda, Md.
Theory Z Requires Selective
Application
The article by Gerald E. Wilson, "Theory Z: Implication for Management Accountants," (Nov. '83) seems to imply
that while American industry is unlikely to achieve the complete Theory Z
style, nevertheless, the closer the United
States can approach this style, the better. The "Theory Z" discussed by the
author refers to the Japanese industrial
approach.
It is axiomatic that we should strive
for improvement in any activity, and
certainly this need is seen in the call to
revitalize the U. S. industrial complex.
It is also fundamentally true that we
may be able to improve by incorporating into our situation what others are
observed to do. However, the applications should be selective.
We should carefully pick and choose
from the Japanese only those features
that appear to have promise for us. We
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

August 1983 issue. With some amusement, I noted his disappointment with
accounting students who continue to
slight management accounting topics in
their papers. May I be so presumptuous
as to point out a major reason for their
so- called lack of interest in this area of
accounting? EXPOSURE, or the lack of
it, to be more precise, is the problem.
Case in point: I am an assistant professor of accounting at Central Missouri
State University. We have 10 full -time
faculty and two graduate assistants in
the department. At least five of us teach
courses in management accounting. I
101-10-74

Software Systems
Consultants
Uni q ue oppor t uni t i es for

"Big Eight" CPA's
MSA is looking for experienced CPA's who
are interested in a non - traditional career
opportunity. You must have an understanding
of financial systems, strong communicative
skills, and a competitive marketing orientation.

If you are a proven problem solver with strong
people skills, this opportunity may be right for
you. Salary will be determined by your
experience and abilities.
Responsibilities include analyzing customer
needs and putting together product
presentations describing software solutions.
You will solve problems for prospects, then
help in the transition as they become
customers.
The work is challenging and diversified,
and opportunities for advancement are great.
We are the leader in applications software.
Our products are currently used by medium
and large companies around the world.
Consistent managed growth has increased our
size by a solid 35 percent annually for the past
ten years. For immediate consideration for
opportunities in major cities throughout the
U.S. and Canada, call Pat Blake, Manager of
Corporate Recruiting, in Atlanta at
(404) 239 -2000, or send your resume to him
at : Managemen t Science Ameri ca, In c. ,
34 45 P eacht ree R o ad NE , At lant a, GA
30326.
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The Software Company
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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NAA
Research
By Robert W . McGee

Accounting for EDP Department Costs

NAA receives frequent requests for
guidance in a variety of accounting related areas. These requests come
mainly from individuals who need specific information about an accounting
policy or practice. One of the most
frequently mentioned topics in recent
years has had to do with the accounting practices of data processing departments. NAA has undertaken a research st udy to an swer s ome of
those questions.
A comprehensive review of the literature relating to data processing accounting practices has been completed and a bibliography, generated as a
result of this review, is now available.
Members may obtain a free copy of
this bibliography by writing to Ms. Miriam Redrick, NAA Library, 919 Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. All requests should be accompanied by a
self- addressed mailing label.
After the review of literature was
completed, a series of interviews
were conducted with data processing
and accounting executives to determine specific accounting policies. A
questionnaire incorporating the information obtained from these interviews was th en con struct ed and
mailed to several hundred data processing executives representing a variety of manufacturing, financial services, transportation, public utility,
and other business enterprises. Topical coverage included data processing chargeback practices and data
processing planning and control.
Specific questions dealt with the
chargeback policies used to allocate
the costs of data processing opera72

tions and systems development, such
as which costs are charged back,
what percentage of costs is being
charged back, how are rates determined, and how frequently are they
revised? Advantages and disadvantages of each particular chargeback
system also are included. Issues relating to planning and control are addressed, including their budgeting and
decision - making processes and
policies.
The p roblems associat ed with
charging users for data processing
were largely nonexistent until the late
1960s. Data processing costs were
immaterial in the early days, but as
unit costs began to decrease as a result of increased efficiency, and more
applications were found, more demands were placed on data processing systems, and the question of
charging users for data processing
services began to be raised with increasing frequency. The ideal chargeback system would charge users in a
way that would encourage users to
use the system, but would not lead to
inefficient utilization. A policy of not
charging for the service tends to encourage use, but has the negative effect of generating excessive requests,
because there is no restraining mechanism to prevent or minimize the
number of requests for marginally
beneficial services. The pricing mechanism serves to allocate the limited
data processing resources, but may
hinder efficient utilization. A department that is operating at close to capacity can charge for the full cost of
the system, but one that has much

unused capacity would discourage
use by attempting to fully recover
fixed costs from a small group of
users.
For departments that charge for
services, there are two basic methods, the service department approach
and the profit center approach. The
servic e d ep artm en t app roac h is
based on the cost recovery principle.
Costs charged are based on costs incurred. Users may be charged for
variable costs only, or for variable
costs plus allocation that includes a
charge for fixed costs. One of the advantages of the service department
approach is that it provides an incentive to use data processing department resources efficiently. Requests
for services that would be made if the
service was provided at no cost might
not be made if the user is charged.
Charging for services also fosters
user involvement.
One of the disadvantages of charging for services is the record keeping
that would be involved. Chargeback
systems also may tend to favor departments that have more resources
available to acquire the services. Departments having smaller budgets
may not be able to obtain the services
they need, while larger or richer departments may be able to afford projects that have only marginal value.
The profit center approach bases
its prices on full cost recovery plus an
extra amount to provide for profit.
Where possible, users are charged
the market rate, which allows for
comparison between internal facilities
and external service bureaus. This
approach gives the data processing
department manager an incentive to
keep costs down in order to have a
competitive price structure. One of
the disadvantages of the profit center
approach is that it may encourage the
data processing manager to accept
high profit jobs even though less profitable projects may be more beneficial
to the organization as a whole.
Amounts charged may be based on
a single factor or on multiple factors.
The most commonly used single factors are clock time and central processing time. Both of these approaches are arrived at by multiplying the
amount of time used by some dollar
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1984

amount, which may represent variable
cost, variable cost plus a portion of
fixed costs, or total costs plus profit.
One advantage of the single factor
approach is its simplicity. It is easy to
compute. It is also easy for users to
understand.
A multiple factor charge is based
on charging different rates for each
component used to complete the job.
Separate charges may be made for
CPU time, lin es prin ted, cards
punched, amount of core memory
used, priority assigned, etc. One of
the disadvantages of using a multiple
factor charge is that it is confusing to
users. It may also be more costly to
implement and keep track of than a
single factor system.
This study will be of interest to data
processing executives as well as
management accountants who must
account for the data processing service function.
The study is being conducted by
Robert W. McGee, CMA, NAA manager of accounting practices. Copies
of the completed study will be available in mid -1984, at which time a
summary of the study will be pub-

the new items are: moving expenses, retirement savings, two - income married
families and direct charitable deductions.... 95.4 million Forms 1040 and
1040A were filed in 1981. Gross income
reached $1.8 trillion, a 9% increase over
1980.
❑

Small Business

1 6 4 411
ing adequately to student demand for
courses.
The SBA also provides training for
small businesses, which usually runs for
one day and covers such subjects as
working capital, business forecasting,
and diversification of markets. SBA
workshops typically deal with capital
requirements, sources of financing,
types of businesses, organization, and
the choice of location for the business.
Clinics, meanwhile, examine some of
the specific problems of small business
in a particular industry.
Small Business Development Centers
(SBDC), funded by the SBA and the
states, provide consulting, training, and
information exchange for individuals
lished in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, who request this help. Quite often, the
togeth er with in st ru ct ions for consulting and training is a requirement
ordering.
❑
for a SBA loan.
The Small Business Institute sponsors
a program in which college students, as
Taxes
part of a class assignment, provide consulting services to small businesses. The
10-4.4
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Execprime for the six months ending Sep- utives) program also provides consultember 30, 1983, was 10.56% which tant services. Additionally, there is a
was rounded to I I%.... The personal small business training network.
loan made by a corporation president to
Although a large amount of training
a client that was not repaid can be writ- is available, it may not be in the reten off by the company as a bad debt. quired subjects, and, as it is not mandaThe IRS found that the loan was made tory, it is not universal. There is ample
to insure future corporate profits, not precedent for requiring knowledge of a
for personal reasons.... A new guide, specific industry before a business per"Tax Planning for the Troubled Com- son can receive a loan. The SBA will
pany," is available to help accountants not grant or sponsor a loan for a person
worki ng fo r companies in financial to enter the chemical business unless
trouble, nearing or entering bankruptcy. that person has some knowledge of the
The tax consequences of a decision in chemical business, for example.
these situations is crucial in determining
We recommend that the federal govthe best action for debtors and credi- ernment establish a set of training critetors. The book is available from John ria for SBA - sponsored loans and that all
Wiley and Sons, Inc.... Amendments financial institutions be required to folto emp lo ymen t tax regul at io ns i n- low these criteria when providing capicreased the list of witholding allowances tal to small businesses. These criteria
on an employee's Form W-4. Some of should require a minimum of 40 hours
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of training in accounting and financial
planni ng in smal l b usi nesses. This
course should be mandatory for all outside capital infusions, should be standardized throughout the country, and
should be readily available on a timely
and geographic basis. It also should
contain eight hours of lecture with problem reinforcement in each of the following areas: fundamentals of accounting,
internal control, managerial accounting,
fundamentals of finance, and budgeting
and financial planning.
Adequate resources exist for such a
course. The NAA and IIA already have
extensive training programs as a public
service. Clemson University already offers a one -day continuing education
seminar in fundamentals of accounting
for nonaccountants and a one -day continuing education seminar in fundamentals of finance for nonfinancial executives, as do many other universities and
private companies.
We believe that investors in small
business would be well served if they
had assurance that management possessed at least a minimum level of competency in these vital areas.
We recommend that adequate, mandatory, standardized, timely local training be a part of all capital formulation
for small businesses. We believe that
this training, if mandatory, will reduce
the large number of small business failures and ensure that the small business
operating executive has an adequate
knowledge of the important subjects of
accounting and finance.
❑

Computers
and Accounting
70-4-4
erate enough to get the vital information needed to do business.
New Automation Courses
Based on the success of this course, a
new program, "Using Microcomputers
in Budgeting," also will feature hands on instruction, and "Computerized Cost
Accounting Systems" has been revised
to include systems demonstrations.
These NAA programs, will be offered
this spring in West Palm Beach, San
Francisco, and New York.
❑
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Letters
71-44
feel certain that I am the only one who
belongs to the NAA, and I am only an
associate member. I would never have
joined at the full rate (too costly for a
nonpractitioner on an educator's salary). Next year, if the NAA maintains
the same membership rules —if I must
go to a full membership after two years
as an associate —I will no longer be a
member. PLE ASE UNDE R STAND
WHY.
Personally, I feel that MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING is the best of its kind in
the field —I read it, use it in class, value
it —it could and should be the NAA's
most effective selling tool. The primary
reason it is not is that students do not
see it on a regular basis! There may be a
copy or two at the University library,
but the publication th at they see in
practically every faculty office is the
Journal of Accountancy. Is this due to
prejudice o n the part of the faculty
members against NAA and in favor of

the AICPA? Of course not —it is simple
economics. It requires $48 per year for
me to read your publication (that is the
least expensive way I can obtain it, as a
nonmember); AICPA has a subscription rate of only $20 -and every year
they offer it to me and all other faculty
members at half price if we will just distribute some AICPA literature.
The IIA also has a very favorable rate
on the Internal Auditor for all faculty
members. As a faculty member I must
keep abreast of all happenings in account ing, and the cost of doi ng so
quickly becomes prohibitive. It is less
difficult for the practitioner to pursue
one line of concentration and pay the
associated costs than it is for the educator to attempt to "cover all bases" (financial, managerial, auditing, etc.). Perhaps we could all benefit if some sort of
reduction could be offered to nonpracticing faculty members. We could then
keep abreast with managerial happenings, and NAA would receive some deserved exposure. I am aware that t he
NAA's financial condition is not optimal at this time, but perhaps the old ad-

EDP AUDITORS FOUNDATION INC.
Announcesthe

CISA EX AM I NA T IO N
(Certified Information Systems Auditor)

age applies — "In good times you should
advertise, in bad times you must."
A second issue concerns me also. It is
acceptable for a commercial group to
say "We try harder because we're #2,"
but is below the dignity of professional
organizations. It seems that nearly one half of NAA members' letters have to
do with the subject "we are just as good
as CPAs." The only way that NAA will
ach i eve par with AIC P A will be
through results —not "blowing its own
horn." This fine organization should be
able to show the potential member /supporter that it is devoted to providing the
best in managerial accounting, regardless of what the "other" organizations
are doing. There is enough room for expansion in our field for all phases —so
why not quit worrying about where the
grass is greener and concentrate on enriching all the soil to the best of our collective abilities.
The s eco nd reco mmend at ion may
seem to contradict my first concern, but
I think not. If NAA's aim is to appeal
only to the practitioner, so be it. However, do not ignore the academic community then complain that the students
are slighting your organization. They
simply have not been exposed!
Harry V. Poynter
Assistant Professor
Department ofAccounting
Central Missouri State Univ.
Warrensburg, Mo.

On
April 7, 1984
• Developed and Administered by Educational Testing Service (ETS)
• Over 50 U.S.and Foreign Test Centers (Ability for Special Test Centers)
• Registration and Fee — $185 (U.S.)
• CISA Study Guide - $20 (U.S.)
• Available — Sample Test I — 50 Actual CISA Test Questions and
Suggested Answers - $7.50 (U.S.)
NEW FOR 1984 EXAM:

• Sample Test II — Additional 50 Actual CISA Test Questions and
Suggested Answers - $7.50 (U.S.)
• Information Systems Audit Process — A Critical Review of CISA Job
Dimensions, by S, Rao Vallabhaneni, CISA - $20 (U.S.)
For a CISA
Registration Form
and Bulletin of
Information
Write or Call

EDP AUDITORS F OUNDATION

373 S. Schmale Road
Carol Stream, Illinois 60188
312/653 -0950

ALL COMPLETED REGISTRATION FORMS MUST BE
RECEIVED NO LATER THAN FEBRUARY 24, 1984
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How material is it?
Let me count the ways ...
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UNDERSTANDING
CHANGE
JChange brings uncertainty, and
usually requires a transition
period: a stretch of time w hen the
o utmo de d Is updated o r rep laced,
w hen a faster or more durable or
less costly -to- operate version of
w hat's been in use Is introduced.
T he secret for making change
w ork productiv ely Is to understand
It, to know w hy It w as brought
about and w hat It Is Intended to
accomplish. NAA has constructed
the program for the Annual Conference on the theme "Understanding Change." Listed below
are some of the topics that have
thus for been selected. Another
listing underscores the high
caliber of the authorities and experts w ho w ill address these

N a t io n a l As s o c ia t i o n o f A c c o u n t a n t s
Annual International Conference June 24 .27 , 19 8 4

TOPICS
• Future A pplications of
Microcomputers
• Cash M anagement — Updated
• W ordsco pe — Computer Action
Learning
• T ime M anagement
• How to Cut Travel and E ntertainment Expenses Successfully
• M anagement A cco unting P ractices Co mmittee Action —
Updated

SPEAKERS
Thomas Thorsen, Senior Vice Presi.
Cla rence Sampson, Chief A cco untant,
dent Chief Financial Of ficer,
Securities Exchange Commission
General E lectric Company
Henry A . S chwartz, M anager of
Herbert C. Knortz, Executive Vice
Assessment Education RePresident Comptroller, ITT
quirements, IB M Corpo ration
Corpo ration
Robert R. Max, President, L R
Ray J. Groves, Chairman Chief
Communication Systems, Inc.
Executive, Ernst Whinney
Irving G. Calish, Co- founder
Kenichi Ohmae, M anaging PartChairman, Inno tech
ner. McKinsey Co mpany
Susan E. Freeman, Director,
Jap an
Positive Perspectives
E. P eter Gillette, Chairman,
Denis Day, Travel Entertainment
Norwest Bank
Expense Systems Consultant
&
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• The Changing Functio n o f the
Management A cco untant at GE
• T he Changing Ro le o f Government in Financial A cco unting &
Reporting
• A n Internatio nal V iew of Changing Technology
• The Challenge o f Internal Corpo rate V enturing
• Identif ying the "Fast Track" A cco unting M anager

topics. So, come and
learn and listen.
Ask questions, ponder
the answ ers and
participate In the Idea and
experience - sharing that takes
place in the impromptu discussions
characteristic of NAA Annual
Conferences.

PLUS
Special Pro grams fo r spo uses and the young people. Family event
(bo at cruise o n P uget S ound, barbecue dinner and Indian dance
demonstratio ns). Award presentatio ns. National Officers' Reception.
Annual Dinner,
art%.rn L r tAtu Kt

NAA Is o rganizing an exhibitio n of equipment and services f or
members attending the Annual Co nf erence.
Co mpanies that have already requested space Include Digital
Equipment, Jo hn Wiley & S ons, M anagement Science America, UCC
Co mputing, and W arren, Gorham & Lamo nt. Selected o thers are in
the serious discussion stage at this copy preparation.
The exhibits will add an impo rtant extra dimension to yo ur participation, Come and see f or yourself!
MA RK YOUR CA LE NDA R - JUNE 24-27,1984

In the Library
The books listed in this section are available from the NAA library. Members
may borrow books for a two -week loan
period by mail, telephone or in person
visit. Ad dress Ms. Miriam Red rick,
Manager, Library Services, NAA, 919
Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022—
(2112,), 754 -9736 or 37.
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Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors
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How to Find and Buy Good Soft are:
A Guide for Business and Professional
People
Jess W. Curry and David M. Bonner,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1983, 161 pp. —In their
preface, the authors, one an NAA member, comment : "The proli feration of
data processing in the small business
has not only increased hardware sales
and software development but has also
served to increase the number of people
learning to use a computer."
This book is written for small businesses. Anyone wh o has not yet acquired a micro but is seriously considering it would be well advised to spend an
hour or so reviewing the material before
investing several thousand dollars.
The material is clearly written. The
logic progresses from identifying needs
through making the final decision. A
very good feature of the book is a glossary at the end of each chapter which
clearly explains some of the buzzwords
in computing.

Accounting for Income Taxes: A Review of Alternatives
Dennis R. Beresford, Lawrence C. Best,
Paul W. Craig, and Joseph Y. Weber,
FASO, High Ridge Park, P.O. Box 3821,
Stamford, Conn. 06905 -0821, 1983,
156pp. —The authors of this book are
associated with the public accounting
fi rm o f E rn s t & Wh i n n ey. At the
FASB's request, E&W volunteered to
assist the Board in its research effort on
reconsideration of accounting for income taxes. Accou ntin g Princi ples
Board Opinion 11 on the subject of income taxes is being reconsidered by the
FASB. Concurrently with the issuance
of this research report, the Board issued
a discussion memorandum dated August 29, 1983, on essentially the same
subject. The public is invited to provide P r ac t i ca l Acco u nt i n g for S mal l
the Board with written comments by Business
January 31, 1984, and to participate in 2n d ed it i o n , La ur a Kir sner, L yn
Taetzsch, Van Nostrand Reinhold Ca.,
public hearings April 23 -25, 1984.
The research report is far better writ- 35 West 50th Street, New York, N. Y.
ten, and much easier to comprehend, 10020, 1983, 154 pp. —This book is
than is the DM. While undoubtedly a probably the clearest and easiest to use
conscious decision of the authors, it is a volume on small business accounting
major flaw of the book that any conclu- that has been written. There is nothing
sions on the subject of proper account- in it which would be new for regular
ing for income taxes are not disclosed as readers of this magazine. There are no
part of the research report. The docu- startl ing i nsigh ts to be gained from
ment is totally neutral and simply pre- studying it if you are already in the
sents arguments, pro and con, on each business of accounting.
Many of our Association's members,
aspect of the debate.
The magnitude of the problem of de- however, work with small businesses or
ferred taxes can be seen from the follow- keep the books for small businesses.
ing statistic. A survey of the 1980 annu- This volume is highly recommended for
al rep o rt s o f t h e t o p 2 5 0 F o rt u n e purchase by the owners of small busiindustrial companies revealed that 27 nesses who should have an understandcompanies reported deferred tax credits ing of accounting. This volume does not
which average 26% of stockholders' eq- just serve as a "do it yourself' guide to
uity. Ten years earlier the average for keeping a set of books —it provides an
those same companies was only 9 % . explanation as to what should be done
The deferred tax credit has increased and why it should be done that way. The
nearly two and a half times faster than following is a good example of the au76

thors' advice: "Processing Invoices In/voices should be typed and sent to customers as soon as possible after orders
are shipped — either the same day or at
most the following day. Then one copy
should be filed in a sales folder for that
month in numerical sequence, so that
you can keep track of all orders. You
may want to maintain separate folders
for the invoices of each customer. If you
do this, another copy of the invoice is
filed in the customer's file." Good internal co n t ro l . Go o d s ys t ems an d
procedures.
It is easy to see why this book has
gone into a second edition. One of the
features of this new edition is an added
chapter on computerizing your business. This chapter is not one of the real
strong points of the book because there
are many other volumes dealing with
the use of microcomputers which would
be better. But for the basic "nitty gritty" of keeping a small business set of
books, with an explanation as to what
should be done and why, this book goes
to the top of the list.
Compilation and Review Practice
Manual: 1983 -84
Allan A Afterman, CPA, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 210 South Street, Boston, Mass 02111, 1983, approximately
400pp. —This manual was designed as a
complete reference source for the practitioner in the preparation of unaudited
financial statements. It provides sound,
practical answers and solutions to the
many problems facing those who attempt to provide this service.
The book starts with the conduct of
an engagement including an analysis of
setting fees and billing. The author describes basic standards and procedures,
provides a good checklist of items for
balance sheet and income statement disclosures, and describes desirable formats of accountants' reports. There also
is a worthwhile, although brief, chapter
on forecasts. The last chapter deals with
unaudited financial statements of a public company, and the appendix consists
of reprints of a number of American Institute of CPA documents dealing with
the topics covered in the manual.
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Perspectives
4AA
tion line will mean to the corporate accounting function and to internal and
external audit functions. The possibilities are boundless.
So it is clear that the accelerative
thrust of knowledge and technology,
facts of life that Toffler puts forth as
causes of "future shock," are here now.
We all are experiencing them and will
continue to experience them in the future —and at an accelerating pace.
This all adds up to big changes in corporate identity, and perhaps a corporate
identity crisis. Some glimmers that this
may be happening have already been
noticed by astute observers.
In The Third Wave, his follow -up to
Future Shock, author Toffler devoted a
chapter to the "electronic cottage." Specifically, he says that "this is precisely
what th e n ew mo de o f p ro d uct i o n
makes possible: a return to cottage industry on a new, higher, electronic basis, and with it a new emphasis on the
home as the center of society."
We are already reading about corporatio ns wh o have placed i ntell igent
typewriters and computer terminals in
the homes of certain employees. These
people never see their employer in the
normal sense. Think of what this might
do to the corporate accounting function,
and to the internal and external audit
functions.

Corporate Identity Crisis
Is it really so unreasonable to foresee
a corporate accountant at a terminal in
his or her home performing a consolidation of the company's accounts, then reviewing by video transmission the results with the company's president and
other senior executives who are also at
terminals in their homes? Is it inconceivable that the only employees at the
production and distribution process
would be mechanically managed by humans at their homes via telecommunications and video communications?
All of this will, no doubt, create an
identity crisis for the corporation. As it
happens, that, too, is a title of a chapter
in Toflier's The Third Wave. A subtitle
of that chapter, incidentally, is "Many
Bottom Lines."
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Yes, change is causing many new
"bottom lines" for corporations and the
professionals who serve them. We, for
instance, have all seen that corporations
and co un tri es are encoun terin g i mmense difficulty in managing their businesses in the light of worldwide economic events. We now see that inflation
and unemployment can both occur at
the same time and that there is no easy
or readily apparent answer available.
Think of what the "electronic cottage" may do to the corporate identity.
One result of this and other factors is
that the corporation will become multi purpose—it will have noneconomic as
well as economic functions and "many
bottom lines."
Among other results to be expected,
according to Mr. Toffler, is that the
emerging multipurpose corporation will
demand, among other things, smarter
executives. This implies management
with intelligence capable of specifying
multiple goals, weighting them, interrelating them, and finding synergistic policies that accomplish more than a single
goal at a time. It requires policies that
optimize not just one but several variables simultaneously. Nothing could be
further from the single - minded style of
the t rad i t i o n al "S ec o n d W a ve "
manager.
Moreover, once the need for multiple
goals is accepted, new measures of performance will need to be developed. Instead of the singl e "bottom line" on
which most executives are taught to fixate, the "Third Wave" corporation requires at tenti on t o mu ltipl e bo ttom
lines. Mr. Tofiier says these are social,
environmental, informational, political
and ethical —and they are all
interconnected.

On the Edge of Revolution
He adds that this explains today's efforts to develop a new language of accountability, and that accounting is "on
the edge of revolution and is about to
explode out of its narrowly economic
terms of reference."
The American Accounting Association h as already i ssued report s of a
"Committee on Non - Financial Measures of Effectiveness" and of a "Committee on Measures of Effectiveness of
Social Programs." So much work has
been done in these areas that each of

these reports lists nearly 250 papers,
mo n ograp h s, an d do cument s i n i t s
biography.
Changes are already evident in Europe. Shell in Germany, instead of publishing an annual report, now issues
what it calls an Annual and Social Report in which both economic and trans economic data are interrelated. Concrete econo mi c, en viron men tal and
social goals for the corporation are stipulated , the action s taken to achieve
them are spelled out, and the expenditures allocated to them are reported.
So what does all this mean to the accounting profession? Everything I have
touched upon relates to information
processing. Changes in both real and artificial intelligence will continue. The
challenge is that if we do not anticipate
rather then react, and make ourselves
integral parts of the future, some other
group will. It i s a challenge and an
opportunity.
As Alvin Toffler says, "unless we
control the accelerative thrust —and
there are few signs that we will— tomorrow's individual will have to cope with
even more hectic change than we do today." Thus we must increase our "cope ability." As another author on the subject s ai d, "It wi ll req u i re men an d
women who have the fu ture in their
bones."
I agree. We all must have the future
in our bones. The opportunities and
commensurate rewards will be great for
those who meet the challenge. We have
no other choice but to do so.

Accountant
Pro fes si o nal As so ciat io n
Unique C areer o pp ortunity now exis ts on the
professional staff o f this leading accounting
asso ciation. Po sition entails aid ing in the
prep aratio n o f the CMA examinatio n and the
develop ment of the C MA program.
Our s ucces sful cand idate will pos sess management acco unting, c omp uter and teaching
exp erience with a G raduate d egree and C MA
or CPA required. INITIAL AS SIG NMENT
IN ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN; OFFICE
WILL T HEN MO VE T O MONTVALE, NEW
JERSEY.
Please s end detailed res ume including salary
his tory in confidence to : Dr. Karl Reichard t.

Institute of
Management Accounting
215 City Center Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
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People in the News
to assistant controller at Frigidaire.
Robert A. Rausch, Delaware, has been
promoted to controller, Performance
Resins Division at ICI Americas.
Janet Nisbett, Grand Rapids, has joined
Old Kent Bank as an assistant vice president in t h e co rp o rat e acco u n t i n g
department.
Robert C. Cooper, Greater Greenville
(S.C.), has been elected managing partner, Harris, McMillan, Hudgins & Co.

NAA President Charles T. Smith, Jr., and 36 other past presidents of
NAA chapters were honored recently at a joint meeting of the Anderson Area, Asheville, Greater Greenville, and Spartanburg Area Chapters. These four were chartered December 1, 1954, as the Western
Carolinas Chapter (which later changed its name to Greater Greenville) and later were spun off. Taking time out from the celebration are
these past chapter presidents, (1 -r): NAA Vice President Robert W.
Liptak, Greater Greenville; Guy Lewis, Asheville; George Herron,
Greater Greenville president, • Carl Harper, Western Carolinas; and
NAA President Smith, Western Carolinas.

Promotions and New Positions
Emil J. Ragones, Boston, has been admitted to partnership at Ernst & Whin ney.. .. Jo hn J. Wall ace, Boston, has
been promoted to controller of the venture capital arm of Analog Devices, Inc.

moted to secretary- controller of P.M.C.
Industries.

James W. Wylie, Cleveland, has been
promoted to controller and finance director— manufacturing group of Republic Steel Corp.
Linda Grimm, Cleveland East, was pro-

Paul Breen, Dayton, has been promoted

Deni Elwood, Chattahoochee valley,
has been promoted to manager of corporate auditing at Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Georgia /Columbus, Inc.
John P. McCormack, Jr., Cincinnati,
has been named controller of Mercy
Hospital in Hamilton.
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Clare L. Rothi, Kalamazoo, has been
named vice president- treasurer for the
Garret Agen cy. ... Debra A. Chope has
joined National Water Lift as financial
an al ys t. .. . Dale H. Wierenga has been
named administrative partner in charge
of the Kalamazoo unit o f Alexander
Grant & Co.

William A. Hammond, Colorado South,
has been named dean of the School of
Business at the University of Southern
Colorado.
Larry C. Lawrence, Columbia, was promoted to assistant vice president, Bankers Trust o f Sou th Carolin a.... . Anthony A. Callander was admitted to
p art n ers h i p o f E rn s t & Wh in n ey.
. . . . Barry S. Laban was admitted to
partnership in the public accounting
fi rm o f R o ge rs , B ri gman , & Co.
.. . F red erick W. Schmidt, has been
elected executive vice president and
general manager of Owen Industrial
Products, Inc.... George L. McDaniel
has been promoted to treasurer at South
Carolin a Federal S & L.... Lloyd E.
Pitts has joined the partnership of John
D. Keels Jr., and James B. Hughes to
form Keels, Hughes and Pitts, CPAs.

Kathy McDowell, Cedar Rapids, has
joined Data Management Corp. in Ely,
Iowa, as president and manager.

Joel Walters, Greater Ozarks, has been
promoted to controller at Commerce
Bank of Springfield.... Judy Breeding
has been elected a partner in the public
acco u n t i n g fi rm o f B ai rd Ku rt z &
Dobson.

iikk
IHLE
Miami

did

A

McLAIN
Valley Forge

Michael L. Bray, Kankakee Valley, was
promot ed t o vice pres i dent at KAL
Lea s i n g. . . . David Thomas was promoted to controller for the Kankakee
Division of Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
Barbara Kirk land, Lansing- Jackson,
has been promoted to controller of the
Elra Group, Inc.
William J. Holtz, Long Island -Suffolk,
was named managing partner at Holtz
Rubenstein & Co.
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Wal lace A. Cat ald o, Massachusetts
Route 118, has been promoted to chief
financial officer for Keane, Inc., a national computer services firm.

Alan E. Livingston, Springfield, has
been promoted to plant controller at
Ludlow Corp.

Herbert D. Ihle, Miami, was elected senior vice president and controller of
Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis.

Daniel J. Dolan, St. Louis, has been
promoted to principal at Arthur Young
& Co ... . H. Ma x Lu mmi s, IV, has
been named audit partner at Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

Tho mas A. J o h n s o n , Minneapolis
Northstar, has opened Thomas A. Johnson & Associates, a finance and management consulting firm with offices in
Bloomington, Minn.

Robert K. McLain, Valley Forge, has
been named vice president of Alco Standard Corp.

In Memoriam

Emeritus Life Associates
S. Lansing Williams, Montgomery Prince Georges, has been named vice
president, finance and administration,
for Trans /Circuits Inc., a manufacturer
of PC boards.
Three Muskegon members have been
named at Sealed Power Corp. Kirk D.
Deyer is now director of information
services, James F. Hurley was named
director of financial planning and control, and Mark E. Signor was named
manager of financial control and planning for t he Seal Cast Di v.... James
O. Hunt was named controller of the
Industrial Pro ducts Div., Tel edyne
Continental Motors.
David W. Curtiss, Nashville- Capitol
City, is now vice president of Newman
& Associates.
Barbara Green, North Penn, is now controller for Rouse & Associates, a real estate development company,
Dennis Manzano, Ponce, was promoted
to assistant treasurer of the Chase Manhattan Bank, NA in Ponce, P.R.
Edward S. Civera, Pittsburgh, has been
named an audit partner with Coopers &
Lybrand.
Paul Heaton, Sacramento, has been
promoted to chief financial officer of
the Sacramento Union.
Dennis Carson, Sioux Falls, has been
named director of special services for
Eide Helmeke & Co.... Jordan Millwork has elected Lloyd Sehaap secretary- treasurer and appointed him controller at the firm's headquarters.
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Merle C. Sherman, Southern Maine.
Dudley A. Smith, Evansville.
Lloyd J. Thomson, Olean - Bradford
Area.
Richard G. Williams, Providence.
J. Pryor Wise, Louisville past president.
Nancy O. Young, Member -at- Large,
USA.

Richard A. Beck, Pittsburgh.
John P. Barlow, Salt Lake Area.
Wayne J. Blick, Illowa.
Bruce B. Charles, Delaware County
Pennsylvania, past president. Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society.
Carlos O. Contreras B., Member -atLarge, Venezuela.
William F. Dallmann, Milwaukee past
president. SCMS.
Michael F. Doherty, New Haven.
David W. Drake, Rochester.
Richard H. Goodwin, Cincinnati past
president.
John F. Gardiner, Massachusetts North
Central.
Durward G. Hoffman, Cleveland.
Robert M. Husband, Mid- Florida past
president, past national director, 196769. SCMS.
Donald A. Johnson, Lake Superior.
Sidney Kipnis, San Fernando Valley.
Frank W. Kompany, Morristown.
Albert L. Kraus, Connecticut Gateway.
Darwin M. Ley, New York.
Conrad Loepsberger, Minneapolis
Northstar.
John Lucas, Jr., Northwest Suburban
Chicago past president. SCMS.
Charles W. Luedke, Milwaukee past
president.
John A. Lynch, Delaware.
John A. McFerren, Cleveland.
Harold C. Moore, Member -at- Large,
USA, Baltimore past president; past national director, 1972 -74. SCMS.
Edward J. Nowicki, Member -at- Large,
USA.
Gerald F. Riedel, Denver.
Roger L. Rudd, San Diego.
Patrick J. Rudden, Cleveland past
president,
John J. Schloff, Rochester.

S. Goldsmith, 67, Los Angeles, 1965.
Bernard J. Grieco, 62, New Jersey
Meadowlands, 1966.
Howard E. Jesko, 57,Greater Youngstown Area, 1956.
James L. Koch, 41, Nashville - Capitol
City, 1973.
Elizabeth J. Lafferty, 61, Indianapolis
1949.
Charles A. Melcombe, 58, Connecticut
Gateway, 1969.
Daniel F. Murphy, 61, San Diego, 1975.
G. E. Roedler, 65, Atlanta North, 1983,
Andrew R. Vasko, 56, Cincinnati, 1961.
Curt E. Wikstrom, 66, Long Island Nassau, 1953. ELA.

F r P e r so n/ WThe
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CMA

R E V I E W M AN U A L
1984 EDITION
A comprehensive review series in
separate volumes by exam part
FEATURES

• Exam-directed aids ineasy -to -read
form
• Point- getting strategies for exam
success
• Coverage of key essay & quantitative questions and answers
• Explanatory answers for 5 years'
objective questions
• Diagnostic self -tests
• Multi- volume convenience

Vol. I - Reviews CMA Exams Parts 1 & 2
450 pp $14.25
Vol. II - Reviews CMA Exam ....
Part 3
350 pp $11.75
• Vol. III - Reviews CMA Exam Parts4
.... &5
450 pp $14.25
• Entire Set - Discounted price ....
$36.00

.....

Add 5.75 per volume shipping thq. for delivery
within U.S. Full refund within 10 days it not
completely satisfied. To order, rhetk item desired
and mail this ad, with payment to:

Associates,
Box E, Porl Jefferson Sta., NY 11776
or call 1-800 -645-5460
tt collect)
(In NYS, call
Prices are subject to chanye without notice. Add
applicable sales tai. Master Card Visa accepted.
Give account no. and exp. date.
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New Products/ Services

Madeline Krakowsky, Editor

corder, teletypewriter, text editor and
electronic mail. Contact Terry W. Dillman, (716) 423 -3539.
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IBM continues to make headlinesi with
the introduction of the IBM PCjr and
enhanced versions of two of its microcomputers. The PCjr (or "Peanut ") can
help people with no computing experience prepare reports and letters, manage personal finances, and access information networks. People who use the
IBM PC at work can run many of the
s ame p ro gra ms at h o me on th e
PCjr.... The new Personal Computer
XT /370 and IBM 3270 -PC allow users
to access information on IBM mainframes, while retaining local microcomputer capabilities. Deliveries of these
products are scheduled to start in the
first quarter of 1984.
A five -pound computer that fits into a
briefcase and has a self - contained power
source has been introduced by Xerox
Corp. The Xerox 1810, the first in the
Xerox 1800 line of portable computers,
has 6 4K memo ry, and LC D dis pl ay
screen, and the ability to operate for up
to 10 hours on its batteries. Designed
for business travelers, its features includ e: appoi ntment calendar, al arm
clock, four - function calculator, speaker
phone with automatic dialing, tape re-

Data and Research Technology Corp. is
preparing for the future with a computer -age counterpart to the pay telephone.
Just as pay telephones provide public
access to voice communications, The
Answers: Machine is intended to provide data communications. The "coin operated" computer terminals will hook
up users to public data networks such as
TYMNET. Information access will no
longer be limited to the office or home;
users will be able to obtain data from
any number of locations. Phone Frank
McNulty, (412) 563 -2212.
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In an effort to close the communication
gap between peopl e and compu ters,
Frey Associates, Inc. has developed
Themis, a software system which understands plain English questions and commands, delivered via keyboard. Incorporating the latest artificial intelligence,
Themis understands a basic vocabulary
of more than 900 words, which can easily be expanded. Users can add or modify words and definitions to fit their parti cul ar b u si n ess envi ro n men t . For
example, a corporate treasurer may define "payroll" as "the sum of all salaries," while an accounting clerk may define it as "wages plus FICA." Entering
the same request, each would receive a
different answer, based on their chosen
definitions. Th e s yst em i s flex ib l e
enough to understand sentence frag-

ments, slang and typos. In addition,
Themis can perform various functions
such as calculations. The first version
run s on Di git al Eq ui pment Corp.'s
VAX -11 series of super minicomputers.
Phone Les Dole, (603) 472 -5185.

.

Formaster Corp. has introduced a desk
top di skette dupli cator specifically
aimed at businesses which are using person al comp ut ers. Emb raced as t h e
"computer -age equivalent of the plain
paper copier," the Series Two Diskette
Duplicator is the first diskette duplicator designed for office use. As businesses use more personal computers, their
need for in -house data distribution capabilities will grow. The new system can
produce fully verified copies on blank
diskettes at the rate of 120 per hour: ten
times the speed possible by manual dupl i cat i o n o n a p ers o n al co mp u t er.
Phone Quyhn Tran, (408) 942 -1771.

.

Formaster's Diskette Duplicator.

F r o m S y s t ems P lus, In c. co mes
BOOKS! The Electric Ledger. A comprehensive, automated accounting system, BOOKS! lets users coordinate all
parts of the bookkeeping and accounting routine. It is a complete general ledger system automating manual functions such as entering transactions into
journals, posting journals to the ledger,
producing fi nancial stat ements, and
closing the books. The system maintains
historical and budget data. Complete
audit trails allow for fast and accurate
audits. Add -on modules include budgeting, recurring entries, invoice printing,
and check writing. Phone Rosemary
Mehrlich, (415) 969 -7047.
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~to $25,000 ... on
a ure only. No collateral
atsoever. No endorsers. No co
signers. And, most importantly, no

hassles.
• A Line of Credit from $5,000 to
$25,000. Major funds for your major needs. While current earnings or
credit cards can take care of most
smaller needs, today's busy executive
requires larger amounts of cash from
time to time.
• All Transactions Handled by Mail.
This special feature makes borrowing
convenient and guarantees privacy.
No personal meetings. No complicated, time- consuming procedures.
The few necessary steps are made
by you in the privacy of your home
or office.
• Your Signature is the Only Collateral Required. No need to tie up
any of your assets.
• The Convenience of a Revolving
Credit Line, Once your line of credit
is approved, a phone call from you
activates the credit and your check
is mailed to you immediately. If you
want additional funds the next month
...or the next day ... just call and your
money will be in the mail.

• You Pay Interest Only for the
Amount You Actually Ilse. There
is no charge to establish your credit
line. No loan processing fees and no
prepayment penalties. Once you
activate your credit, interest is
charged only on the amount you
actually use at the Annual Percentage
Rate of 18 %.
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. There's
no risk. If you activate your line of
credit and you're not completely
satisfied, return the money within
30 days at no cost to you.
You'll find it easy to apply for your
line of credit. just mail the coupon
today. By return mail you'll receive
the one page application —it's that easy.
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Security Pacific Executive/Professional

Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 33009, Aurora, Colorado 80012
1.800. 525 -1344

Name

Association receives a sma

offer should not be construed as an,
endorsement by the Association of
the Lender or any other products or
services included in the Group Discount
Programs.
This special program is administered
by Security Pacific Executive/Professional
Services, Inc. and, in California, by
Bankers Investment Company, Both
Security Pacific Executive/Professional
Services, Inc. and Bankers Investment
Company have the experience and
financial strength to serve the
membership. They are subsidiaries of
Security Pacific Corporation, the
nation's 10th largest bank - holding
company, with assets over $39 billion.
Both lending institutions are equal
opportunity lenders and approval of all
credit lines, regardless of amount, is
subject to their normal credit policies.

C

I

I

To cover the admiri
arranging a national p

Address

I

SECUUTY PACIBC

I

14201 East 4th Avenue
Aurora, Colorado 80011
1.800- 525 -1344

City

I

Slate

Zip
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•Wiry successful retention
programs start long
before the hiring process

Why employment
contracts are now more
advantageous to

employers
How to reduce long range payroll casts by
spending a little more at
the right time

Which " customized'—'
techniques tailor strong

appeals to different
individuals
Why one of the most
obvious and economical
methods of keeping good
employees is often

How to use incentive
other than money to
encourage loyalty

What to do when one
your best employees
quits

Too much turnover can be costly and disruptive.
Too little turnover and your best people
can get frustrated by slow advancement.
This valuable booklet will help you hold on
to your best employees. ft's written by Robert
HaK the author of How to Hire Smart; The
Robert Half Way to Get Hired in Today'sJob
Market (Rawson- Wade/Bantam); and the soon

to be released, Robert Half's Success Guide for
Accountants (McGraw -Hill).

Robert Half founded the organization that
bears his name —35 years ago. Today, it's the
world's largest specialized placement service for
competent financial, accounting and data processing professionals —with 80 independently
owned and operated offices throughout the
United States, Canada and Great Britain.

This booklet could help protect your most
valuable resource. Get your free copy by contacting any Robert Half office —or mail the coupon below.
I

Please send me your booklet " How To Keep Your Best People"
(Mail this coupon to Robert Half International, Inc.,
P.O. Box 4157, New York, NY 10163.)
Name
Title

I

I Company

I

Address
City
zip

State
Telephone (

)

9BRORERT &MLF

I t;= accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
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